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Abstract
The articles of this dissertation combine to make an autobiographical
written study, a Scholarly Personal Narrative of life writing. The work culminates
with a research study by way of a Talking Circle among a group of scholarly elders
who gathered to share guidance for Indigenous scholars navigating colonial
structures in our sites of knowledge production. Utilizing a Mixed-Methods
approach, this sharing was transcribed, coded, and examined via Western
thematic analysis. Through stories, casting an international light, analyses reveal
a work of written guidance not only for Indigenous scholars, but also for education
stakeholders, for those claiming diversity, equity, and inclusion, and for sites of
knowledge production globally.
The author walks alongside the memories in her mind. Through becoming
a mother, she discovers a path of healing located in the philosophy her
grandmother taught her as a child: Hina Hanta, a path of stories that tell who we
are. Hina Hanta is her paradigm. Talking Circles hearken back to ancient times
when stories were shared through Indigenous ways of being, since time
immemorial (Wilson, 2008). Sharing circles, Talking Circles, are about providing
experiences based on ancient ceremonial practices.
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Figure 1 Painting by Tina Bly: Matrilineal

Author Note
This dissertation is made from many stories. It is a story of the resilience of
Indigenous peoples. It makes way for creating more equitable spaces in our sites
of knowledge production. It is also the story of a little Choctaw girl who grew up
in Eagletown, Oklahoma, who navigated harmful societal and cultural barriers
including unsurmountable colonial structures, to complete an advanced degree to
work toward improving the lives of Indigenous communities and others
marginalized.
In my search for meaning what I have learned is that my grandmothers and
my mother are here through blood memory in my children, Celeste and Michael,
in their DNA. I have learned that we can cultivate healing via our culture, through
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our relationship with the cosmos, with nature and every living being, with place
and land, through reflection, through our memories, and our stories. Pictures in the
Paint (Bly, 2020) resulted in the birth of Hina Hanta: The Circle of Metacognition. It
remains a work in progress unfolding with every step along my own path and
growth as an Indigenous researcher and a human being.
Yes, the colonizers came and took the land. Yes, they handed out smallpox
infected blankets on the Trail of Tears. They broke treaties. Colonizers whipped
children for speaking their native language. They cut their hair, forced them to
turn away from their spirituality, and indoctrinated them. They slaughtered the
buffalo to the brink of extinction. They killed our leaders and massacred men,
women, and children. But even after all of the violence, colonization, wars, trauma,
and genocide across all of our generations:
We are still here.
We walk as our ancestors walked. Brave. Resilient. Strong. We must keep
sharing our stories because when we share our stories, we are with our ancestors,
reliving those memories. Every time we hand down another story, we heal a little
more. We heal and we grow, and then we help others. And when we find ourselves
in spaces that were not created for us, where we are unwelcome or our voices are
silenced without choice, we never forget; that our mere presence is nothing less
than a revolution.
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CHAPTER 1 Trojan Horses

Indigenous peoples have historically struggled for self-determination, so
do we in our sites of knowledge production. Indigenous scholars who choose to
study our own or other Indigenous peoples frequently find ourselves
marginalized in our own universities, often lacking access to Indigenous Research
Methods courses (Smith, 2012). Anzaldúa (2009) gives us voice as she also writes
about passing through the ivory tower gate where we become as if a Trojan horse
that has infiltrated to subvert the system, carrying new ideas, working literally like
a pack mule, studying the dominant culture as assigned; learning of our own
culture, seeking permission to explore topics of interest that may extend beyond
European or White American scholarship. We sometimes face other marginalized
groups who question the authenticity of our heritage, our aims, or present as if
they fear an Indigenous paradigm, or stories as knowledge may somehow take
away from their established historical perspectives, as they often insist on our
silence. Anzaldúa likens all of this to ramming the academy walls with our heads
so that eventually one’s head is bloodied as we continually come up against
classrooms where we and our communities are invisible.
Heather Shotton writes that “Native students often face hostile and
unwelcoming environments when they enter Non-Native Colleges and
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Universities” (Shotton, p. 1, 2017). Her work has revealed harsh realities. She
writes that racism and racial microaggressions also emerge as themes. This is
common for Native women in doctoral education. In such unwelcome
oppressive environments, these experiences are stressful and ultimately result in
feelings of isolation.
Here, I begin with asking how may we facilitate success for Indigenous
scholars as they maneuver through these colonial structures of institutional
domination and oppression?
The terms Choctaw and Chahta are used interchangeably. The terms
Indian and Native American are also used interchangeably. Indigenous is used
to indicate any people originally inhabiting a geographic space of land. For
clarity of purpose, the following sections, Key Debates and Controversies,
Problem Statement, Research Question, Gaps in Existing Knowledge, Relevance,
and Importance of Research are taken from the culminating study and article
within this work, Ghost Dances in Ivory Towers.
Key Debates and Controversies
Our history is often shared in such disintegration that the truth is most often
missed. I pose that this method of providing information, particularly history, in
bits and pieces, is also a colonial strategy to enable Whitewashing. In a
chronological series of snapshots, to capture the true essence of our realities in
genuine context, I begin as I often do, with the Terra Nulius Phase (1770-1900)
4

when Captain James Cook deemed Aboriginal Australian land, “empty land,”
whereby the socio-political aims supported the dispossession of land, and
colonizers convinced themselves that Aboriginees were mere inferior nuisances
who deserved to be killed (Martin, 2003). In North America, what is now New
Foundland, the genocide of the Beothuk nation resulted in only a few survivors
living in hiding (Wilson, 2008). This systematic process of annihilation expanded
to vast swaths of geographic spaces.
During this same time frame, in the British colonies of North America,
smallpox blankets were distributed with the hope that Native Americans would
be decimated to a point that their mere existence would be negligible (Thornton,
1987). In New Zealand, missionaries were teaching Maori how to read and write
in their own language as colonists were intermarrying to gain access to the
breathtaking land. In 1858 domination was extended toward implementing a
process where Maori land must be alienated to the crown and then purchased back
(Evans, Grimshaw, Philips, & Swain, p. 76, 2003).
While Maori were experiencing their own nightmare, other regions
continued to face more of the same. To allow European settlers access to land with
no limitations, the British North America Act 1867 and the Canadian Indian Act 1876
were enacted while justifying the racist belief in the supremacy of the European
settler (Henderson-Youngblood, 2000a).
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Where policy was concerned, such government acts and policing,
Indigenous peoples were no longer allowed to practice ceremonial traditions and
were not allowed to leave designated areas (Brown, 1970; Wilson, 2008). To further
solidify domination and dispossession of lands, Indigenous peoples were
subjected to relocations that included forcing Native Americans out from the rich
black soil in the Deep South. These forced relocations made way for settlers and
eventually for the free slave labor that established the economic foundation to
ensure the successful economic development of the United States, indeed, to
ensure the successful establishment of a world economy (Tomich, 2004), on stolen
land, by the backs of stolen labor.
In beginning to situate myself in this context, my grandmother was born
around 1898. She was Cherokee and Choctaw. I identify most with being Choctaw.
The oldest stories say that Choctaw people originally came up from Mexico and
the American Southwest settling in the Deep South and the Lower Mississippi
River Valley.
Under President Andrew Jackson, among the tribes impacted, my people,
the Choctaw, were further subjected to ethnic cleansing through forced relocations
from Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana to lands west of the Mississippi to
Indian Territory in exchange for the rich fertile lands in the Deep South. Even
though in Whitewashed accounts of history, this is represented as an “exchange,”
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make no mistake; these were violent upheavals of Indigenous ways of knowing,
doing, and being (Tomich, 2004).
The Indian Removal Act was signed into law in May of 1830 by President
Andrew Jackson officially authorizing Jackson access to these unsettled lands
resulting in the great removal. Even though countless Indians had already been
annihilated through the process of colonialism, the geographic removal of
remaining tribes resulted in even more atrocity, in the form of these forced
marches to Indian Territory, to what is now Oklahoma (Brave Heart, 1998; McKee,
1980).
The Choctaw were forced to walk from the Deep South to Oklahoma in
waves, 1831, 1832, and 1833. Although the numbers vary wildly, Choctaw deaths
on this dangerous journey were graphically unspeakable and although colonizers
made no effort to accurately track the number of deaths, a people were decimated.
George S. Gains, a U.S. Government Agent, had been trusted by the
Choctaw and oversaw the 1831 removal but his stated dedication to make matters
as easy as possible for tribes proved to be impossible (McKee, 1980). This removal
unfolded during winter, ice, snow, countless Choctaw people walked, often bare
foot with no clothing for warmth. Mothers carried babies in their arms, tiny little
children walked, as did the elderly. Film and media in America wish to convince
us that these events were ancient. They are not. Our grandmothers pass down firsthand stories from their mothers.
7

During the 1831 removal, the Bureau of Indian Affairs had not purchased
enough provisions so that few had clothes, shoes, blankets, or winter clothing and
many froze to death in zero-degree temperatures (McKee, 1980), neither was there
enough food, an unknown number too large to fathom, also starved to death.
Even with so few provisions that had resulted in innumerable deaths, the
cost of the removal was twice as much as the Bureau of Indian Affairs had planned,
thus Gains was fired, and the United States Army was put in charge (McKee, 1980).
Irritated with the cost of the first wave, the Bureau of Indian Affairs decided to
“economize” by reducing rations further. The Army only allowed five small
wagons for every thousand Indians forcing both elderly and young, the frail and
weak, the infirmed, to walk this wretched journey of starvation (McKee, 1980).
Army Captain William Armstrong assisted in the second removal and was quoted,
“Fortunately, they are a people that will walk to the last, or I do not know how we
could go on” (McKee, 1980, p. 40). Bent trees can be located all along the way, we
call them trail trees. Some stories say these trail trees were cryptic codes to mark a
hopeful path back home to the Deep South one day.
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Figure 2 Indian Trail Tree, McCurtain County, Oklahoma Courtesy of Shellye Copeland

Countless Choctaw died along this path. It legitimately carries the unforgettable
and haunting name: The Trail of Tears. Choctaw artist, Valjean McCarty Hessing
(Jones & White, 2012, p. 85) once attempted to communicate this atrocity:

Figure 3 Some Died Along the Way
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These historical relationships and stories align with an Indigenous
paradigm. Each Indigenous researcher’s tribal history brings an entirely different
perspective in relationship with knowledge, in relationship with ideas, with the
study, and in relationship with the participants. This history speaks to my identity
as Choctaw, which also reveals my positionality, all key elements to the
relationality of an Indigenous paradigm. The plight of Indigenous scholars is of
ultimate significance in the context of history:
At the end of the year 1831, whilst I was on the left bank of the Mississippi
at a place named by Europeans Memphis, there arrived a numerous band
of Choctaws, (or Chactas, as they are called by the French in Louisiana.)
These savages had left their country, and were endeavouring to gain the
right bank of the Mississippi, where they hoped to find an asylum which
had been promised them by the American Government. It was then the
middle of winter, and the cold was unusually severe; the snow had frozen
hard upon the ground, and the river was drifting huge masses of ice. The
Indians had their families with them; and they brought in their train the
wounded and the sick, with children newly born, and old men upon the
verge of death. They possessed neither tents nor wagons, but only their
arms and some provisions. I saw them embark to pass the mighty river, and
never will that solemn spectacle fade from my remembrance. No cry, no
sob was heard amongst the assembled crowd: all were silent. Their
calamities were of ancient date, and they knew them to be irremediable.
The Indians had all stepped into the bark which was to carry them across,
but their dogs remained upon the bank. As soon as these animals perceived
that their masters were finally leaving the shore, they set up a dismal howl,
and, plunging all together into the icy waters of the Mississippi, they swam
after the boat…
(De Tocqueville, 1982, p. 330).
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Problem Statement
In Reclaiming Indigenous Research in Higher Education by Shotton and
Minthorn (2018), Adrien Keene writes how research has “often been the tool of
colonialism, offering justifications for policies of assimilation and cultural
eradication” (p. 50). Theresa Stewart writes of the “dehumanizing nature of
education” (p. 88). Sweeney Windchief writes about assimilation that Indigenous
students face in our sites of knowledge production. Shotton, Tachine, Nelson,
Minthorn, and Waterman (2017) write that these systems exist as a form of erasure.
The realities presented herein, span the entire globe and are indeed
international concerns. Gewin (2021) points out that in New Zealand, Australia,
the United States, and Canada, Indigenous staff are under-represented and
universities in all these countries have been accused of failing to do enough to
address this absence (Gunstone, 2008; Indigenous Higher Education Advisory
Council, 2008; Merchanta & Bishr Omaryb, 2010; Roland, 2011; Soldier & Flechs,
1999; Trudgett, 2009; Umbach, 2006). To bring these international concerns
together, I wish to capture the essence of hope, a soft glowing light that spans
transnational boundaries.
Research Question
How do we facilitate success for Indigenous scholars maneuvering through
colonial structures of oppression, discrimination, and racism in our sites of
knowledge production?
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Gaps in Existing Knowledge
There are strategies and words of wisdom for the clearly documented
problem of Indigenous scholars navigating through colonial oppression, racism,
and discrimination in our sites of knowledge production. Yet we continue to
suffer. The systematic literature review for this study was narrowed to six articles
of record. An Indigenous wholistic approach was presented by Pidgeon (2016).
Shotton, Tachine, Nelson, Minthorn, and Waterman (2017) promote resistance to
colonial structures in the academy via sisterhood, love, and prayer. Mitchel,
Thomas, Smith (2018) and Mataira (2019) include allyship and collaboration
central to resisting oppression. Green, Russ-Smith, and Tynan (2018) encourage us
to acknowledge those warrior women and others who have cleared a path for us.
Finally, Mullings & Mukherjee (2018) provide strategies to include effective
mentoring.
However, this work echoes Shawn Wilson (2008) and calls out the absence
of not only unanswered questions, but also unquestioned answers. Academia
proposes answers by creating spaces for diversity, equity, inclusion. These
institutions are stumbling over their own steps, pointing to this and pointing to
that, touting Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI). They are excessively over
eager to present that which they believe to be evidence of such equity. However,
an Indigenous perspective remains invisible in most sites of knowledge
production. We honour the Indigenous trailbreakers, those who have come before
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us. These great changemakers, our scholarly elders, have taken our endeavor a
great distance creating a path that once was nowhere to be found.
Still yet, for Indigenous scholars in our sites of knowledge production, our
institutions remain oppressive and obstructionist. Feverish attempts to claim
otherwise perhaps indicate something subconsciously awry underneath that
might be explored. At any rate, this study seeks to locate solutions from our
scholarly elders. Cumulatively, this study seeks out a leverage with which to move
the system toward that which it falsely claims to already possess; a leverage to
genuinely budge this oppressive system toward one that is inclusive and
equitable, free of oppression, racism, and discrimination against Indigenous
researchers and scholars.
Relevance and Importance of the Research
Authorized by the United States Government, Native people have been
subjected to countless wars and attacks. In the U.S. the unconscionable greed for
Native American land resulted in decades of genocide. Brave Heart, Chase, Elkins,
& Altschul (2011) teach us that Indigenous people of the Americas continue to
suffer the effects of collective intergenerational historical trauma from systemic
racism, discrimination, violence, wars, and massacres, across all our generations.
This historical trauma is devastating to our health even as the effects of this trauma
are passed on to our children in blood memory, DNA.
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We know that in the late nineteenth century, Native Americans had been
decimated. Survivors were then forced off their land and forbidden to hold
spiritual ceremonies. This destruction of Native American culture was merely one
mechanism of a systematic order of genocide. In attempt to regain sovereignty,
some tribes began to create new spiritual ceremonies. One example was the Ghost
Dance Movement.
Here I share (or ask those who are aware to please recall) that after Wovoka
sparked the Ghost Dance Movement, it was catching on like fire among tribes.
Settlers feared it, evidently immensely so. On December 29, 1890, near Wounded
Knee Creek (Čhaŋkpé Ópi Wakpála) on the Lakota Pine Ridge Indian Reservation,
the soldiers of the U.S. Army 7th Cavalry Regiment mindlessly slaughtered
hundreds of Sioux men, women, and children. Although this was only one of
countless attacks, this massacre was designated by our oppressors as the last
Native American resistance in America.
Twenty-one years later in 1911, a starving Native American man walked
out of the wilderness and into the White man’s world. He had been hiding for
decades from settlers after the massacre of his community in 1860 and had recently
lost his entire family. He was whisked away to the University of California
anthropology museum where he spent the rest of his life, coined as the “last wild
Indian.” He lived in the museum explaining his language to researchers, making
arrow points for visitors, and swept the floors assisting the janitor. “In return, he
14

was paid $25 a month by the same university that sold thousands of acres of his
people’s land out from under him while he hid out in forests and river canyons”
(Lee & Ahtone, p. 1, 2020):
In 1862, President Abraham Lincoln signed the Morrill Act, which
distributed public domain lands to raise funds for fledgling colleges
across the nation. Now thriving, the institutions seldom ask who paid
for their good fortune. Their students sit in halls named after the act’s
sponsor, Vermont Rep. Justin Morrill, and stroll past panoramic
murals that embody creation stories that start with gifts of free land.
The Morrill Act of 1862 . . . was a wealth transfer disguised as a donation.
The act redistributed nearly 11 million acres, which is almost the size of
Denmark. The grants came from more than 160 violence-backed land
cessions made by close to 250 tribal nations (Lee and Ahtone, p. 30, 2020).
College campuses across the country have named buildings after Morrill.
The University of Vermont is no exception. We too have a Morrill Hall where a
bust of Justin Morrill rests. At every conceivable opportunity academic institutions
declare to embrace diversity, profess to honour academic freedom in their written
policy, or perhaps publicly declare that social justice is valued with such passion
that it is considered a public health issue for example.
How can any of this be the case, in any situation whereby those subjected
to genocide must now buy back land that was stolen from us, work tirelessly to
reclaim our cultures, and pay to attend universities that sit on Indigenous land,
where entire departments lack any Indigenous professors?
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I leave this inquiry suspended in air on its own, so that this question may
rest in the corner of one’s mind for all eternity to ponder.
This history is often taught in passing and disintegrated. I ask readers to
please keep this etched in your hearts forever and even as reading this study as I
seek answers, ideas, or solutions for the problem of Indigenous scholars who must
navigate systemic colonial structures of oppression. We must keep in mind, we
must never forget this context, that this study tracks our progress in the scope of
education, with the realization of how colleges, universities, sites of knowledge
production came to rest on Indigenous land. We must never forget that this
research comes after well over five hundred years of the exploitation and genocide
of Indigenous peoples.
The hope coming out of this study is that for each Indigenous scholar who
succeeds, they will bring numerous additional Indigenous scholars into the fold.
Each of whom will do the same. For each Indigenous scholar, countless Indigenous
communities will benefit. This study, like most Indigenous studies, ultimately
aims to positively impact generations of Indigenous communities all over the
world.
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Figure 4 Harvesting Turnips, Grandmother Georgiana, Pleasant Hill, Oklahoma

CHAPTER 2 Comprehensive Literature Review
My mother, Bette, was the daughter of my Choctaw grandmother,
Georgiana Willis Giddens in the photograph above. My father’s identity primarily
consisted of having descended from Europe.
Generations from both sides had etched out ways of using very little to
make a meal of exceptional taste. Grandmother had many garden stories, canning,
fishing stories, and ghost stories. I remember she always kept barrels to catch
rainwater. She always grew a garden. Providing nourishment was a mainstay in
our ways of being. Gardens bring many memories for me. My years of growing
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with my mother and father were happiest during spring and into summer,
oftentimes at my grandmother’s home in Pleasant Hill, Oklahoma.
Evenings were a reflective time to walk through the garden feeling the earth
against my bare feet as my long straight hair swished about softly. I recall that my
baby nephews sometimes joined us. The experience was always remarkable, as
our family walked through the garden together. Amidst all the earthen green were
vegetables, bright accents of vivid colors, like a painting. Taking in the aroma of
fresh vegetables and soil, we walked and chatted and giggled; we were a family
embraced by earth. In those times, we were blessed.
Here, I join Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, as I envision being with her for some
time, as if walking through a garden together arm-in-arm, soaking in her
deconstruction like the earth drinks water.
With little to go on prior to European contact, Dunbar-Ortiz (2014) is the
exception and I follow her a considerable distance. Here I share her knowledge in
real time as I experience taking it in. Dunbar-Ortiz is foundational to grasping
Indigenous history. I know of no other who has captured Indigenous history with
such perspective in scope and depth. I shall follow her path to the Lower
Mississippi Valley where Choctaw history parts ways with her magnificent work.
I then begin with taking Rome into account as I consider the education of
our colonizers winding through settler colonialism, the Trail of Tears, and then to
Native American residential schools’ history. In no way is this intended to be a
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comprehensive history. This review covers a vastness that instead aims for
contextualization through a series of chronological snapshots.
Following the Maize
In 2014, Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz wrote An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the
United States and forever changed the way we read history. Reading Dunbar-oriz
is an experience. She writes of the astonishing Mayan culture, often compared to
Greek (Athenian) culture. At the core of Mayan culture was the cultivation of corn.
Religion was constructed around corn, a vitally essential food. “The Mayan people
developed art, architecture, sculpture, and painting, employing a variety of
materials, including gold and silver which they mined and used for jewelry and
sculpture, not for use as currency” (Dunbar-Ortiz, pp. 18-19, 2014).
From trees they invented the rubber ball, court ball games, and by 36 BC
developed the concept of zero. Working with numbers into the hundreds of
millions through cosmos observations their calendar marked the passage of time
into the future. “Modern astronomers have marveled at the accuracy of Mayan
charts of the movements of the moon and planets which were used to predict
eclipses and other events” (Dunbar-Ortiz, p. 19, 2014).
According to Dunbar-Ortiz (2014), appearing during the period (2000 BC to
200 of the present era) in the Gulf of Mexico, Mayans of the Olmec civilization had
created a template for building cities and villages for future civilization. As a result
of these cultures, the grand metropolis of Teotihuacan in the Valley of Mexico
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grew into the largest city in the world besides China and was inhabited by many
different peoples. Long-distance trade connected them in a path that also stretched
far to the north. Another location of rise to civilization by 100 BC was in the Valley
of Oaxaca, the home of Zapotec and Mixtec peoples. Around 900, from the
northern desert the Toltecs migrated to central Mexico establishing Tula, which
was their capital and north of present-day Mexico City; the Toltec also migrated
to Central America and are largely Nahua speakers today. In the early 1300s, in
what is today’s Utah-Colorado area, the Aztecs from the far north migrated to
central Mexico. Their capital of Tenochtitlan was established on an island in Lake
Texcoco, “which the Spanish destroyed and upon which they built the present
Mexico City” (Dunbar-Ortiz, p. 19, 2014).
Even as mainstream society overwhelmingly claims otherwise, DunbarOrtiz (2014) extensively establishes the fact that colonizers did not find
uninhabited land. She writes that in 1426 the Aztecs of Tenochtitlan became allies
with Texcoco and Tlacopan peoples waging war against neighboring peoples to
gain control over the Valley of Mexico. The Aztecs emerged dominant in this
Triple Alliance and “These events paralleled ones in Europe and Asia during the
same period, when Rome and other city-states were demolished and occupied by
invading Germanic peoples, while the Mongols of the Eurasian steppe overran
much of Russia and China” and “As in Europe and Asia, the invading peoples
assimilated and reproduced civilization” (Dunbar-Ortiz, p. 20, 2014).
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Following the corn alongside Dunbar-Ortiz (2014), hydraulic agriculture
was the powerful economic basis including beans, pumpkins, tomatoes, and
cocoa, but corn was the central crop. The Pueblos mined turquoise in what is now
the US Southwest to sell in central Mexico and Aztec merchants acquired turquoise
from Pueblo. Turquoise had become the most valued material asset and was used
as a form of money or exchange. Other items for trade included salt and ceramic
trade goods. Also shells from the Gulf of California, tropical bird feathers from the
Gulf Coast of Mexico, obsidian from Durango, Mexico, and flint from Texas, all of
which was found in the ruins of Casa Granda in what is now Arizona which was
the commercial center of the northern frontier.
Dunbar-Ortiz (2014) writes that in Chaco Canyon, New Mexico, sixty-five
thousand turquoise artifacts provide evidence of the importance of turquoise as a
precolonial commodity. “Turquoise functioning as money was traded to acquire
macaw and parrot feathers from tropical areas for religious rituals, seashells from
coastal peoples, and hides and meat from the northern plains,” turquoise also “has
been found in precolonial sites in Texas, Kansas, and Nebraska, where the
Wichitas served as intermediaries, carrying turquoise and other goods farther east
and north” and finally, “Crees in the Lake Superior region and communities in
what is today Ontario, Canada, and in today’s Wisconsin acquired turquoise
through trade” (Dunbar-Ortiz, pp. 20-21, 2014). Traders from Mexico were also
transmitters of culture such as the Sun Dance from the Great Plains, cultivation of
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corn by peoples of the eastern half of North America including the Algonquin,
Cherokee, and Muskogee (Creek). Muskogee and Cherokee hold oral histories that
tell of their ancestors’ having migrated from Mexico.
Dunbar-Ortiz (2014) explains that Aztec dominance was declining as
peasants rebelled through uprisings all over Mexico and in 1503 when Montezuma
II came into power, he might have succeeded in reforming the regime had the
Spanish not overthrown him first. The Mexican state was decimated in Cortes’s
genocidal pursuit of three years. Resistant peoples had allied with Cortes to escape
the oppressive Aztec regime and could have never foreseen the goals of Spanish
colonizers who were obsessed with gold and backed by European institutions.
According to Dunbar-Ortiz (2014), there was formed with today’s Mexican
states of Sonora, Sinaloa, and Chihuahua and what is now the US Southwest where
drought was endemic and rainfall scarce. Yet in present-day southern Arizona in
the Sonora Desert by 2100 BC communities began digging irrigation canals and
2000 BC was the earliest evidence of corn. Farther north around 1500 BC people
began cultivating corn, beans, and squash. The Hohokam people left behind ball
courts, buildings, agriculture fields and from 900 to 1450 had built an extensive
canal system. More than four hundred miles of roads radiated out from the
Ancestral Puebloans of Chaco Canyon on the Colorado Plateau in present-day
Four Corners region of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah. Taos Pueblo
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was an important trade center with trade extending from the far west to the Pacific
Ocean, far east to the Great Plains, and south as far as Central America.
Several centuries before Columbus the Navajos (Dine) and Apaches, both
of Athabascan heritage migrated to the region from the subarctic and island
peoples of the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Basin were an “integral part of
the cultural, religious, and economic exchanges with the peoples of today’s
Guyana, Venezuela, Columbia, Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras,
Guatemala, Mexico, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida” and
“water was a means of connecting the region’s peoples” (Dunbar-Ortiz, p. 23,
2014):
Caribbean cultures and cultural connections have been very little studied
since many of these peoples, the first victims of Columbus’s colonizing
missions, were annihilated, enslaved and deported, or later assimilated
enslaved African populations with the advent of the Atlantic slave trade.
The best known are the Caribs, Arawaks, Tainos, and the Chibchanspeaking peoples. Throughout the Caribbean islands and rim are also
descendants of Maroons—mixed Indigenous and African communities—
who successfully liberated themselves from slavery, such as the Garifuna
people (“Black Caribs”) along the coast of the western Caribbean (DunbarOrtiz, p. 23, 2014; Davidson, William, pp. 85-94, 1976).
Dunbar-Ortiz (2014) then points out one of the most fertile agricultural belts in
the world teeming with plant and animal life, crisscrossed with great rivers,
naturally watered, temperate in climate.
This land lay from the Atlantic Ocean to the Mississippi River and south to
the Gulf of Mexico. The Mississippi Valley region was marked by one enormous
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city state in the twelfth century, Cahokia. Dunbar-Ortiz (2014) is an inescapable
source of fascination in these histories. She writes regarding this city state,
Cahokia, there were others, “several large ones built of earthen, stepped pyramids,
much like those in Mexico.” Building on her description she writes that Cahokia
was “supporting a population of tens of thousands, larger than that of London
during the same period” and “architectural monuments were sculpted in the
shape of gigantic birds, lizards, bears, alligators, and even a 1,330-foot-long
serpent” (Dunbar-Ortiz, p. 23, 2014).
Dunbar-Ortiz describes these feats of monumental construction as
testament to civic and social organization, “What European colonizers found in
the southeastern region of the continent were nations of villages with economies
based on agriculture and corn the mainstay” (Dunbar-Ortiz, p. 24, 2014). Here, we
arrive at our destination in following the maize, “This was the territory of the
nations of the Cherokee, Chickasaw, and Choctaw and the Muskogee Creek and
Seminole, along with the Natchez Nation in the western part, the Mississippi
Valley region” (Dunbar-Ortiz, p. 24, 2014). Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz decolonizes
American history by the likes of which has never been previously accomplished.
This review now branches to other points, narrowing to the Chahta people, to my
people.
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Lower Mississippi Valley
Linking the lower Mississippi Valley to trade and diverse cultures, the
Mississippi River feeds into the Gulf of Mexico. Horatio B. Cushman (1899)
documented Choctaw oral history of ancestors seeing mighty beasts of the forests
in the Tombigbee River area that shook the earth when they walked. This suggests
that our Choctaw ancestors had been in the area at least 4,000 to 8,000 years
(Cushman, 1899). Europeans absolutely did not discover uninhabited land.
Attempting to keep this history chronological is virtually impossible since
different geographic areas were experiencing so much during same time periods.
And so, to arrive at colonial contact, just as I have stepped back for Indigenous
history, I now do so with settler colonialism.
Attempting to keep this history chronological is virtually impossible since
different geographic areas were experiencing so much during same time periods.
And so, to arrive at colonial contact, just as I have stepped back for Indigenous
history, I now do so with settler colonialism. To bring focus, I recently visited New
England with my son, Michael.
Boston Vignette
We awoke in Boston on a beautiful sunny day in May of 2021. Prior to the
Delta variant, in the time of our country having a perceived grasp on COVID-19,
a twinge of excitement was felt in the air as a few people began to finally wear
masks and venture out. At breakfast, my son, Michael, and I were ecstatic at being
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out after about a year and a half living in his tiny apartment where he had
sheltered me off and on throughout the pandemic.
So, there we were, fully vaccinated, still social distancing, still wearing
masks and yet still feeling a little risky, yet so happy to be out and about. We
laughed and visited, and the conversation turned to the topic of American
acknowledgement of genocide. Michael, full of personality and charisma, once
owned the role of the well-bred Sir Joseph, First Lord of the Admiralty in Gilbert
and Sullivan’s H.M.S. Pinafore. Michael was described by the production manager
as having the comedic timing which was a gifted mix of Jack Benny and Bob Hope.
I relay this description of Michael to explain his statement I am about to
share. For it is in regard to a most genuinely civil and somber matter, but at the
thought of the authentic acknowledgement of genocide in America, Michael spoke
in an artful meaningful tone that fully demonstrated the production manager’s
description of him. With a full-on Australian accent he stated, “We could just be
like Australia; Australia has a National Sorry Day, ‘Sorry,’” he spoke with an air of
privilege, as if apologizing for having stepped on someone’s toe. For good
measure he remained in character, maintaining the Australian accent, “Sorry
mate,” he spoke as he nonchalantly sipped his coffee, holding the cup with a pinkie
raised.
Michael had demonstrated the point with calculated accuracy. Indeed,
what has transpired across the world, including all the Americas regarding the
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destruction of Indigenous and Native American people requires far more than a
mere apology. Land acknowledgements are about honouring the original
Indigenous people of the land, not just from the past, but also in the present. I
believe land acknowledgements should be carried out at every major American
event, sporting or otherwise. But we are all fully aware of the fact that apologies
and land acknowledgements are meaningless without a change in behavior.
AD 43 in the UK
Regarding our colonizers from the UK, early etchings that reveal the use of
education as hegemony can be traced back to the Romans. In the UK, the earliest
schools are dated AD43 existing in some form during the Roman occupation to
around 400 (Gillard, 2018). Tacitus notes that Agricola established schools to
‘romanize the sons of native chieftains’ (Lawson and Silver, p. 7, 1973).
According to Orme (2006) plenty of evidence points to a literate culture in
Roman Britain, laws, commands of imperial government, inscriptions on military
and civic buildings, tombstones, religious altars, and preserved on wooden tablets
were letters and inventories. “And it seems reasonable to assume that the country
eventually had a three-tier system of education similar to that of other Roman
provinces: 'elementary learning (reading, writing, and arithmetic), grammar
(correct composition and the study of literary texts), and rhetoric (the theory and
practice

of

oratory)'”

(Orme,
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p.

16,

2006).

Gillard (2018) points out that according to Orme, it is unlikely that
Christians of Roman Britain organized a system of education of their own, instead
relying on the study of pagan Latin literature to better read the Bible and other
religious works in Latin; yet “Christianity had scarcely established itself as a public
religion when Roman rule in Britain evaporated during the early fifth century”
(Orme, p. 18, 2006). Christianity came to England at the end of the sixth century
from Rome.
Earliest Schools Date from the Arrival of St. Augustine
The first schools in Britain have been traced to Canterbury. According to
Gillard (2018), in 597 St Augustine arrived in England founding two churches in
Canterbury, Christ Church Cathedral, the other, a monastery in the name of SS
Peter and Paul:
Augustine’s concept of education derived from the Roman and Hellenistic
schools of rhetoric. It comprised the seven liberal arts and sciences:
the trivium, or three basic subjects, were grammar, rhetoric and logic; while
the more advanced quadrivium consisted of arithmetic, geometry, music
and astronomy. 'The task of the church was to adapt these subjects to
Christian use' (Lawson and Silver, p. 10, 1973).
According to Orme (2006), since members worshiped via books and studied
religious writing, both churches were centers of literacy and had to recruit boys
and men to sustain future activities. The extent to which monasteries educated
youth and young boys who were not planning to become Monks is unknown.
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Gillard (2013) writes that by 1200, Oxford, like Paris and Bologna was
becoming, “one of the great educational centres of Western Europe: a studium
generale with an organized gild or universitas of masters and scholars’” (Lawson
and Silver, p. 20, 1973). The university consisted of the following as it:
was essentially a community of masters and scholars, and it remained no
more than that for over 100 years. The fees which each student paid to the
master who taught him were its financial basis. It had no property of its
own. Books were hired from copyists; for assemblies and disputations the
church of St Mary was used; and for schools or lecture halls the masters
rented rooms in houses in the neighbouring streets and lanes (Lawson and
Silver, p. 25, 1973).
Lawson and Silver (1973) also write that there was a great tension among the
townspeople with sources of friction with the scholars over rents, debts, prices,
disputed rights, and immunities. According to Gillard (2018), in 1209 some
scholars became exhausted with the hostility and moved to Cambridge to escape
riots and brawls. Finally, the Black Death interrupted the founding of new
colleges.
Moving into the Thirteenth Century
The thirteenth century was marked by the invention of the printing press
when it sparked an information age on par with the internet, where new ideas
were spread more quickly (Kreis, 2004); more lay people became literate, and the
church could no longer so easily monopolize education. Martin Luther had also
written his Ninety-Five Theses arguing for extensive reform of the Catholic
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Church and with the advent of the printing press, his ideas were made known far
and wide.
Then came the infamous, tragic story of Henry the VIII regarding his
aims to gain an annulment to marry Anne Boleyn. He had grown so unsatisfied
with the Catholic Church, he finally made himself the head of the Church of
England so he could then grant himself the annulment he desired. This made way
for Protestantism and the English Reformation. It was in 1534 that the break from
the Roman Catholic Church was solidified.
When my son, Michael, and I recently visited Boston. We immediately took
up the Freedom Walk, a literal walk through early colonial history while taking in
various historical sites in Boston. It was initially the Puritans who separated from
the Church of England arriving on the Mayflower to what was named Plymouth.
The male members wrote the Mayflower compact which was the first governing
document of the Plymouth Colony to state that despite their need for selfgovernance, they would remain loyal to King James while maintaining they would
create and enact laws, ordinances, acts, constitutions, and offices.
And so, the Puritans came here on the Mayflower in 1620 for religious
freedom, yet they would kill anyone who did not share their beliefs. In contrast,
Indigenous and Native Americans were viewed as savages in need of becoming
civilized. Eventually, the Puritans were overtaken by other settlers who refused to
tolerate being subjected themselves. But make no mistake, it was Indian land and
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resources that brought the colonists here. Even though Indigenous people were
decimated for land and resources, to this very day our history teaches children
across America that colonists were fine people who came here to escape
persecution and for freedom of religion. This history is taught without full
acknowledgement of how heinous colonists had been. Atrocities are
systematically misrepresented or entirely absent in our nation’s mainstream
narrative.
Fast Forward to the Indian Removal Act, 1830
As settlers went about the systematic destruction of Indigenous Native
Americans, eventually, the Indian Removal Act was signed into law in May of
1830. This authorized Andrew Jackson to grant unsettled lands west of the
Mississippi in exchange for Indian lands, so the story goes. I would pose that all
land was in fact “Indian land.” For even though countless Indians had already
been annihilated through the process of colonialism, then came this geographic
removal of remaining tribes to make way for settlers to take their land over.
Among these tribes, the Choctaw were forced to walk from the Deep South to
Oklahoma in waves, 1831, 1832, and 1833. Countless died on this dangerous
journey in what has come to be known as the Trail of Tears.
Indigenous people were forced to relocate to designated lands and were not
allowed to leave (Wilson, 2008). No one had time to prepare for the journey and
homes had been looted by White people (Wilson, 2008). No one was given time to
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gather food or clothing much less anything at all suitable for a winter. Being forced
to walk, Indian people endured the ice, freezing cold and snow for months; some
elderly, some pregnant, some carrying babies in their arms. Countless died from
starvation, pneumonia, or smallpox, which White people spread through the
distribution of smallpox-contaminated quilts (Thornton, 1987). There was
overwhelming death. And there was insurmountable grief.
Native American Residential Schools
No doubt the veracity of history is questioned even from a critical
perspective. For there were surely countless atrocities hidden, erased. Within 75
years from publication of the heinous act of intentionally spreading smallpoxcontaminated quilts, in 1875 there was a new formal government policy whereby
Indian children were forcibly removed from their families, tribes, homes, and
placed in boarding schools for the stated purpose of enhancing acculturation
(Fraser, 2014). The erasure of language and culture was a part of government
policy for the purpose of extinguishing childhood memories of savagery so that
White civilization may overcome the children (Adams, 1995). The inhumane
process of taking even the littlest Indian children from families was accepted as
normal.
To better understand education curriculum for Native American children
we must not only study oral histories, archives, and policy, but also the philosophy
of education officials (Lomawaima, 1996). Estelle Reele is one example. Ms. Reele
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was superintendent of Indian Schools from 1898 to 1910. Ms. Reel was quite
aggressive in campaigning and was the first woman of rank in the federal service
(Lomawaima, 1996). She is also remembered as facilitating the transfer of Indian
land to non-Indian people (Lomawaima, 1996). Ms. Reel represented the times.
She believed that Indians were inferior to Whites.
Ms. Reele wanted the non-threatening aspects of Indian people to be
preserved (Lomawaima, 1996). In this vein, she felt that crafts by the women were
extremely important economically to Indian people (Lomawaima, 1996). Ms. Reele
is particularly responsible for the domestic curriculum that would impact
generations of students (Lomawaima, 1996). My grandmother was no exception.
Stemming from her residential schooling, grandmother had become an
exceedingly gifted seamstress. A second generation including my mother and
aunties followed suit entering a Native American residential school, where they
too had all become exceptionally skilled in sewing and designing their own
patterns.
The Cherokee Female Seminary (Abbot, 1987) opened on May 7, 1889. The
school required mandatory church attendance, along with studies (Abbot, 1987).
This again aligns with my mother’s and my grandmother’s stories. The girls at
grandmother’s school, Wheelock and mother’s school, Goodland were taken very
young. To this day, the photographs at Wheelock provide evidence of how young
the little girls were. I visit there often. Peering into the past through these
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photographs, it appears that some were as young or younger than three to five
years of age. There are also photographs of babies. These babies and tiny girls were
placed in a most dominating patriarchal environment which included abuse and
indoctrination.
The Merriam Report of 1928 named after its author, Lewis Merriam, was
commissioned in 1928 by the U.S. Department of the Interior (Fraser, 2014). The
report painfully acknowledges numerous injustices and the disease infested
boarding schools. It was clear that federal policies had been nothing less than
disastrous (Dejong, 2007). The literature reflects an unconscionable lack of
humanity toward the children, toward all Native American people.
In 1928 Vera Leona Connolly (1929) was hired by Good Housekeeping to
investigate on various Indian issues of the day (Conley, 2009). After a six-month
inquiry, the result was a three-part series documenting horrid conditions of Native
American boarding schools, ranging from starvation and abuse to federal Indian
Bureau fraud---all ignored by contemporary press (Conley, 2009). Specifically,
Connolly focused on land and property fraud and at one point also took
information from the Merriam Report (Conley, 2009). According to Conley (2009)
the Indian boarding institutions were much like prisons.
The unsanitary, prison-like conditions were revealed to the Good
Housekeeping readership (Conley, 2009). Also revealed were the disciplinary
procedures that included chaining children to beds, repeated whippings, the
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placement of children in rat-infested basement “dungeons,” and forcing children
to wear a ball and chain if caught attempting to run away (Conley, 2009). Conley
(2009) shares that Connolly was well respected for her reliance on statistics and
extensive field notes and her work provided a pathway for dialogue in these
matters, in a way that perhaps might not have otherwise occurred.
Adding to this disaster was the congressional stinginess which led to the
underfunded, overtaxed Indian Service and the resulting horrific number of
deaths from disease ridden schools, lack of adequate medical care, and overall
complete lack of compassion for these reprehensible conditions (Dejong, 2007).
The lack of compassion has been noted time and again. The lack of regard for the
human lives of Indian children (Child, 1998) on the part of school officials,
government officials, and administration was the primary source for the spread of
disease within these institutions.
To refrain from acknowledging such realities these histories are rarely
taught and when they are, exclude the context within which they unfold.
Information is disintegrated with calculated intention while each facet of horror
is, in reality, but one more mechanism of a massive machine of colonial
domination consisting of countless working parts with one overarching aim:
Genocide.
When something positive arises, such as athletics in Indian residential
schools, we find exploitation. Native American boarding schools have yielded
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some of the greatest athletes in the United States in the past century (Bloom, 1996).
Native Americans used sports to reimagine cultural memories and identities
(Bloom, 1996). To some Anglo reformers this was seen as progress, yet to others,
was considered exploitative and unprogressive (Bloom 1996). Much has been
gleaned from oral histories as well.
Through oral histories, former students express deep pride in athletic
participation which also provided a vehicle to act out mischief at school (Bloom,
1996). In response to an insensitive, oppressive educational system, sports
provided

an

avenue

through

which

Native

Americans

could actually

experience pride and happiness (Bloom, 1996). Although no one can deny how
valuable sports activities were to the overall quality of life for students, the fact
remains that participation was a form of resistance in response to the suffocating,
dominating, oppression.
I also point out that the boarding school experience was not just academic
but was all-encompassing (Lowawaima, 1987). The curriculum dominated the
children’s time strenuously, dictating all aspects of their lives. A welcomed
discovery in the literature were descriptions of how close the children would
become, first being united by homesickness and then later through work, study,
and survival (Lowawaima, 1987). This aligns with my mother’s accounts. Mother
had conveyed that even though some of the older girls took on the cruel traits of
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their oppressors, passing very harsh treatment down to the younger, most
remained loyal. The girls loved one another.
After all the violence, wars, and massacres of Native American people upon
colonial contact; after forcefully removing survivors to smaller sections of far less
desirable, often barren land, the process of which brought on even more atrocity;
the result was unfathomable desolation. Then, the United States Government set
about the task of annihilating those who had survived. Through yet one more
mechanism of hegemony, and domination, to accomplish even further erasure, the
United States Government remained heartlessly committed to ongoing genocide
through the Native American Residential school process. As Brenda Child (1998)
has so eloquently documented, through the systematic lack of regard for basic
human life, countless Native American children died in Indian residential schools.
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CHAPTER 3 The Coffee Dissertation
As described in subsequent chapters, this history intersects with my
grandmother’s life. Born around 1898, grandmother attended and eventually ran
away from Wheelock Academy in Millerton, Oklahoma. I am her granddaughter.
My mother attended Goodland Academy in Hugo, Oklahoma. I am her
daughter. Mother’s baby brother died at Goodland. I would have been his niece.
Now, I am an Indigenous scholar.
Indigenous scholars work in a world where research is carried out as a way
for imperialism and colonialism to be realized and regulated (Smith, 2012).
According to Smith, as knowledge and Western culture is globalized, the West’s
view of itself is constantly presented as the centre of what counts as legitimate
knowledge.
On multiple occasions I’ve personally encountered the structures made up
of the West’s view of itself as the centre of what counts as knowledge. The
background here is that my beloved advisor, Professor Michael Angelotti, had
retired from the University of Oklahoma and thankfully this is improving, but
there were not a diversified enough staff to support my research interests at that
time. Upon Dr. Angelotti’s retirement, I was assigned a new advisor, however he
did not support my path which had already been established with Dr. Angelotti.
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I remember my last meeting with that new advisor. It was at the very least
the second meeting whereby we were to look over my coursework completed and
consider my ending goals there. At our meeting the time prior, he hadn’t been able
to navigate the university information technology system to locate my records and
a conversation ensued to re-schedule. In the interim, I had shared my transcript
with him so he would have it at our next meeting.
On the day of this fateful meeting, like countless times, I had struggled to
leave my home before arriving on campus. From the confines of an abusive
relationship at that time, a particular level of violence had become routine. A
routine that included such events as books thrown away, papers or binders
nowhere to be found, car keys hidden, computer files deleted; and without fail, all
culminating with having been backed into a corner or on the floor and beaten in
the head while cruel, unspeakable words were shouted at me through gritted
teeth. With every day that passed whereby my knowledge grew, the brutality of
these violent experiences increased. There had been times when I had covered
bruises with make-up, two of my ribs had been broken, some teeth knocked out.
Somehow, I always survived, miraculously shaking everything off in
outward appearance for the most part, to arrive on campus for meetings or for
class. The University of Oklahoma was a place where I could escape. My education
was my sanctuary.
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This day was no different. I had fought feverishly to keep this appointment.
After suffering exceptionally violent blows to my head as I hunkered on the floor
in a fetal position, I finally escaped and ran out the door. I had suffered a
concussion, but I pushed forward. I parked on campus and walked into the
building, entered a restroom, washed my face, applied a bit of make-up, brushed
my hair, and checked the mirror.
I kind of looked pretty. I wondered how I’d held up as well as I had thus
far, but as usual there was no time to think. All I knew was that my appearance
was the least of my worries. Inside I was frightened, and my head was pounding
with pain. The pain was worse than usual that day, severe enough to reschedule,
but like so many times, I convinced myself to persevere.
When I entered advisor professor’s office, he began opening first one
drawer and then another saying, “I have the Tina Bly file right here,” but he
couldn’t find it. I had come to cope with trauma through what I now realize was
dissociation, and on this day in my mind, I was levitating, looking down on his
office from above as I saw him stand up to open drawers in a file cabinet, one after
another saying repeatedly, his sense of urgency confusing, “Where’s the Tina Bly
file?” Shuffling papers, moving books, opening one space then another, looking
all over his office, his hair was somewhat disheveled. Raising his hands in the air,
he continued to say, “Where’s the Tina Bly file?” It felt like I was in an episode of
Seinfeld I thought.
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I finally decided it felt more like I was in a Saturday Night Live skit, and I
thought for a brief moment, the title could be: Where’s the Tina Bly File? Except it
wasn’t humorous, it felt more like a nightmare, like there was something dark
hanging in the air that others were privy to, and I was about to find out what it
was. Finally, holding back tears, I offered to run over to pick up another copy of
my transcript once again and hand-carry it back.
Heart racing, head relentlessly pounding, sweat slightly pulsing under my
hair, thankfully unnoticeable; I ran through the Oklahoma heat with my transcript
in hand. Once I was seated, someone meandered to the door where a conversation
unfolded about a poetry reading. Interesting, but not for me in the moment. I
thought about Dr. Angelotti. I missed him.
Still, I waited patiently, looking out the window watching the leaves of the
trees swaying as my new advisor leaned back in his chair and carried on an
extended conversation with the other professor loitering in the doorway. This
meeting was very important to me. It came after I had returned from having
studied abroad. Where I had initially used my education to escape an abusive
relationship, a genuine interest in scholarly work had been progressively
unfolding, sharpening in focus while out of the country.
Finally, I was allowed to share my reflections on what I had observed and
experienced regarding culture and language while abroad. I soon realized I was
hardly able to complete an entire thought as it became more and more clear that
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my ideas were not being heard. Each statement was met with a negative response,
a brick wall. I wanted to somehow tie in the attempted destruction of and the
revitalization of Indigenous language as I shared what had transpired abroad
where I had witnessed the ongoing dismemberment of my culture now
documented in Pictures in the Paint (Bly, 2020).
My advisor shook his head and where in the past he had deemed previous
ideas I shared unworthy for scholarly work I honestly struggle to recall all that he
stated on this day. What I do recall him saying was, “your writing has too much
passion,” and “this is not academic writing,” and “this is not scholarly work.” In
response to my pleading, I finally watched him stare at his desk as he said in one
strained sentence: “I do not see you succeeding.”
I recall clearly what my response was. With calculation I spoke with the
passion I had just been admonished for. All things considered, I remained
remarkably calm as I explained that this was not the end for me and that I would
continue. I wasn’t sure in what realm or capacity, but I firmly stated, “When I’m
finished with my work, everyone on this campus will have to think; every time
anyone walks on these grounds, with each step, every time each foot touches the
earth, they will look down and have to think and know that with every step, they
are walking on Indigenous land.” Appearing somewhat uncomfortable, professor
advisor stiffened in his chair and glanced about the floor, all around, over his
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shoulders. As he scanned the floor it appeared as if he tried to see the earth through
the concrete. And with that, I thanked him and left.
To make a rather complicated story short, what had transpired was that at
the close of 90 hours of doctoral course work, with student loan debt too frightful
to cite, my research ideas, my ways of being and engaging with knowledge were
entirely disregarded. It is no secret that at the time, I struggled to find the
terminology for the concepts dancing around in my mind. The writing and
research included in this dissertation reflects my growth to this means.
Had it not been for Ren Freeman, I’m not sure what direction I would have
gone in from there. I met Ren when she attended one of my early presentations at
an Indigenous Symposium. We visited afterward and have remained friends to
this day. Ren had understood my situation. We engaged in long, thoughtful
conversations where she taught me about Indigenous knowledge and ways of
being. Walking in the steps of elders who came before her, undertaking a
commitment consisting of a timespan of years, Ren helped me identify that which
I had been living, certain ways that were Indigenous. Armed with this mentorship,
I could move forward to embrace new Indigenous knowledge. Ren helped me
locate the concepts, literature, and terminology to name the systemic oppressive
structures I was experiencing.
I had not been presented the opportunity to embrace Indigenous
knowledge and ways of being in research at that institution. There were no
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Indigenous research methodology courses and no support for one interested in
studying their own or other Indigenous peoples. I realize now, that within the
Western boundaries of various departments in any university, what counts as
knowledge and research is dominated by the absence of these Indigenous
academic research opportunities.
I hold absolutely no ill-will for the newly appointed advisor at OU. He was
in his first year at Oklahoma, a kind, caring gentleman who adored poetry. I
remember he did once say to me that he wished he could have worked with me
on my poetry written during my time studying abroad. He had looked around the
room as if the words he was searching for lingered in the air. He finally stated,
“You have a command of the English language, that, I don’t know, it’s something
that cannot be learned from a book.” That one statement has helped me and I’m
genuinely sorry I did not get to work with this professor on my poetry.
I believe that whatever the causal story was resulting from this series of
unfortunate events unfolding at the University of Oklahoma, it is systemic,
something larger than any one professor, even larger than any one university.
Institutions of higher education are the fruits of the labor of colonial mindsets of
patriarchy, indoctrination, and domination; and so naturally, universities are
abusive.
We see time and again professors who are on salary, with a list of ever
expounding responsibilities that become endless, who are expected to write for
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grants to fund their own positions while overseeing up to fifteen or more doctoral
students. This not only results in doctoral students lacking the level of support
required for advanced study it also corporatizes Academia and the professors who
hold up our institutions of higher education. For professors and new scholars
alike, this is not only unethical; it is again, abusive.
In my earlier years at OU, I had become a member of the National Council
of Teachers of English (NCTE) through Professors Michael Angelotti and
Lawrence Baines. I had attended the Centennial NCTE conference in Chicago
where I began to learn the degree to which the literature reflects a grotesque
inequity in our public school system for Black and Brown children, common
knowledge for those in the field of education. But the audacity of our systemic
levers of power in education has made it so that these realities are discussed in
ivory towers as if we were discussing the stock market.
This was becoming overwhelming for me. Within our stated climate of
equality, diversity, equity, and inclusion, I learned that Black and Brown children
in our public schools are routinely and systematically marginalized. These very
dynamics are discussed in a manner to indicate that this is final, finished, a simple
fact of life. I was livid. Where I saw other research interests supported which tiptoed around these inequities, mine were disregarded. As a public-school teacher,
I studied ways to empower my own students, worked hard to implement these
ways of supporting my students, and was in general, not supported for doing so.
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What I was learning was that this inequity in our public schools is the status
quo. But what I came to understand even more so was that this inequity carries
over into our universities and flows over into research. I was not only coming to
understand that I had been indoctrinated in my own rural public-school
education; but so had my family, my mother, her siblings, my grandmother, and
her siblings through the Native American boarding school process. Then, I had
been marginalized in my own academic institution. The very inequities that I had
learned about in public schools were unfolding in my own university and in
research.
As these realities of social injustice came into focus, clearer by the day, I felt
I was sinking in this stew of inequities and social injustice. I began searching for
doctoral programs in the most liberal universities in the nation.
In that year, 2016, after having been shut out by my own institution, the
world moved on. I watched leaves of purple earth tones, candy apple red, and
candescent yellow scooped up by the wind, softly swirling through the air, and
falling in the yard. Students bicycled to class; children played in the park across
the street. OU football came in like a lion. Where I would normally hang onto every
play of every OU game, I no longer possessed any capacity to enjoy the game.
I watched the Tinker Air Force Base fly-by from my front porch on game
days. I could hear the crowd at Oklahoma Memorial Stadium, the roar of over
90,000 fans. From within the tower of the library every day, the bells rang out to
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mark the passing of time. And I wondered how I was supposed to be pleased with
a second Master of Education degree in lieu of a Ph.D. after more than 90 hours of
doctoral course work and a student loan debt I would die owing.
I was not well physically or emotionally. Heartsick, during that very
autumn and over Christmas break from my elementary teaching position, I began
analyzing what had previously been deemed unworthy and I wrote Pictures in the
Paint for submission to the University of Vermont to be considered for their
doctoral program in Educational Leadership and Policy Studies.
Where I found the courage, I will never know, but I then presented it at the
American Educational Studies Association (AESA) conference in 2017. I remember
the room was in fine attendance. There was a sign language interpreter for a
scholar from California. After experiencing repeated rejections of my ideas
previously, it was surreal when I was surrounded by supporters at AESA.
University of Vermont Professor Kelly Clark/Keefe was there among those who
immediately approached me as a group after my presentation.
The work deemed unworthy at the University of Oklahoma, Pictures in the
Paint: the significance of memories for Indigenous researchers, became the source of
having been accepted at the University of Vermont with funding through part time
work. It was later published with Denzin and Salvo (2020). It is included here to
capture the essence of my story. It is a crucial piece within the partial fulfillment
of my Ph.D. However, it is far more than a Westernized step of checking off a list
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of requirements. It is foundational to my own working theory of metacognition, a
philosophy in the making. A philosophy grounded in thinking about thinking,
exploring the metacognitive process in qualitative research and stories as
knowledge.
Professor Clark/Keefe’s support came at a time that was pivotal for me in
my studies. However, in my last year at the University of Vermont, she was
granted sabbatical. At that point I turned to the most innovative professor left on
the campus whom I was aware of: Professor Robert Nash. After having studied
under Dr. Nash in a Scholarly Personal Narrative (SPN) course at UVM,
completing some of the writing for my dissertation, I arranged to meet with Dr.
Robert. We met at his favorite place to gather with students, Chef’s Corner. At that
time, I had begun to call my work The Coffee Dissertation. We had coffee and
discussed my goals. And he gave me hope.
Dr. Robert related to my circumstances. I would never presume to speak
for him, but from where I sit, it appears that when he made the decision to embrace
a strong narrative component via Scholarly Personal Narrative, was when his
success and works published exploded on the landscape of writing and research.
He writes, “The time may be right for all of us to become a little more pluralistic
in our scholarly ontologies, epistemologies, and axiologies (our shared views of
reality, knowledge, and values when it comes to what we think constitutes
acceptable research)” (Nash, p. 6, 2019).
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So, I had studied SPN under Dr. Robert and was delightfully amused when
I read on his syllabus a list of guidance ideas that included, “Get your butt in the
chair,” which translated to sit your hind end down and write! Our entire class
giggled about this many times. I adored Dr. Robert Nash, we all did, we all still
do!
Upon having considered his career accomplishments, his comeback as a
writer in the world of thought surrounding writing, I scheduled a meeting with
Professor Robert Nash where I asked him to become my Dissertation Advisor. He
was retiring, yet he agreed to see me through the completion of my dissertation
and my program. I am honoured. And I am eternally thankful.
Dr. Robert’s guidance was that I should tell my story in this dissertation.
So, these experiences with universities and higher education are a part of my story.
Universities overcome with greed taking hundreds of thousands of dollars from a
student scholar without the willingness or the diversity of staff to support students
in succeeding is not only problematic, and I cannot say this enough: it is abusive.
Many blessings definitely came from my time at the University of
Oklahoma as I engaged with several fine educators there. One life-altering
encounter previously mentioned was of course, Professor Michael Angelotti.
Upon having met Dr. Angelotti years ago, he immediately encouraged me to
explore my Indigenous identity and ways of being. No one else had ever
encouraged me in this way.
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The introduction to Pictures in the Paint (2020), begins with a story of the
one memory when I was a little girl, perhaps seven and it is foundational to all of
my work. This story is forthcoming in chapter 5 however, I share a foreshadowing
to say that I was beside my grandmother on her bed, and in the glow of her night
lamp, we silently studied the ceiling. Having both discovered coincidental images
in the swirls of paint on the ceiling an exchange of dialogue unfolded which I
continue to learn from to this day.
It is a story that has come to represent my search for meaning in this world.
Grandmother taught me that throughout life we may find all around us, swirls of
paint, images, writing prompts, ideas, artistic representations, and stories.
This artistic way of seeing the world in chronological snapshots, memories,
and stories, was a way of being that I was living but had given very little thought
to philosophically before studying an advanced degree. In my growing years as a
child, there were many ways of seeing art with my grandmother which resulted
in sharing experiences, memories, reflection, and stories. Grandmother’s stories
ask me if I can see what she does. And I spend my life trying.
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Figure 5 Photo of Tina Bly, Grosseto, Italy

CHAPTER 4 Tragedy and Grace
I lived a modest childhood. Sprinkles of giggling summer visits with my
grandmother were precious, but in the spring following my graduation from high
school, my entire world was shattered. It took many years before I could work
through the darkness to fully take in what happened on a fateful, bright, sunny
Easter day when I witnessed my mother’s murder. I watched helplessly from our
front window as I dissociated from the horror unfolding before me in slow motion,
again, seeing everything as if levitating in the air, looking down on a sort of, staged
scene. What unfolded in slow motion took up a space in time lasting only a matter
of mere seconds. My mother intentionally stepped in front of my auntie to protect
her, and in taking a bullet aimed for her sister, I lost my mother that day, and so I
lost something that I searched for all my life.
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Reflecting on my growth even now, in this moment as I write, I realize I
have made many connections to my culture through these years which have
facilitated healing. This cultural knowledge helps me make sense of the relentless
pain of having lost my mother. The loss of a mother is unbearable for anyone, but
in Native American culture, the family matriarch carries the strength of a thousand
warriors. The Creator made women as portals for bringing life from the spiritual
realm to the mortal. Women are revered. A vessel for life, a mother provides
unspeakable love, comfort, nourishment, and protection. A mother will love you
until she draws her last, dying breath.
When we lost our mother, our family disintegrated. There were no more
feasts prepared by my mother. We no longer gathered to camp. There were no
more hunts. We no longer sang and played guitars around a fire at night. I began
to search for a familial relationship and found a substitute family in the United
States Air Force where I was systematically trained in self-discipline. This would
help me in my life experiences.
I became a teacher and loved teaching literacy, but I left the paid profession
when I had my own two babies to educate. I gave everything I had for my children,
save a remnant of myself as I continued a life of discernment. Some years went by,
and it gets hazy for me periodically, during times when there came yet more
violence. Although I’m not fully prepared to delve deeply into my experiences
with violence, I do not feel that any writing surrounding my life would be truthful
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without acknowledging it. One of my hopes is to extend in my present work a way
to help women in the military and a way for addressing violence against
Indigenous women, now a movement named Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women, (and girls), or MMIW.
Consistently through everything, following me all my life, everywhere I
went, were my grandmother’s stories, tales of enchantment, ghost stories,
childhood accounts of silly mischief, happy giggling times, ranging from serene to
hilarious to haunting. Stories are etched into every fiber of my being. Grandmother
always told nighttime stories. Shadows flickered on the wall, images to
accompany such unforgettable experiences like back to the days of lanterns
lighting the performances of acting troupes traveling by wagon. Except this was
something deeper, hearkening back to stories around a fire in a forest. This was
ancient.
The collective joy those stories held for me, and too the personal trauma
some of those stories held for me were and still are a guide as I search for meaning.
With the loss of my mother from my life I had continued to wander and explore.
Where others accumulated wealth and material possessions, I continued to search.
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I watched the sun set in Sienna.
I saw the sun rise in Rome and prayed at the Vatican.
I meditated and reflected over the graves of infants
who had perished in the Black Death,
entombed beneath a cobblestone street in Florence.
I fell to my knees and gave thanks in the soft glow of countless
candlelit chapels and cathedrals that could take an angel’s breath away.
I traveled far and wide searching for something I could not name.
There was nothing to fill the open gaping wound in my chest whereby there
was incomprehensible pain with every heartbeat. The biological act of breathing,
having a heartbeat, merely living was unbearable. I suffered from Post-TraumaticStress-Disorder (PTSD), from the past and ongoing PTSD in new encounters with
violence. But I did one day experience a healing: becoming a mother.
When I had my own babies was when I finally acquired the grace to realize
my mother would not want me to be miserable. At that time, I located a way of
survival, to compartmentalize my trauma, to put it away in a little box in my mind
and close the lid. This enabled me to experience motherhood, which brought
immense joy. Being a mother was also foundational on my path to healing.
When I was once traveling through the countryside overlooking the mystical
islands of Ireland’s Eye and Lambay I wrote the following children’s story. It has
come to represent the healing from being a mother. It has become a documentation
of the degree of magic encountered with my own children through their early
years.
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I Think my Daughter, Celeste, is a Faerie
I think my daughter, Celeste, is a faerie. Not so long ago, when she was but
a wee baby girl, I suspended a beautiful, glistening sun catcher in the window.
When the sunlight shined in, we were astonished with the vivid colors reflecting
throughout the room. Celeste was not talking yet, but oddly, could communicate
all her thoughts. And we were quite certain that we saw . . . faeries.
When her baby brother, Michael, was born, he fully agreed. And anyone
who genuinely knows Michael will testify in support of his connections with other
worlds. In fact, Michael was born dreaming of carrying a sword while climbing
aboard a pirate ship. He continues his studies of all matters being ancient,
particularly ancient languages, up to this very moment in time. But that is a story
for another day.
Back to the faeries. We painted faeries, sketched faeries, read about faeries,
sang with the faeries, even danced with them. Two of them lived with us for quite
a few years. They played with Celeste and Michael. They took naps with them.
And they were particularly fond of helping Celeste tend to her little flower garden.
Celeste said that their names were Maddie and Journey. They went everywhere
with us. Forevermore, they even helped us paint our yellow house in Idabel,
Oklahoma.
From the Institute of Magical Wonders, Professor Wand has theorized that
I, being Celeste’s mother, by all accounts have descended from the world of Elves.
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He further states, "Elves are a tall and beautiful people." But that is a story for
another day.
At any rate, Dr. Wand observes that Celeste is indeed a magical, mystical,
ethereal being. Which also explains how some unknown spirit, from the
supernatural of course, prompted me to name her Celeste, which holds the
meaning, “of heaven.”
In conclusion, I further authenticate our surreal views of the world. I point
out that Celeste, Michael, and I have, in fact, read where faeries came from. In the
story of Peter Pan, it is written that... when the first baby laughed the first laugh,
this laugh broke into a thousand pieces. And they all went skipping about. That
was the beginning of fairies.
And so now, every time a baby laughs it’s very first laugh, this fantastical
process continues. And the mystical dreams of all curious, precious, babies
continue. On and on. Never ending. Just like Celeste and Michael.
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CHAPTER 5 Pictures in the Paint: The Significance of Memories
for Indigenous Researchers
Introduction
My name is Tina Bly. I am a mother, a teacher, a graduate student, and I am
mixed-blood Native American. Maternally, I am Indian. Paternally, I am Irish. My
Choctaw ancestors came from the Deep South and were a part of the great
removal. Many died along the way. Those who survived were forced to Oklahoma
by way of the Trail of Tears. This trail ended where I grew up, in the far
southeastern corner of Oklahoma. For the purposes of this study, the terms
“Chahta” and “Choctaw” will be used interchangeably. Native American and
Indian will be used interchangeably as well.
In honoring the role of memory and remembering as key features in
teaching and research, I share a story of me, one day with my Indian grandmother,
titled “Pictures in the Paint.”
Once upon a time, there was a little Chahta girl in Oklahoma. And her name
was Teensie. She was a tiny little girl who adored her Grandmother. At
Grandmother’s house there was a piano and a garden. There was a red dog with
a white spot on the end of his tail. Grandmother had named him Tip. In the
kitchen, hung a tin cup with a long handle from which cool drinks of water could
be sipped, in the midst of hot, sunny days.
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One summer evening, in the soft glow of a bedside lamp, Teensie and
Grandmother lay on Grandmother’s bed silently studying the ceiling. The only
sounds to be heard were the katydids, and occasionally, the hoot of an owl in the
trees outside the window. There were no discernable images intentionally
painted on the ceiling, yet Teensie found it impossible to avoid visualizing
various objects, which had revealed themselves coincidentally in the paint.
So, there they were, Grandmother 70, and Teensie, 7. And Grandmother
began to question Teensie. Pointing, Grandmother asked, “Do you see that blob
that looks like a ship to the left?”
Teensie was concentrating, but secretly was astonished that Grandmother
had noticed the various images in the paint just as she had. “The blue part?”
Teensie asked.
“No, no, can you make out a ship? It looks like a ship.” Grandmother’s
questions came with intensity. Teensie realized later in life that Grandmother
didn’t always have as much patience as one should with such a small child.
Grandmother continued to question Teensie about the paint. And Teensie
was able to see exactly what Grandmother could see. She answered all of the
questions, explaining her observations in detail, seeking approval.
Then, Teensie decided she must try and point out some of the images she
could see that Grandmother had not already noticed. By now Teensie’s Mama,
Aunt Ramona, Aunt T, and Aunt Fannie had come into the bedroom smiling,
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listening to the conversation. Teensie was extensively describing a running horse
in the paint. And, Grandmother could see what Teensie could see! Grandmother
took in a small breath as if relieved. She then softly declared, “Teensie is very
artistic.” Teensie smiled inside.
There was another iron poster bed in the room draped with crisp, clean
linens and handsewn quilts. Teensie’s mother and aunties sat on the extra bed.
Everyone now listened to the summer in silence, as if it were a symphony. A
rooster crowed. And without moving, Grandmother contemplated this sound as
she solemnly declared, “Someone will die tonight.”
It was finally Teensie who broke the deafening silence. “Why?” Teensie
softly asked, her voice slightly rising, overcome with curiosity. Grandmother
explained her superstitious belief with a seemingly innocent, yet immense
sincerity. She gravely announced that any time a rooster crows before the sun goes
down, someone will die before the sun comes up. Teensie was, as always,
mystified with Grandmother’s vast array of knowledge. And Teensie thought to
herself, “You just never can tell what you’re ‘gonna learn at Grandmother’s
house.”
~~ ~~
Of course, no one died that very night, but I cherish this memory. There
were also countless stories handed down from generations past. There were stories
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of Choctaw burial practices, stories of boarding school, and stories of a language
lost.
Remembering such stories is a result of my experiences abroad.
Consequently, I asked two questions: “What happens when an Indigenous
individual, visits the land of those responsible for the colonization of her people?”
And, “What is the significance of memories for Indigenous researchers?” This
study reveals some of the answers to these questions and traces a path to many
discoveries, all of which resulted in a model of
thinking and writing defined by our experiences, our memories, and our stories.
Some Have Paved a Way
Among those laying the groundwork, there are two significant names that
speak to my heart: Shawn Wilson and Karen Martin. In Wilson’s (2003)
dissertation, he examines an Indigenous paradigm as it relates to research. Wilson
(2003) points to sociopolitical comparisons between Aboriginal history and that of
colonialism in North America. He builds upon the work of many others, including
Karen Martin (2003), who parallels these histories. Martin (2003) makes it clear that
under such exploitative, oppressive circumstances, the discourse of research has
been primarily colonial.
Martin (2003) goes on to describe these comparisons in research between
Australia and North America, dividing the Aboriginal history up into phases. For
example, in the Terra Nullius Phase, 1770–1900, research was primarily defined by
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the observations of Europeans as they colonized Aboriginal land (Martin, 2003).
According to Martin (2003), during the Assimilationist Phase, 1940–1970, nonAboriginal people suddenly became experts on Aboriginal people. Even more
recently, in Canada, entire departments of anthropology or Native Studies are
staffed by non-Indian experts and recognized as such by their colleagues (Wilson,
2003). Moving on through the timeline to the Recent Aboriginal Research Phase,
1990–2000, Indigenous scholars were no longer simply allowing others to speak
for them (Martin, 2003). Karen Martin’s (2003) work is invaluable, thorough, and
in the end, acknowledges that finally, Indigenous voices are beginning to be heard.
In 2012 Linda T. Smith, an Indigenous woman of her own being, published
a groundbreaking book titled Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous
Peoples. Smith (2012) analyzes the entire scope of Western research, anthropology,
and colonialism, and unpacks the imperialist ideologies within the Western
paradigm. From her text, we see how crucial research is; however, we also see how
crucial it is for Indigenous people to become involved in the research rather than
solely remaining subjects of research (Smith, 2012).
Methods
In some of the earliest research, we have read of colonizers traveling to faraway lands, recording their observations of Indigenous people (Smith, 2012).
Today, as an Indigenous researcher, I ask what happens when one travels to the
land of those who colonized her people? And so I studied abroad, taking field
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notes, sketching images, painting and writing. My experiences yielded many
memories, both old and new. Upon deep reflection, these memories yielded
stories, both old and new. I wrote about it all. Often times I wrote poetry in
response to pieces of art. As I executed this method of gathering data through my
experiences, I made discoveries that I had not anticipated.
Results
While abroad, I made my way to Istanbul, Ireland, and I had backpacked
all over Italy. I had gone there seeking a way to better conceptualize a global
perspective. Lo and behold, while in Europe, the very land from which our
oppressors came, a colleague brought my attention to the sale of Native American
artifacts in Paris, France.
In a New York Times article by Tom Mashberg, dated December 16, 2013,
we may discover the secret activities underlying a night auction at the Drouot
auction house in Paris, France. Mashberg outlines the evening, stating that in a
hot muggy room under the lights, a group of anxious collectors had gathered to
bid for a collection of sacred Native American artifacts. He reports that an excess
of 100 American Indian artifacts were up for auction and that among the pieces
were 24 sacred Hopi masks from Arizona. Mashberg explains that the Hopi and
United States officials had feverishly attempted to block the sale in a French court
but were unsuccessful (Mashberg, 2013).
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What no one there was aware of at the time was that a repatriation effort
was under way, the likes of which had never been seen previously. Mashberg
unfolds the story, writing that in order to save the pieces and return them to their
places of origin in America, the Anneberg Foundation was buying all of the
artifacts from its Los Angeles offices. Besides the Hopi artifacts, three more of the
pieces were also sought by the San Carlos Apaches. Any knowledge of this plan
would drive prices up, so the endeavor was kept . . . secret (Mashberg, 2013).
It was as if everything had been coordinated from a James Bond script.
Mashberg explains that a French speaker was in the auction room with another
anonymous bidder as well, and these two secretly coordinated with the office in
Los Angeles in hushed whispers. According to Mashberg, at one point, the owner
of the auction house, Alain Leroy later explained that he had noticed one phone
bidder purchasing so many of the Hopi objects that he ordered an employee to
look into the situation. Assured that the buyer had wired money ahead of time,
Mr. Leroy, visibly annoyed, was heard muttering something to the effect that he
hoped there would be something left for the other collectors (Mashberg, 2013).
Mashberg notes that finally the Anneberg Foundation successfully
purchased all but three of the Hopi pieces, the three Apache artifacts, and
additional Apache artifacts as well. He writes that one of the most prized, a Hopi
headdress of antelope antlers, was purchased on behalf of Marshall W. Parke, of
the private equity firm Lexington Partners, and his wife, Veronique. He also
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reports that considerable effort was placed in keeping the allied parties from
bidding against one another. The artifacts were breathtaking, absolutely stunning
in appearance, not suitable for the likes of an auction house, and at the end of the
event, which was over in an hour, $1.6 million in sales had been generated
(Mashberg, 2013).
Conclusion
When the gaze is reversed, and an Indigenous researcher visits the
continent of those who colonized her people, there will be matters to
conceptualize that may last a lifetime. One certainty is that for me, I was
overcome with a wave of memories. As I reflect on the recollection of my
childhood memories while studying abroad, I now see that the very act of
storytelling is a part of my culture, a part of who I am. Every time I hand down
one of these stories, I am engaging in a way of being through storytelling. My
fascination with stories is a part of my Indian culture. And what is the source of
so many of those stories? Memories. Indeed, my work is about reflection.
So, how important is remembering? How crucial are our memories to our
research? For the Native American, we must hold fast to so many memories and
stories lest we forget who we are. All of this combined, our experiences, our
memories, our stories make us who we are. If we do not have access to our cultural
memory, how can we intervene in systems that are intended to colonize and
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oppress us? Regardless of the lens to which we subscribe, clearly our experiences,
our stories, and our memories all along the way, are significant beyond measure.

Figure 6 Who we are

Recommendations
I am a product of an education that embraces a Western paradigm. After
these international experiences, which have led to so many memories and such
deep reflection I now realize that I have a right to know my own people. And what
that means is that I can talk with you here today without being an outsider,
without being a third voice. I have a right to engage in ways of knowing from an
Indigenous perspective. But with these rights comes a rather complex
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responsibility, which rests within resisting the embedded, dominant narrative. We
must resist the silencing of Indigenous voices and make way for those voices to be
heard.
We must recognize that Indigenous researchers who focus on their own
people or other marginalized groups often find themselves marginalized in their
own institutions (Smith, 2012). Indigenous research students may be empowered
by choosing culturally sensitive methods rather than those learned about in
Research Methods courses (Smith, 2012). Research universities must make more
effort to educate our new scholars by making decolonizing methodologies a part
of the curriculum.
We must acknowledge that research exists within a structure of power
(Smith, 2012). And we must disrupt this power. Western intellectual superiority
creates a gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous. We must work together so
that this gap may be bridged. We must all come together to ensure that all
perspectives are acknowledged.
What happens when an Indigenous individual visits the land of those
responsible for the colonization of her people? When she arrives, the
dismemberment of her culture is still ongoing. Often the research has been placed
so as to "coerce Indigenous communities into sacrificing their cultural values,
leaving their homes, giving up their languages and surrendering control over basic
decision making in their own lives” (Smith, 2012, p. 226). But I bring this
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perspective, this dialogue, and this knowledge here today so that it may be placed
in the world narrative. Ultimately, in making us all aware of the sale of sacred
Indian artifacts in France, we all become witnesses to the fragmentation of Native
American Culture in the 21st century.
And now, this writing becomes a part of our memories. It can be
overwhelming. We have countless memories. But just like the story of
Grandmother and me looking at Pictures in the Paint, our memories will always
be within us. All we need are the experiences that will bring them to the surface,
like a song that brings back a memory, and makes it unforgettable.
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CHAPTER 6 Leaving Oklahoma
After submitting Pictures in the Paint as a part of my application to the
University of Vermont and accepted, I had sold everything to my name, less a
few items of sentimental value, a few clothes, a vehicle, and a guitar. I was also
escaping that exceptionally abusive relationship and when I left Oklahoma, I
never looked back.
Before departing, I met one of my dearest musician friends, Bill Newman,
in Dallas, Texas at Six Springs Tavern. A farewell visit as it was, I spent the
weekend there with him and another musician. We drank whiskey and played
guitars. Before I left, I showed him my rig. I had taken the backseats out of my
SUV. My daughter helped me, and we then built a platform for a new twin
mattress. I purchased the comfiest quality sheet set of pale blue floral print and
my sister sewed pillowcases to match the bedding for five great big pillows. It
was summer, so the only cover needed was an exceptionally luxurious throw of
blue grey, the softest of material I could find. Since I would be camping on Lake
Champlain, a rugged venture at the least, I wanted to have a very nice place to
sleep. “Man, you decked it out” was Bill’s reaction when I opened up the back so
he could peek in. “Well at least you have a good vehicle with good tires this
time.” Bill gave me a great big hug, insisted on also giving me a hundred-dollar
bill, and told me to call him if I got into any trouble.
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After driving for a couple of days, singing all the way, taking in the
countryside, stopping to sleep along the way, I arrived. I was exhausted. I spent a
few days living in my SUV, swimming, showering at the YWCA, but I was
becoming drained and depleted. I called the local domestic violence shelter
explaining I had barely escaped an unspeakable experience of having been beaten
into submission consistently over several years, held against my will for days on
end at a time, tortured. This had gone on for how many years? I realized that it
was well over a decade. I was finally forced to acknowledge my own nightmare;
this woman asked many probing questions. I was forced to relive too much in that
one conversation.
After all that pain recounted, the woman on the end of the line politely
explained that I could not seek temporary shelter with them because I was not a
resident in Burlington. And for the first time, I cried myself to sleep that night.
The next day I was even more exhausted. Yet by some spiritual guidance
no doubt, I found myself driving on the shoreline of Lake Champlain at Charlie’s
Boathouse in Burlington, Vermont. The view at Charlies is spectacular, Lake
Champlain with a backdrop of mountains in the distance. Charlie rents kayaks,
sells cold refreshments, snacks, and of course his famous Charlie Burger. Porch
swings face the lake and picnic tables provide for a serene experience of the
incredible landscape and good company.
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So, there I was I driving up to Charlie’s and I saw him, an elderly gentleman
wearing a t-shirt, tennis shoes, cap, and cut-off denim shorts with ragged denim
strings a length to nicely accentuate his lily-white scrawny legs and knobby knees.
Underscoring his pale skin color were dreadfully dark socks that reached up to
just about below his knees. It was immediately and brilliantly evident that Charlie
was a character of epic proportions.
Charlie is almost 90 years of age, and his stubbly bearded face is worn as if
he has lived his entire life at sea. I saw a sign that said “$5 per day parking” and I
knew that was not intended for overnight, so my mind was racing on how I could
convince Charlie to trust me, to allow me to sleep in my rig there that first night,
just for one night until I could gather my bearings. Charlie was having a
conversation rather loudly with a sea gull and from what I could gather, the sea
gull’s name was Jonathan. The view of the sun across the lake edging its way
toward sunset was breathtaking. There were a few folks scattered around the
establishment, taking in the fresh air off the water.
I was beyond exhausted, hungry and haggard. Still, I stepped out of my rig,
picked up my guitar, greeted Charlie on my way, and sat down in the rustic but
quaint seating area. I pulled out my guitar and began a set of Hank Williams Sr
songs and Charlie walked over to listen, smiling. He then went about his work on
the place, dancing and swaying and loudly singing along at times. I chose songs I
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could perform in my sleep so that I observed everyone there and I decided I felt
safe.
The operatic colors slowly began to reveal my first unforgettable experience
of sundown on Lake Champlain. Between songs Charlie shouted out his animated
approval with much enthusiasm and also generously applauded along with the
few stragglers there.
After a short time of playing guitar and singing, I handed Charlie a fivedollar bill, explained I had been driving for days, was exhausted, and virtually
begged him to allow me to sleep in my rig there overnight. Charlie accepted the
payment and agreed. I stumbled back to the rig and even though I fought off a
couple of mosquitos all night, I slept for a very, long, time.
The next night another guest brought me some clean bedding and insisted
that I sleep in an available RV, but I was more comfortable in my own. After a few
nights of swimming, sunbathing, and playing guitar at sunset, Charlie insisted I
sleep in the Honeymoon Cottage, not far from the Boathouse. In turn, I insisted I
was okay in my SUV, but he wouldn’t hear of it and only asked that I play guitar
on Sunday evenings. A friend of Charlie’s came down and helped un-board the
cabin and I finally could see exactly what it was that was referred to as the
Honeymoon Cottage. It was quite amusing to me that he kept calling the cabin the
“Honeymoon Cottage” and when I finally did view the cottage, with it’s given
name in mind it was a bit entertaining in my mind’s eye.
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The tiny one room cabin was painted red. A rather ornate, small antique
wood heater rested in the corner. There was no running water, but there was
electricity and a classic refrigerator in fine working condition. There were bunk
beds with covers that matched the window curtains, a floral design from the 70s.
A 1960s tiny table and chairs was positioned beside one window opposite the bunk
beds. The small dining table was draped with a red checkered tablecloth where a
deck of cards could be found. A very small white glass lamp with a faded shade
that cast a warm glow on dark nights was there as well. I purchased a fan and with
the screened windows open, I was able to rest far better than I had yet since
arriving. I was so close to the lake I could hear the water gently caressing the
shoreline. In all its simplicity, the cabin could not have been any more pleasing to
me than an elegant five-star hotel.
And this was my home for the next three months through the summer. My
first summer on Lake Champlain was an experience treasured. I swam in the lake,
bathed in the lake, and kayaked. In the evenings I often played guitar beside the
water with the sky as stage lights. The cotton candy sunsets were vast, purpureal,
splendid lavender, tranquil pastel pinks, magnificently luxurious. At night, the
moon in all its enchanting wonder reflected off the water and it was as if I was in
another world.
Come autumn, I had acquired a teaching position in the islands of Lake
Champlain. Imagine, a lake massive enough in size to have its own islands. My
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first year at UVM was deferred while I taught and spent the snowiest winter of
my life in a big house on the shoreline of Lake Champlain. I began my studies at
UVM the coming year.
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CHAPTER 7 Global Hegemony: Unraveling Colonized Minds
When the last tree has been cut down, the last fish caught, the last river poisoned, only
then will the white man realize that one cannot eat money.
~ A Cree Proverb
“Like the grasses showing tender faces to each other, thus should we do, for this was the
wishes of the Grandfathers of the World.”
~ Black Elk

When I was a very little girl, I would watch my grandmother braid her hair.
I would sit across from her, and grandmother would sit on the side of her bed. She
would part her hair down the middle in the back and then pulling each half of her
hair over each shoulder, I was in awe of how her hair was so long that it flowed
down over the side of the bed. Grandmother would brush her hair and visit with
me, sharing stories. All the while I sat mystified. First, she would brush her long
strands of silver, and without a mirror, she would then braid each half of her hair
along the side of her face and then complete the long braid to the end. Because of
the length of her hair, it took considerable time, and this meant more time for
stories. In all its simplicity there was something deeply spiritual there and I never
missed a chance to be with grandmother when she tended her hair.
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Having observed my grandmother in this way countless times, I would
often sit on a quilt under a big oak tree with my friends as we took turns braiding
one another’s long dark hair. As the wind gently whispered sweet summer
musings through the leaves, we would share stories in the shade and giggle,
making memories to never be forgotten.
In Braiding Sweetgrass (2013), Robin Kimmerer describes a precious vision
of little girls taking turns holding up the sections of sweetgrass for the other so
each may braid the glistening strands of green blades. I mention Braiding
Sweetgrass because this reading brings healing so that I may go back to the old
ways, seeing all the gifts the earth springs forth for us. Gifts such as a lush, green
summer garden, a tinkling brook, walking upon a patch of beautiful wildflowers,
or taking in the Indian colors painting the sky at sunset.
In this essay, I consider some of the central tenets and local use of
postcolonial theory, and how these tenets are a response to global hegemony in
academic institutional experiences. In particular, in briefly addressing research
methodologies and ways of engaging in dialogue, I will explain how some
Indigenous responses in situations of domination align with postcolonial theory
and represent the actionable pieces supported in Actionable Postcolonial Theory in
Education (2011) authored by Vanessa Andreotti.
I shall also make visible some of the Indigenous ways of knowing, being,
and doing, and how these ways align with postcolonial theory. Because of recent
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intellectual interactions of ambivalence, I could not help but to hear Andreotti
speaking to these circumstances and I will make known how postcolonial theory
applies there. Last, as the essay progresses a healing is located that I had not
anticipated, and that healing will be represented from the beginning sentence,
culminating in the last. The terms Native American and Indian are used
interchangeably.
I had a long conversation with my daughter, Celeste, today as we discussed
some of these matters and how the idea of a civilized society was so vastly different
to Native American people as opposed to the colonizers. What we discovered in
our exchange of ideas was based upon the foundation that after coming here,
systematically carrying out genocide, destroying our ways of doing, knowing, and
being, the colonizers then went about the process of putting in place a system of
domination that we all contend with on a daily basis. This domination included
the destruction of a collective way of life where greed, individualism, profit, and
money became more important than relationships or gifts from the earth. Now, in
2019, Western Civilization could do with taking in the lessons from the first
colonizers to arrive here who only survived because Indians were generous in
sharing their ways of being, living off the land.
Along these lines our conversation turned to Greta Thunberg, and we
support her. But Greta isn’t saying anything that Indigenous people have not been
saying for generations. Standing Rock is only one recent example where none of
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the powers that be could seem to hear Indigenous voices. How is it that when a
little white girl comes along, suddenly everything makes sense, but when
Indigenous people cried out at Standing Rock, they were put in dog cages? We
would never go against Greta, but these questions remain. These are the kinds of
questions that disrupt the dominant narrative and align with postcolonial theory.
As we learn from Andreotti (2011), this colonized system is massive and has been
created to psychologically manipulate, control, and perpetuate the production of
hegemonic knowledge.
And so it is with research in academic institutions, as well as for new
scholars pursuing advanced degrees, who are continually offered traditional
research methods courses (Smith, 2012). Many of these methodologies perpetuate
the erasure of history, identities, leave no space for lived experiences, stories,
music, poetry, or art. A rigid curriculum that denies histories, people, and
identities is written to serve those who wrote it, destroys creativity, and destroys
the possibilities for the freedom of authentic intellectual exploration and
discovery. Western superiority creates a gap between Indigenous and nonIndigenous and we must have access to research methodologies that allow us to
disrupt this Western superiority (Smith, 2012).
When considering four of the main paradigms, positivism, postpositivism,
constructivism, and critical theory, they all hold in common the idea that
knowledge is seen as being individual in nature (Wilson, 2008, p. 38). “This is vastly
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different from an Indigenous paradigm, where knowledge is seen belonging to the
cosmos of which we are a part and where researchers are only the interpreters of
this knowledge” and “this distinction in the ownership of knowledge is one major
difference between” Indigenous paradigms as compared to the dominant (Wilson,
2008, p. 38). And so, on my path I presently look to Braiding Sweetgrass for
Indigenous wisdom and healing. I am also presently exploring Indigenous ways
of being, knowing, and the methods to inform a healing process from historical
trauma.
Because of some of my recent intellectual interactions of ambivalence, I look
to Andreotti (2011) since she so eloquently points out that Spivak (1988) questions
how uncontaminated some marginalized groups can be including academic elites
claiming authenticity, and she argues that this may lead to ethnocentrism,
fabricated solidarity (that ignores problematic power relations within), reverse
racism, and censorship of the subaltern becomes untenable. What Andreotti (2011)
is speaking of is a hierarchy of power within marginalized groups where one
becomes censored and dominated by those who have taken on the mechanisms of
ethnocentrism so that they are operating with the use of dominating mechanisms
themselves.
When I contemplate this phenomenon, I understand that Andreotti (2011)
responds to this stating that “Pedagogically speaking, the bottom line is that pain
and anger cannot be the foundation of a pedagogical or political project that aims
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to not reproduce the violence’s of colonialism: arrogance, coercion, manipulation,
conceit, and subjugation should not be viable pedagogical options” (Andreotti,
2011, p. 176). And so when I am faced with imperialist embedded ideologies where
I am subjected to a triple dose of colonialism and domination, both historically and
in present interactions, I find tremendous peace in Indigenous ways of knowing
and being.
For example, the time spent with my daughter was basically a talking circle
also known as a focus group discussion. The talking circle may be used for a
community in the exchange of ideas and would have presented the healing
warranted in some of my recent interactions. Also, talking circles are considered
to be an Indigenous research method, where each person has an opportunity of
uninterrupted time in discussing a topic (Wilson, 2008). There is a deep respect for
each individual having an opportunity to speak and to be heard (Wilson, 2008).
Wilson and Wilson (2000) describe the talking circle as follows:
Typically group members sit in a circle that represents the holism of Mother
Earth and the equality of all members. In some circles an eagle feather or
other sacred object is passed around, following the direction of the sun. In
other groups a stone is passed from speaker to speaker, symbolizing the
connection among group members and to the guiding spirit. The holder of
the object speaks “from the heart” and the group listens silently and nonjudgmentally until the speaker has finished. Each member is given a chance
to speak. A common rule of circle work is that members must not speak out
of turn. In most instances, a complete talking circle comprises four rounds,
although time restraints, rules and norms vary with each group. Most
important is that group members feel ownership of these rules. (p. 11)
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Research must be a part of a community based on relationships to be counted as
Indigenous (Cardinal, 2001, Steinhauer, 2001a, 2001b, Weber-Philwax, 2001, J.
Wilson, 2000, Wilson, S. 2008).
Indigenous epistemology rests in ideas developed through the formation of
relationships (Wilson, 2008). To understand my research, you must know my
stories and know who I am (Wilson, 2008). Andreotti also acknowledges this
viewpoint as she writes, “My experiences as a granddaughter, daughter, sister,
friend, and mother in the specific contexts where I was born and where I have
lived cannot not shape the focus and questions that I ask as an educator”
(Andreotti, 2011, p. 176). This very concept of the significance of experiences in
postcolonial theory pointed out by Andreotti is foundational to Indigenous ways
of being and knowing.
My writing and research process is a chronological depiction of my
relationships, lived experiences, and stories “so in addition to putting forward
ideas, they also represent a chronology of my maturation as a writer and
Indigenous researcher” (Wilson, 2008, p. 9). So anytime I am subjected to a way of
engaging where the respect that is so crucial in the talking circle is not present;
anytime I am in a space where no one is allowed nor encouraged to share who
they are, what their story is, what they believe in, what they stand against, and
when I am silenced, I know that I am in an imperialist site of colonized domination.
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And so I find peace in a talking circle, even when it is just me and my
daughter, Celeste. I find peace in the reading of Braiding Sweetgrass, in writing
stories, poetry, songs, creating art or touching the earth when planting seeds for
vegetables or flowers. I find peace in learning and sharing Indigenous ways of
being and knowing. Every single shred of Indigenous knowledge shared here is
an example of postcolonial theory in action.
When I share my teaching experiences in urban areas where I have taught
students of color, when I explain how I avoid hegemonic textbook generated
worksheets, how I provide experiences for my students, creating spaces for them to
learn their histories and identities, creating spaces so that they may engage in
creative exploration and exchange dialogue, I am teaching critical thinking skills,
and all of these methods are examples of postcolonial theory in action. Yet I have
struggled in my interactions here with one small group who had no knowledge of
postcolonial theory and have attempted repeatedly to criticize that which they had
yet comprehended. Their parochial criticisms have been shared with my
department and I have been silenced.
This group who is also marginalized, has fallen victim to hegemonic
institutionalization to a degree that through (Andreotti, 2013) coercion,
manipulation, arrogance, and subjugation, they perpetuate hegemony themselves.
Spivak was correct. Yet I shall not return these ethnocentric mechanisms. I shall
respond with tenderness and caring and understanding.
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On the other hand, I am blessed at my present institution as I have had the
opportunity to study postcolonial theory deeper and learn of these ways to
conceptualize my experiences. I am blessed that I have one professor who
supports arts-based methodologies and other alternative methodologies that make
space for disrupting the dominant narrative. It is this very professor, who shared
with me Kimmerer’s (2013) book, Braiding Sweetgrass. And I am deeply thankful.
Through postcolonial theory I have conceptualized my confusing
experiences so that I may understand my circumstances, making sense of these
painful interactions; and that has enabled me to respond with kindness and caring.
I have greatly advanced my knowledge and I am left with an unforgettable
experience.
All of this combined, including the refusal of the powers that be to hear
Indigenous voices at Standing Rock, the destruction of our environment, the
silencing of Indigenous voices on college campuses and in the political sphere, the
lack of knowledge surrounding Indigenous ways, all of these are the components
of an imperialist machine of domination. So. colonization is not something from
the past. Colonization is happening here and now. Celeste and I discussed all of
these matters.
Last, I reviewed with Celeste, so that she may never forget the concept of
seeing with two eyes, recognizing that there are multiple knowledge systems. My
daughter shared that some folks are only looking through a tiny peephole. And
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still others can’t even see the peephole in the door. Some cannot even find the door,
they are as if in a dark room fumbling, trying to find their way. So I explained to
my daughter that it is up to us. We must find the way. And then blaze a path so
that others may follow.
As the talking circle with Celeste came to an end, I said, “You know, I read
something the other day that said trees communicate with one another.” Celeste
became nostalgic saying, “The trees send out messages, for long distances … and
when one tree is dying … right before it dies … it sends out all of its nutrients to
all the other trees, so that the rest may survive and live on.”
When I heard my daughter share all of this through her hazel colored, misty
eyes, I was very proud of her. I realized that this is a metaphor for precisely what
I have accomplished in raising my children. Her brother, Michael, is deeply fond
of all matters ancient, he and Celeste are both intelligent, spiritual beings. The
ultimate postcolonial action in response to global hegemony that I can gift to the
world are my children who I have deeply loved and cared for, cooking for them,
teaching them, embracing them in songs and stories and prayer. My children are
the richest of nutrients that I have nurtured and sent out into society before I
complete my circle in this world. And like the ethereal wisdom of a thousand
ancient trees, my children are a sight to behold.
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CHAPTER 8 Front Porch Socrates Café: A Written Study of John
Dewey’s Educational Thought
Author Note:
This is a critical narrative whereby I have taken a decidedly artistic (more
than academic) approach toward my written study of John Dewey’s educational
thought. In this article, demonstrating rigorous engagement with his texts, as well
as a creative engagement in taking an autobiographical “front porch” perspective,
my work is consistent with Dewey’s philosophical Pragmatism.
Having submitted this article to a certain Philosophy journal, it was rejected
with a pontificating list of excuses including one reviewer who was immensely
annoyed in having read that I had placed Freire and Dewey in opposition on
certain points. I would pose that Dewey’s exceptional ideas are not only in
contradiction with striving for critical consciousness (Freire, 2000), in fact when
taking into consideration the plight of Indigenous peoples, Dewey is in
contradiction with his own views regarding Democracy.
The editors passed down this rambling list of complaints to me, which was
seated in imperialistic viewpoints, hegemony, and, laced with a certain level of
privilege which I personally cannot fathom. In one astonishing statement I read
what was for me perhaps the most racist words I have ever digested as one
reviewer stated in regard to Native American residential schools, that education
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for Indians did not differ “much” from education for all at the time. It was at this
point that tears in my eyes made reading any further impossible.
Upon pointing this out to the editors, this perfectly racist comment was
dismissed. Any attempt to convey the emergent discourse on such topics
surrounding Indigenous knowledges was met with obliviousness. As documented
in this dissertation contextually and holistically, Kovach (2021) makes known that
domination of what counts as knowledge not only occurs within our sites of
knowledge production via the never-ending colonial structures there, domination
of what counts as knowledge also occurs through these gatekeepers to the world
of academic publishing who seem to swirl in a pool together perpetuating their
imperialistic colonizing viewpoints and in so doing, perpetuate erasure.
This article is an exploration of new ways of combining literary,
autobiographical, and philosophical study. In essence Front Porch Socrates Café,
documents Indigenous ways of knowing and being via an Indigenous mother and
her son, reaching back to ancient times, exchanging dialogue and ideas in the
darkness, on the front porch in Oklahoma. Once again, as learned in Research is
Ceremony (2008) another intergenerational exchange of dialogue hearkens back to
ancient ways of making meaning. Just my son and I gathering knowledge under
the stars over a span of weeks only to discover that Dewey’s focus on democracy
is in contradiction to the realities for Indigenous people.
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“Looking at the past must only be a means of understanding more clearly what and
who they are so that they can more wisely build the future.”
-- Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed
I have long been seeking the voices of my ancient Chahta ancestors. The
Indigenous historical perspective is not represented accurately or is entirely absent
in our books of history and in the sphere of education. The definition of an
Indigenous lens from my perspective in this written study is taking this absence
with me in my life journey. In conceptualizing the educational philosophy of John
Dewey, I was overcome with much to consider in my world. What would not
escape me was that at the time of the publication of Democracy and Education, in
1916, the Native American boarding school process was firmly under way. At that
time, in Dewey’s contrasting world, there were many exciting experiences
unfolding in education and philosophy. In Chicago, the Jane Addams Hull House
was the center of progressive education. The writing of Democracy and Education,
and later, Experience and Education, is the result of Dewey’s observations at Hull
House. Here, my Indigenous worldview intersects with Dewey’s analyses. All
content in this paper has been viewed through my Indigenous lens. The terms
Native American and Indian are used interchangeably.
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In contemplating the writing of John Dewey, I begin with first considering
an outside text, Cultural Miseducation.1 In the introduction, Jane Roland Martin
refers to Plato and Rousseau. Through many Sunday evening conversations on the
porch, I have had the most cherished opportunity to see Plato through my son’s
precious eyes. With a cold beverage in the evening, my son, Michael, and I have
made many memories while sharing various thoughts and ideas. At the time,
Michael was a student of Classics. And we had contemplated the world through
philosophy many a summer evening as we watched students jogging, walking, or
playing Frisbee. We would sit and talk until far in the distance, the sun faded on
the horizon painting the sky in purpureal and pink pastel colors. Oftentimes,
sitting together, we would continue for some time, visiting in the darkness. Some
of what I have harvested in these conversations has been weaved within this
paper. Indeed, we have our very own Back Porch Socrates Café.
Martin writes that Plato’s two examples of liabilities were cowardice and
impiety.2 And that two of her examples of liabilities were violence and hatred.3
Martin’s concerns with violence were described as being at home, school, the
neighborhood, or in the world.4 Concerns of hatred fell into the categories

1 Martin, Jane Roland. Cultural miseducation: In search of a democratic solution. Vol. 8. Teachers
College Press, 2002.
2 Martin, Jane Roland. Cultural miseducation: In search of a democratic solution. Vol. 8. Teachers College
Press, 2002.
3 Ibid, 1.
4 Ibid, 1.
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including race, gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity or religion.5 It is further
explained that this concern does not lie with which liabilities are worse, but with
Plato’s solution.6 And on page one of the introduction, Martin cites Plato’s
solution of censorship to the problem of miseducation, as being unacceptable.7
My goal is not to challenge Jane Roland Martin on this statement of
disagreement with Plato. But I would like to process my thoughts on the matter
before continuing. Through the exchange of dialogue with Michael, I have gleaned
the following. Since the soul is a rather difficult, abstract, concept, Plato chooses a
city as an analogy for the soul. Plato is using this idea of how a city would be run,
in relation to how one would run the psychological self. And the rational,
discerning self should be the master, sitting at the throne of the idea of oneself and
who one is. First, courage is needed to survive. Second, the rational part of oneself
is needed to survive. And third, the appetitive part of oneself is needed to survive.
These three things need to be in harmony, and this harmony can only exist when
the rational part of the self is in control. This is quite simply, a description of Plato’s
tripartite theory of soul. So, when Plato speaks of censorship, he is referring to the
rational part of the self being in control of the rest of the human person. Instead of
our appetites controlling us, or our emotions controlling us, our reasoning should

5 Ibid, 1.
6 Ibid, 1.
7 Ibid, 1.
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control us. And the censorship that Jane Roland Martin only briefly mentions is
not described at all. As Michael explained, Plato saw censorship as a way for the
soul to stratify what is ingested into our moral psychology, to arrange or classify
first what is good or what is bad before ingesting. And in carrying out this
censorship process one is taking care of the soul. With this in mind I now turn my
attention to John Dewey.
Dewey writes of a child growing up in a family of musicians.8 The child is
stimulated by music and has capacities for music that are inevitable.9 The child
takes interest in music that is molded by impulses which might not have ever been
awakened given a different environment.10 But perhaps more importantly, what
Dewey is explaining, is the significance of having been able to share something
with the group to which the child belonged.11 Participation in the lives of those
with whom one is connected is inevitable.12 The social environment is an
unconscious and educative, formative influence that exists apart from any set
purpose.13
One would be hard-pressed to find any individual who could find fault
with this precious vision of a child growing up with the privilege of being

8 Dewey, John. Democracy and education. Courier Corporation, 1916, 22.
9 Ibid., 22.
10 Ibid., 22.
11 Ibid., 22.
12 Ibid., 22.
13 Ibid., 22.
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surrounded by music. It is simply impossible to disagree with Dewey in that this
would logically lead to a love of music and an inclination to participate with family
in such a creative manner. One might observe that Dewey is overwhelmingly
optimistic in his views at large. Visualize this child sharing this connection,
surrounded by family, embraced by music. Now, visualize a child whose family
is painfully absent in her life, consumed with work, a schedule which leaves no
time for the child. What about the child who has not even the ability to hear music?
To provide some balance, consider yet another great mind into this Socrates Café
of sorts: Paulo Freire. When Freire was speaking in regard to a sense of totality, he
wrote, “Individuals who were submerged in reality, merely feeling their needs,
emerge from reality and perceive the causes of their needs.”14 And we now see that
everything takes on an entirely different perspective depending on point of view.
The reality of the child surrounded by a family her entire life, molded, and
nurtured through music, is entirely different from the reality of the child who has
no family or was born deaf.
While exploring the ideology of Dewey alongside Freire, there are some
tensions detected between the two. Quite naturally, a democracy will be
challenged by the oppressed. The oppressed will constantly hold those in power
accountable to the basic tenets that represent a democracy. It as if Freire’s ideology

14 Freire, Paulo. Pedagogy of the oppressed. Bloomsbury Publishing, 2000.
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appears to challenge Dewey’s focus on democracy. In the miseducation of Native
American history, the great removal, and specifically Indian boarding schools,
certainly Jane Roland Martin as well as Paulo Freire are both exceptional sources.
Most definitely, boarding schools were hell bent on assimilation, which resulted
in the execution of a hidden curriculum that was nothing less than genocide,
systematically crafted to establish a permanent obliteration of humanity in the
namesake of education.
In regard to natural development and social efficiency as aims, Dewey
writes, “A time of domination by authority will call out as response the desirability
of great individual freedom; one of disorganized individual activities the need of
social control as an education aim.”15 So, when a society finds itself in a situation
of great personal freedom, there is a political minority that inevitably arises calling
for control and order. Vice versa, in a situation where there is great personal
control, a hunger will arise for personal freedom. In consideration of Dewey’s
thoughts regarding freedom, a faint light reflecting some balance comes into view.
A revision and reflection follow with an integration of Freire.
Jane Roland Martin surely had sound reason for shooting a dagger into
Plato’s view of censorship on the first page of her introduction to Cultural
Miseducation: In Search of a Democratic Solution. It appears that Plato agreed with

15 Dewey, John. Democracy and education. Courier Corporation, 1916, 123.
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censorship because of the content of poetry, such as Zeus raping and pillaging.
Martin is against censorship because of knowledge being withheld. In
consideration of the optimistic world as seen through Dewey’s eyes, he appears to
lean toward the privileged in his writing. Freire informs through duality where
one group holds the objective of achieving and maintaining domination and the
other group to be dominated holds the objective of achieving and maintaining
liberation.
In her book, Cultural Miseducation: In Search of a Democratic Solution, Jane
Roland Martin happily describes some of her early educational experiences. When
she and her classmates were 8-year-olds they constructed tee-pees and enacted
some of the daily activities of American Indian life.16 As 10-year-olds she recalls
how proud she was of having played the part of a Hebrew slave burdened with
the task of making bricks without straw.17 Also, she and her friends wrote and
produced a play based on the life of Harriet Tubman.18 As 12-year-olds, Martin
and her classmates were colonial Americans.19 “From our immersion in other
times and peoples, we children became vicariously acquainted with a wide range
of cultural assets and liabilities.”20 One solution that Martin points to in regard to

16 Martin, Jane Roland. Cultural miseducation: In search of a democratic solution. Vol. 8. Teachers
College Press, 2002, 87.
17 Ibid., 88.
18 Ibid., 88.
19 Martin, Jane Roland. Cultural miseducation: In search of a democratic solution. Vol. 8. Teachers
College Press, 2002, 88.
20 Ibid., 88.
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the educational problem of generations is the acknowledgement by all educational
agents that they are both the guardians and transmitters of our culture’s stock.21
Although Martin acknowledges that Dewey had not gone where she has with the
wealth of cultures and liabilities, the educational experiences she so fondly recalls
remarkably align with Dewey’s ideas. John Dewey definitely stood for experiential
learning and making personal meanings in the way that Martin describes above.
Dewey writes of the two senses of learning. On one hand, learning consists
of something external, the sum of what is handed down in books or passed on by
learned men.22 Learning is an accumulation of stored cognitions.23 On the other
hand, learning is something that the student does when he studies.24 This is an
active, personal affair.25 Dewey points out the dualism here between knowledge
that is external, objective, and knowing as being internal, subjective and physical.
This is the sort of learning whereby the teacher creates an environment that
engages children, challenges them, and provides for them to make personal
meanings. This is the sort of learning that brings immense joy. These environments
created by teachers fostered growth and development, curiosity and questioning,
experience and learning. Why veer down this path of experiential learning? One,
to better understand and appreciate John Dewey. And two, to point out that these

21 Ibid.
22 Dewey, John. Democracy and education. Courier Corporation, 1916, 361.
23 Ibid., 361.
24 Ibid., 361.
25 Ibid., 361.
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were not the environments created for Native American children in boarding
schools at the time of Dewey’s publication. Indian boarding schools were
following an entirely different agenda, to destroy a people. This fact is a
contradiction of all that is good and just. Conceptualizing the Deweyan references
to morals, and the numerous references to Greek philosophy through an
Indigenous lens, are like trying to see through a heavy fog.
The Greek viewpoint is the foundation of philosophy. Therefore, John
Dewey and Jane Roland Martin both have an affinity for the Greek mindset and
poetry. And after all, Homer was as a Bible to the Greeks, a book of morals, history,
a national inspiration.26 According to Dewey, “In any case, it may be said that an
education which does not succeed in making poetry a resource in the business of
life as well as in its leisure has something the matter with it—or else the poetry is
artificial poetry.”27 Dewey writes that historically, poetry has been allies with
religion and morals and serves the purpose of penetrating the enigmatic depths of
matters.28
Dewey’s fondness of religion and morals is seemingly effervescent. Yet, at
the time of Democracy and Education’s publication, Indian children were being torn
from. families and placed in boarding schools, which were disease infested,

26 Dewey, John. Democracy and education. Courier Corporation, 1916, 263.
27 Ibid., 263.
28 Ibid., 263.
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prison-like atmospheres that resulted in a horrific number of deaths.29 To
compound matters, in the teaching of history, the genocidal aspect of curriculum
for Indian boarding schools is nowhere to be found. Indigenous histories are
misrepresented in our educational institutions, if not entirely absent from the
curriculum. The latter is not a part of any happen stance hidden curriculum, but a
direct and willful act of miseducation. As previously noted, the destruction of
Native American people through the boarding schools was in full swing at the
time of publication of Democracy and Education. To what extent did such an
inhumane event warrant consideration by Dewey?
It is quite clear that Dewey is not writing with the curriculum for Native
American boarding schools in his realm of thoughts whatsoever. However, in
chapter XVII, Dewey differentiates living from living worthily. To live worthily,
man must first live with collective society and also, time, energy spent upon the
gaining of subsistence detracts from activities that have an inherent rational
meaning.30 True life is only achievable with as little degree as possible placed
toward physical necessities, which are to be attained without effort or attention.31

29 Dejong, D.H. (2007). “Unless They Are Kept Alive”: Federal Indian Schools and Student H
1878-1918. American Indian Quarterly, 31(2), 156-282. Retrieved f
from http://www.jstor.org/stable/4138947
(Links to an external site.)
30 Dewey, John. Democracy and education. Courier Corporation, 1916, 263.
31Ibid., 263.
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Health,

“Hence slaves, artisans, and women are employed in furnishing the means of
subsistence in order that others, those adequately equipped with intelligence, may
live the life of leisurely concern with things intrinsically worthwhile.”32 As we
read we realize that this is Dewey’s critique and it becomes clear that Dewey does
not align with these oppressive views.
Nevertheless, John Dewey also published Experience and Education in 1938.
Dewey wrote, “In what I have said I have taken for granted the soundness of the
principle that education in order to accomplish its ends both for the individual
learner and for society must be based upon experience---which is always the actual
life-experience of some individual.”33 But experiences for who? Even though the
writing of Experience and Education falls later, there is still not one shred of evidence
that even for a brief moment, Dewey considered the educational experiences of
those oppressed. Regardless of how valuable Dewey’s ideas may have been for
education, his writing reflects what was desired for mainstream Anglo-America.
So, what of the never-ending references to Greek philosophy? When we
think of Native American folk ways, we think of traditions. Indian people live by
participating in these ways and inculcating the actions of carrying them out in
their everyday lives. We must also remember that Native Americans hold a deeply

32 Ibid., 263.
33 Dewey, John. Experience and education. Simon and Schuster, 2007.
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spiritual connection to the land. Stories and memories are knowledge, handed
down generation after generation, steeped in tradition. Martin and Dewey are
quick to mention the Greeks. Consider the very traditional and cultural lives of
Native American people. How might Plato look at that? As Michael pointed out,
he might see prowess in battle. He would observe that Indian people definitely
know honour. He might admire their efficiency and Spartan way of living. But is
he going to ultimately think that they have anything of value? Do Indian people
have a philosophy? Do they have the ability to contemplate the form of just,
considering their culture? Do they have the capacity as a culture to inculcate justice
into their ways of living, while preserving their native ways prior to European
contact?
I believe so.
If one looks through the lens of a Hellenic mind-set, Native Americans had
folk customs. Native American cultures are built on oral traditions, Indian people
thrive on these oral traditions. Native American people had great virtue and great
piety. The Greek philosopher honours traditionalism, but also wants reason and
logic. Freire would have called everyone together for dialogue. Freire would have
strived for critical consciousness.
One night I wondered if Plato might have liked the idea of reforming the
society to ensure that reason and logic is understood. But how would that be done?
I thought that since Martin and Dewey are schooled in Greek philosophy and so
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inclined to cite it, exactly how would Plato have thought about the approach taken
by the White man toward Indian people? Michael stated that the Greek
philosopher does not hold a deconstructionist view. Still, we sat in silence,
thinking, attempting to resolve all these references to Greek philosophy. As my
son and I contemplated this line of thinking, Michael finally stated that Plato
would despise the way the children were subjected to ethnic cleansing in Native
American boarding schools. I secretly wonder if he stated this to help me feel
better. Keeping in mind the purpose of Native American boarding schools I turn
back to poetry. Martin describes parents and teachers as mediators.
Upon a child hearing a particularly frightening story, a parent or teacher
may draw upon the moral of the story while reminding the child that the story is
pretend.34 She referred to Rousseau and a three-way relation, placing Emile’s tutor
center stage: “Child hears story as it is mediated by an adult who has the child’s growth
and development at heart.”35 Interestingly, Martin describes an irony in that
although Socrates deeply desired his utopia to be educative rather than
miseducative, he separated stories from their pedagogical contexts. “Attributing
harmful powers to stories in and of themselves, he then called for their removal
from society.”36 And once again, the theme of censorship lurks in the shadows.

34 Martin, Jane Roland. Cultural miseducation: In search of a democratic solution. Vol. 8. Teachers
College Press, 2002, 77.
35 Ibid., 77.
36 Ibid., 77.
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Was Martin and Socrates concerned about stories and poetry of fiction, nonfiction,
or both? Does it even matter?
Regardless of whether Martin, Socrates, or Dewey are referring to stories
and poetry of fiction, it remains quite profound that much of American history is
taught with so many atrocities minimized or entirely absent. Of course, there is an
inherently obvious difference between poetry and stories of fiction as opposed to
stories and poetry that represent factual content, knowledge of history. However,
Martin and Dewey describe care and concern for a child’s heart. Is it possible that
these stories, deemed inappropriate, could be categorized in like manner as the
history of slavery or the genocide of Native Americans? When Indigenous
histories are accounted, they are routinely Whitewashed.
This slanted take on history is in itself censorship. One might state that
censorship is a form of miseducation. Consider the opposite of censorship. Please
consider censorship in the manner of not only withholding knowledge, but also
perpetuating false knowledge or the willful submission of reading or media that
is harmful, evil, or untrue, for the sake of manipulation. Martin consistently refers
to mediators for students. In making these references to mediators for students for
protecting a child’s heart, is this a contradiction for Martin? It is quite rational to
see mediation as a form of censorship.
And is there some fear that students will relate with what is not intended?
Is it possible that the true account of these American atrocities is considered
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harmful for society? If this is the fact of the matter, then our Indigenous histories
are too gruesome and shameful to be openly and fully disclosed with society,
which speaks for itself. Or is this simply business as usual where the ruling class
plunders and pillages, not much unlike Zeus… all be it in the name of manifest
destiny? And then by leaving out the voices of the oppressed in our history we
experience the ultimate form of censorship: omission.
This omission is shameful; this is cultural miseducation. Those in power
wish to erase our history. Jane Roland Martin defined cultural
miseducation as follows:
Cultural miseducation occurs when so many cultural liabilities or such
devastating ones are passed down that a heavy burden is placed on the next
generation; or alternatively, when invaluable portions of the culture’s
wealth are not passed down. And of course, it occurs when these sins of
omission and commission are conjoined.37
Martin’s definition speaks volumes. However, even further confusion is
represented in the false transmission of cultural stock. Martin pointed out the
following excerpt from one Native American scholar:
The view of Indians as hostile savages who capture white ladies and torture
them, obstruct the westward movement of peaceable white settlers, and
engage in bloodthirsty uprisings in which they glory in the massacre of innocent colonists,
and pioneers is dear to the hearts of producers of bad films and even worse
television. However, it is a view that is most deeply embedded in the
American unconscious.38
37 Martin, Jane Roland. Cultural miseducation: In search of a democratic solution. Vol. 8. Teachers
College Press, 2002.
38 Allen, Paula Gunn. The Sacred hoop: Recovering the feminine in American Indian traditions: With a
new preface. Beacon Press, 1986.
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The responsibility of educational agents who transmit cultural stock is quite
profound, for in resolving the omission of Indigenous histories, it becomes
necessary to break through the dominant Anglo viewpoint to ensure that these
stories are accurately represented.
John Dewey referred to the renewal of life by transmission. As our world,
our environment changes, a continual re-adaptation to the environment is
necessary for the continuity of life.39 Dewey further states that, “‘Life’ covers
customs,

institutions,

beliefs,

victories

and

defeats,

recreations

and

occupations.”40 According to Dewey, this renewal is not automatic and involves
painstaking effort.41 The history of those colonized must be reclaimed. Michael
once shared with me that our history, at worst, is a brutal story of conquest,
colonization, and oppression. At best, it is the story of the rise of a small nation
state on the eastern coast of America, rising to become one of the most prominent
powers in history. More likely it is somewhere in between he had concluded.
These Socrates Café times are some of my most treasured memories with
Michael. Throughout the composition of this paper, we had numerous of these
where we exchanged philosophical ideas and my son guided me and taught me

39 Dewey, John. Democracy and education. Courier Corporation, 2004, 5.
40 Ibid., 5.
41 Ibid., 7.
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regarding Classical ideas. At one moment toward reaching the closing of this
writing as we exchanged ideas, Michael stood up and stated the following as he
slowly paced, consumed with the deepest of thinking, as his final thoughts came
into view in real time. And he stated:
In our worst moments, we are brutal conquerors at different times in our
history. At our best moments, we live out some of the greatest ideals which
have ever been envisioned in our institutions and national character. Both
have great utility because when we are brutal conquerors, we can use that
as a means of evaluating the actions we take, either in our personal lives,
governmental or societal. Our history presents for us ideals which we
consistently strive for. In turn, our history presents for us ideals which we
must consistently strive to never again repeat. Both of these define us.
So we are both noble and profane, oppressors and oppressed, Black and
White, North and South. But we are also something higher. To be American is to
be all of these. Hence, we have been forced to take on the name of our oppressors.
We are, after all, Native American. Finally, in regard to passing down cultural
stock, Dewey warns in earnest: “Unless pains are taken to see that genuine and
thorough transmission takes place, the most civilized group will relapse into
barbarism and then into savagery.”42
May the powers that be, see the wisdom in Dewey’s warning.

42 Dewey, John. Democracy and education. Courier Corporation, 2004, 7.
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CHAPTER 9 Ghost Dances in Ivory Towers
Ghost dance movements aren’t only about driving away the Invaders and the devastation
they brought with them; Ghost Dances are also about bringing a new world into existence,
a world of freedom, peace, and reconnection.
Daniel Heath Justice

This study is dedicated
to all Indigenous scholars
who came before us
creating the spaces
we stand in today.
We honour you for carving out a path that once did not exist.

Indigenous peoples have historically struggled for self-determination, so
do we in our sites of knowledge production. Indigenous scholars who choose to
study our own or other Indigenous peoples frequently find ourselves
marginalized in our own universities, often lacking access to Indigenous Research
Methods courses (Smith, 2012). Anzaldúa (2009) gives us voice as she also writes
about passing through the ivory tower gate where we become as if a Trojan horse
that has infiltrated to subvert the system, carrying new ideas, working literally like
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a pack mule, studying the dominant culture as assigned; learning of our own
culture, seeking permission to explore topics of interest that may extend beyond
European or White American scholarship. We sometimes face other marginalized
groups who question the authenticity of our heritage, our aims, or present as if
they fear an Indigenous paradigm, or stories as knowledge may somehow take
away from their established historical perspectives, as they often insist on our
silence. Anzaldúa likens all of this to ramming the academy walls with our heads
so that eventually one’s head is bloodied as we continually come up against
classrooms where we and our communities are invisible.
Heather Shotton writes that “Native students often face hostile and
unwelcoming environments when they enter Non-Native Colleges and
Universities” (Shotton, p. 1, 2017). Her work has revealed harsh realities. She
writes that racism and racial microaggressions also emerge as themes. This is
common for Native women in doctoral education. In such unwelcome
oppressive environments, these experiences are stressful and ultimately result in
feelings of isolation.
Here, I begin with asking how may we facilitate success for Indigenous
scholars as they maneuver through these colonial structures of institutional
domination and oppression?
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The terms Choctaw and Chahta are used interchangeably. The terms Indian
and Native American are also used interchangeably. Indigenous is used to indicate
any people originally inhabiting a geographic space of land.
Key Debates and Controversies
Our history is often shared in such disintegration that the truth is most often
missed. I pose that this method of providing information, particularly history, in
bits and pieces, is also a colonial strategy to enable White washing. In a
chronological series of snapshots, to capture the true essence of our realities in
genuine context, I begin as I often do, with the Terra Nulius Phase (1770-1900)
when Captain James Cook deemed Aboriginal Australian land, “empty land,”
whereby the socio-political aims supported the dispossession of land, and
colonizers convinced themselves that Aboriginees were mere inferior nuisances
who deserved to be killed (Martin, 2003). In North America, what is now New
Foundland, the genocide of the Beothuk nation resulted in only a few survivors
living in hiding (Wilson, 2008). This systematic process of annihilation expanded
to vast swaths of geographic spaces.
During this same time frame, in the British colonies of North America,
smallpox blankets were distributed with the hope that Native Americans would
be decimated to a point that their mere existence would be negligible (Thornton,
1987). In New Zealand, missionaries were teaching Maori how to read and write
in their own language as colonists were intermarrying to gain access to the
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breathtaking land. In 1858 domination was extended toward implementing a
process where Maori land must be alienated to the crown and then purchased back
(Evans, Grimshaw, Philips, & Swain, p. 76, 2003).
While Maori were experiencing their own nightmare, other regions
continued to face more of the same. To allow European settlers access to land with
no limitations, the British North America Act 1867 and the Canadian Indian Act 1876
were enacted while justifying the racist belief in the supremacy of the European
settler (Henderson-Youngblood, 2000a).
Where policy was concerned, such government acts and policing,
Indigenous peoples were no longer allowed to practice ceremonial traditions and
were not allowed to leave designated areas (Brown, 1970; Wilson, 2008). To further
solidify domination and dispossession of lands, Indigenous peoples were
subjected to relocations that included forcing Native Americans out from the rich
black soil in the Deep South. These forced relocations made way for settlers and
eventually for the free slave labor that established the economic foundation to
ensure the successful economic development of the United States, indeed, to
ensure the successful establishment of a world economy (Tomich, 2004), on stolen
land, by the backs of stolen labor.
In beginning to situate myself in this context, my grandmother was born
around 1898. She was Cherokee and Choctaw. I identify most with being Choctaw.
The oldest stories say that Choctaw people originally came up from Mexico and
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the American Southwest settling in the Deep South and the Lower Mississippi
River Valley.
Under President Andrew Jackson, among the tribes impacted, my people,
the Choctaw, were further subjected to ethnic cleansing through forced relocations
from Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana to lands west of the Mississippi to
Indian Territory in exchange for the rich fertile lands in the Deep South. Even
though in Whitewashed accounts of history, this is represented as an “exchange,”
make no mistake; these were violent upheavals of Indigenous ways of knowing,
doing, and being (Tomich, 2004).
The Indian Removal Act was signed into law in May of 1830 by President
Andrew Jackson officially authorizing Jackson access to these unsettled lands
resulting in the great removal. Even though countless Indians had already been
annihilated through the process of colonialism, the geographic removal of
remaining tribes resulted in even more atrocity, in the form of these forced
marches to Indian Territory, to what is now Oklahoma (Brave Heart, 1998; McKee,
1980).
The Choctaw were forced to walk from the Deep South to Oklahoma in
waves, 1831, 1832, and 1833. Although the numbers vary wildly, Choctaw deaths
on this dangerous journey were graphically unspeakable and although colonizers
made no effort to accurately track the number of deaths, a people were decimated.
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George S. Gains, a U.S. Government Agent, had been trusted by the
Choctaw and oversaw the 1831 removal but his stated dedication to make matters
as easy as possible for tribes proved to be impossible (McKee, 1980). This removal
unfolded during winter, ice, snow, countless Choctaw people walked, often bare
foot with no clothing for warmth. Mothers carried babies in their arms, tiny little
children walked, as did the elderly. Film and media in America wish to convince
us that these events were ancient. They are not. Our grandmothers pass down firsthand stories from their mothers.
During the 1831 removal, the Bureau of Indian Affairs had not purchased
enough provisions so that few had clothes, shoes, blankets, or winter clothing and
many froze to death in zero-degree temperatures (McKee, 1980), neither was there
enough food, an unknown number too large to fathom, also starved to death.
Even with so few provisions that had resulted in innumerable deaths, the
cost of the removal was twice as much as the Bureau of Indian Affairs had planned,
thus Gains was fired, and the United States Army was put in charge (McKee, 1980).
Irritated with the cost of the first wave, the Bureau of Indian Affairs decided to
“economize” by reducing rations further. The Army only allowed five small
wagons for every thousand Indians forcing both elderly and young, the frail and
weak, the infirmed, to walk this wretched journey of starvation (McKee, 1980).
Army Captain William Armstrong assisted in the second removal and was quoted,
“Fortunately, they are a people that will walk to the last, or I do not know how we
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could go on” (McKee, 1980, p. 40). Bent trees can be located all along the way, we
call them trail trees. Some stories say these trail trees were cryptic codes to mark a
hopeful path back home to the Deep South one day.

Figure 7 Indian Trail Tree, McCurtain County, Oklahoma Courtesy of Shellye Copeland

Countless Choctaw died along this path. It legitimately carries the unforgettable
and haunting name: The Trail of Tears. Choctaw artist, Valjean McCarty Hessing
(Jones & White, 2012, p. 85) once attempted to communicate this atrocity:
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Figure 8 Some Died Along the Way

These historical relationships and stories align with an Indigenous
paradigm. Each Indigenous researcher’s tribal history brings an entirely different
perspective in relationship with knowledge, in relationship with ideas, with the
study, and in relationship with the participants. This history speaks to my identity
as Choctaw, which also reveals my positionality, all key elements to the
relationality of an Indigenous paradigm. The plight of Indigenous scholars is of
ultimate significance in the context of history:
At the end of the year 1831, whilst I was on the left bank of the Mississippi
at a place named by Europeans Memphis, there arrived a numerous band
of Choctaws, (or Chactas, as they are called by the French in Louisiana.)
These savages had left their country, and were endeavouring to gain the
right bank of the Mississippi, where they hoped to find an asylum which
had been promised them by the American Government. It was then the
middle of winter, and the cold was unusually severe; the snow had frozen
hard upon the ground, and the river was drifting huge masses of ice. The
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Indians had their families with them; and they brought in their train the
wounded and the sick, with children newly born, and old men upon the
verge of death. They possessed neither tents nor wagons, but only their
arms and some provisions. I saw them embark to pass the mighty river, and
never will that solemn spectacle fade from my remembrance. No cry, no
sob was heard amongst the assembled crowd: all were silent. Their
calamities were of ancient date, and they knew them to be irremediable.
The Indians had all stepped into the bark which was to carry them across,
but their dogs remained upon the bank. As soon as these animals perceived
that their masters were finally leaving the shore, they set up a dismal howl,
and, plunging all together into the icy waters of the Mississippi, they swam
after the boat…
(De Tocqueville, 1982, p. 330).
Problem Statement
In Reclaiming Indigenous Research in Higher Education by Shotton and
Minthorn (2018), Adrien Keene writes how research has “often been the tool of
colonialism, offering justifications for policies of assimilation and cultural
eradication” (p. 50). Theresa Stewart writes of the “dehumanizing nature of
education” (p. 88). Sweeney Windchief writes about assimilation that Indigenous
students face in academe. Shotton, Tachine, Nelson, Minthorn, and Waterman
(2017) write that these systems exist as a form of erasure.
The realities presented herein, span the entire globe and are indeed
international concerns. Gewin (2021) points out that in New Zealand, Australia,
the United States, and Canada, Indigenous staff are under-represented and
universities in all these countries have been accused of failing to do enough to
address this absence (Gunstone, 2008; Indigenous Higher Education Advisory
Council, 2008; Merchanta & Bishr Omaryb, 2010; Roland, 2011; Soldier & Flechs,
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1999; Trudgett, 2009; Umbach, 2006). To bring these international concerns
together, I wish to capture the essence of hope, a soft glowing light that spans
transnational boundaries.
Research Question
How do we facilitate success for Indigenous scholars maneuvering through
colonial systemic structures of oppression, discrimination, and racism in our sites
of knowledge production?
Gaps in Existing Knowledge
There are numerous strategies and words of wisdom for the clearly
documented problem of Indigenous scholars navigating through systemic
oppression, racism, and discrimination in our sites of knowledge production. Yet
we continue to suffer. The systematic literature review for this study was
narrowed to six articles of record. An Indigenous wholistic approach was
presented by Pidgeon (2016). Shotton, Tachine, Nelson, Minthorn, and Waterman
(2017) promote resistance to colonial structures in the academy via sisterhood,
love, and prayer. Mitchel, Thomas, Smith (2018) and Mataira (2019) include
allyship and collaboration central to resisting oppression. Green, Russ-Smith, and
Tynan (2018) encourage us to acknowledge those warrior women and others who
have cleared a path for us. Finally, Mullings & Mukherjee (2018) provide strategies
to include effective mentoring.
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This work echoes Shawn Wilson (2008) and calls out the absence of not only
unanswered questions, but also unquestioned answers. Academia proposes
answers by creating spaces for diversity, equity, inclusion, often in good faith.
These institutions are stumbling over their own steps, pointing to this and pointing
to that, touting Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI). They are excessively over
eager to present that which they believe to be evidence of such equity. However,
an Indigenous perspective remains invisible in most sites of knowledge
production. We honour the warrior women and Indigenous trailbreakers, those
who have come before us. These great changemakers, our scholarly elders, have
taken our endeavor a great distance.
Still yet, for Indigenous scholars in our sites of knowledge production, our
institutions remain oppressive and obstructionist. Feverish attempts to claim
otherwise perhaps indicate something subconsciously awry underneath that
might be explored. At any rate, this study seeks to locate solutions from our
scholarly elders. Cumulatively, this study seeks out a leverage with which to move
the system toward that which it falsely claims to already possess; a leverage to
genuinely budge this oppressive system toward one that is inclusive and
equitable, free of oppression, racism, and discrimination against Indigenous
researchers and scholars.
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Relevance and Importance of the Research
Authorized by the United States Government, Native people have been
subjected to countless wars and attacks. In the U.S. the unconscionable greed for
Native American land resulted in decades of genocide. Brave Heart, Chase, Elkins,
& Altschul (2011) teach us that Indigenous people of the Americas continue to
suffer the effects of collective intergenerational historical trauma from systemic
racism, discrimination, violence, wars, and massacres, across all our generations.
This historical trauma is devastating to our health even as the effects of this trauma
are passed on to our children in blood memory, DNA.
We know that in the late nineteenth century, Native Americans had been
decimated. Survivors were then forced off their land and forbidden to hold
spiritual ceremonies. This destruction of Native American culture was merely one
mechanism of a systematic order of genocide. In attempt to regain sovereignty,
some tribes began to create new spiritual ceremonies. One example was the Ghost
Dance Movement.
Here I share (or ask those who are aware to please recall) that after Wovoka
sparked the Ghost Dance Movement, it was catching on like fire among tribes.
Settlers feared it, evidently immensely so. On December 29, 1890, near Wounded
Knee Creek (Čhaŋkpé Ópi Wakpála) on the Lakota Pine Ridge Indian Reservation,
the soldiers of the U.S. Army 7th Cavalry Regiment mindlessly slaughtered
hundreds of Sioux men, women, and children. Although this was only one of
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countless attacks, this massacre was designated by our oppressors as the last
Native American resistance in America.
Twenty-one years later in 1911, a starving Native American man walked
out of the wilderness and into the White man’s world. He had been hiding for
decades from settlers after the massacre of his community in 1860 and had recently
lost his entire family. He was whisked away to the University of California
anthropology museum where he spent the rest of his life, coined as the “last wild
Indian.” He lived in the museum explaining his language to researchers, making
arrow points for visitors, and swept the floors assisting the janitor. “In return, he
was paid $25 a month by the same university that sold thousands of acres of his
people’s land out from under him while he hid out in forests and river canyons”
(Lee & Ahtone, p. 1, 2020):
In 1862, President Abraham Lincoln signed the Morrill Act, which
distributed public domain lands to raise funds for fledgling colleges
across the nation. Now thriving, the institutions seldom ask who paid
for their good fortune. Their students sit in halls named after the act’s
sponsor, Vermont Rep. Justin Morrill, and stroll past panoramic
murals that embody creation stories that start with gifts of free land.
The Morrill Act of 1862 . . . was a wealth transfer disguised as a donation.
The act redistributed nearly 11 million acres, which is almost the size of
Denmark. The grants came from more than 160 violence-backed land
cessions made by close to 250 tribal nations (Lee and Ahtone, p. 30, 2020).
College campuses across the country have named buildings after Morrill.
The University of Vermont is no exception. We too have a Morrill Hall where a
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bust of Justin Morrill rests. At every conceivable opportunity academic institutions
declare to embrace diversity, profess to honour academic freedom in their written
policy, or perhaps publicly declare that social justice is valued with such passion
that it is considered a public health issue for example.
How can any of this be the case, in any situation whereby those subjected
to genocide must now buy back land that was stolen from us, work tirelessly to
reclaim our cultures, and pay to attend universities that sit on Indigenous land,
where entire departments lack any Indigenous professors?
I leave this inquiry suspended in air on its own, so that this question may
rest in the corner of one’s mind for all eternity to ponder.
This history is often taught in passing and disintegrated. I ask readers to
please keep this etched in your hearts forever and even as reading this study as I
seek answers, ideas, or solutions for the problem of Indigenous scholars who must
navigate systemic colonial structures of oppression. We must keep in mind, we
must never forget this context, that this study tracks our progress in the scope of
education, with the realization of how colleges, universities, sites of knowledge
production came to rest on Indigenous land. We must never forget that this
research comes after well over five hundred years of the exploitation and genocide
of Indigenous peoples.
The hope coming out of this study is that for each Indigenous scholar who
succeeds, they will bring numerous additional Indigenous scholars into the fold.
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Each of whom will do the same. For each Indigenous scholar, countless Indigenous
communities will benefit. This study, like most Indigenous Studies, ultimately
aims to positively impact generations of Indigenous communities all over the
world.

Literature Review
This systematic literature review provides synthesis on a state of
knowledge in the field of Indigenous Studies:
Systematic reviews serve many critical roles. They can provide syntheses of
the state of knowledge in a field, from which future research priorities can
be identified; they can address questions that otherwise could not be
answered by individual studies; they can identify problems in primary
research that should be rectified in future studies; and they can generate or
evaluate theories about how or why phenomena occur (Page, McKenzie, et.
al., 2021).
To make a review useful to others, a complete and transparent account must be
documented as to why the review was done, what was in fact done, and what was
found (Page, McKenzie, et. al., 2021). This literature review was also completed to
mark where we are in the field of Indigenous Studies at this point in time, in
response to Indigenous scholars who must maneuver through systemic colonial
structures of power and domination in our sites of knowledge production.
This writing provides a transparent account and details of each step in the
systematic review process. The methods utilized in this systematic search
synthesizes data which informs (Ouzzani, M., Hammady, H., Fedorowicz, Z., &
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Elmagarmid, 2016) strategies, wisdom, knowledge and/or solutions to address the
problem of Indigenous scholars facing institutional systemic oppression, racism,
and discrimination in our sites of knowledge production or in higher education.
Adhering to Prisma and field specific standards I conducted an electronic
database search in CATQuest. Practicing the art of Boolean operators using key
terms, truncation, and Boolean search strings, I spent an extended time of
exploratory searching for relevant results to answer my research question. I finally
used quotation marks so that what was in quotation marks would be read by the
search engine first, and information outside the quotations marks was read next:
creating success for “Indigenous scholars” in “Academy”
With this phrase, within the CATQuest electronic database, my search
located 263 articles. I wanted to reflect the trend of the scholarship from the last
ten years refining the date from 2011 to 2021 yielding 209 articles. I then limited
results to Indigenous peoples, yielding 49 articles. After screening abstracts and
titles, I then read 31 articles. After reading all 31 articles, screening for possible
solutions to how we may facilitate success for Indigenous scholars navigating
through institutional systemic oppression, my search was narrowed to 6. Please
see Figure 7 on page 122.
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Figure 9 Strategies for Indigenous Scholars Navigating Systemic Oppression in the Academy
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The following articles present with information, ideas, wisdom, and/or
strategies for tackling the problem of Indigenous scholars maneuvering through
colonial systemic oppression in our sites of knowledge production. In the first
article, Pidgeon (2016) presents an Indigenous wholistic approach that includes
reciprocity, relevance, responsibility, and respect. In a second article Shotton,
Tachine, Nelson, Minthorn, and Waterman (2017) promote sisterhood, love, and
prayer among women Indigenous scholars as a form of resistance to colonial
structures in the academy.
In a third and fourth article Mitchel, Thomas, Smith (2018) and Mataira
(2019) present strategies for Indigenous scholars to include allyship and
collaboration. In a fifth article Green, Russ-Smith, and Tynan (2018) write that the
academy races to be inclusive of Indigenous peoples, yet continues to maintain
white, patriarchal privilege systemically; they encourage us to acknowledge
warrior women and those who have cleared the way for us. In the sixth article
Mullings & Mukherjee (2018) also provide strategies, in particular effective
mentoring.
Pidgeon (2016) writes that government, institutions, and Indigenous
nations have focused on improving participation and success since the 1970s.
Acknowledging this focus through the years, disparity remains. Pidgeon ties this
disparity to decreased socio-economic status, health, and wellbeing. In response
to creating space for Aboriginal peoples in a predominantly Euro-Western
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structure of institutions, Pidgeon (2016) reviewed research projects spanning the
last 10 years. Exploring Indigenization and what it means via policy, programs
and practices aimed to support Indigenous success, this article celebrates successes
and notes challenges that remain. Steeped in knowledge of Canadian policies and
practices, Pidgeon includes a visual representation of an Indigenous wholistic
framework utilizing reciprocity, relevance, responsibility, and respect. She calls
for a move from a tokenized approach to Indigenizing the academy.
Mitchell, Thomas, and Smith (2018) take into consideration how to align
principles and core values of community psychology with Indigenous rights,
decolonization, and social justice. The authors provide thoughtful, useful
information from a community psychology perspective that is worth taking note.
Even though community psychology recognizes power inequities, the authors
write that focus is placed on empowerment of those subjugated, neglecting the
counterbalance of de-powerment of dominant populations through conscious
raising.
Covering the Canadian institutional context, riddled with tension, the
authors also point out that in order to comprehend the significance of decolonizing
the university setting, it is crucial to understand settler colonialism as distinct,
functioning by replacing Indigenous peoples with an invasive settler society.
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Table 1 Strategies Located for Indigenous Scholars Navigating Colonial Structures of
Oppression
Reciprocity
Relevance
Responsibility
Respect

Sisterhood,
Love,
and
Prayer
as
Resistance

Allyship
&
Collaboration

Acknowledge
Past
Warrior
Women

Effective
Mentoring

Pidgeon, (2016)

Shotton,
Tachine,
Nelson,
Minthorn,
and
Waterman
(2018)

Mataira (2019)

Green,
RussSmith,
and
Tynan (2018)

Mullings &
Mukherjee
(2018)

Mitchell,
Thomas,
and
Smith (2018)

Questions must be asked. Stories must be told. Social and political Indigenous
perspectives must be honoured.
Mitchell, Thomas, and Smith (2018) believe that by the creation of safe(r)
places for Indigenous peoples in post-secondary institutions academia will be
advanced through the incorporation of Indigenous knowledge, methodologies,
and in hiring Indigenous scholars. Within the context of settler colonialism, they
point to the importance of Indigenous science, allyship, and the decolonization of
academic institutions. Personal accounts of their research program include visiting
local Indigenous organizations, bringing in community members to a visioning
circle on campus. Authors shared an experience of bringing in members of the
community where Indigenous food was prepared consisting of three bean soup,
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bannock, and tea; and also invited Dr. Kathy Absolon to speak on Indigenous
research methodologies. They have built alliances opening critical spaces with
Indigenous organizations and institutions resulting in a relational model of
decolonization that informs this inquiry.
Mataira (2019) poses collaborative responses to historical research tensions
writing that the Polynesian nations of the Pacific stretching from Aoteoroa (New
Zealand) to the South, Rapanui (Easter Island) to the West and Hawai’i to the
North have a long and unsettled relationship with their European and American
colonisers. “This experience is exemplified by the imposition of repressive settler
practices, including disruptive family laws, the delegitimization of Indigenous
cultural and social institutions, repressive education, and by the silencing of
Indigenous representation” (Mataira, p. 143, 2019). The veracity with which
Indigenous expressions of self-determination now present are a stark reality in
response to this oppression. Indigenous researchers are bringing Indigenous ways
of knowing to the forefront.
As an Indigenous academic, director of a master’s program in social
interventions at a Pacific region university Mataira (2019) contributes to a critical
self-reflection on Western scientific methodologies. On the other hand, his paper
also proposes a reconceptualization of research instruments and techniques
aiming to empower research participants, creating reciprocal learning
opportunities. Mataira asks many questions, challenging social science research
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norms. He also acknowledges that researcher behavior and conduct can have
unintended impacts on communities, including their well-being. Most
significantly, Mataira calls for a collaborative response to historical tensions from
research participants emanating from a partnership.
Green, Russ-Smith, and Tynan (2018) point out that the academy is based
on individualism and competition, making it a world that is culturally unsafe for
Indigenous peoples, particularly Indigenous women. “Furthermore, whilst the
academy is rushing forward to be inclusive of Indigenous peoples, cultures and
knowledges, it does so whilst still maintaining its structures of white, patriarchal
privilege.” These systemic oppressive structures leave Indigenous women feeling
isolated and patronised. Despite barriers and obstacles, hope is revealed as the
authors highlight the fact that Indigenous women continue to enter the academy,
carving out space for themselves. As women who have recently claimed their
spaces in the academy, each share their story. Each acknowledge warrior women,
including mothers and grandmothers. Those who have cleared a way for them in
the academy are also acknowledged. Their advice includes warning younger
generations not to sell their communities out, refrain from stories of deficit, to
honour ethical research, to support our Elders in and outside the academy; and to
draw from the strength of those who came before us, and to pass that strength on.
Mullings & Mukherjee (2018) have a published piece in Gender, Place and
Culture, a journal for Feminist Geography. Their reflections on questions of
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mentorship for racialized scholars represent one example of the interdisciplinary
oppression of Black, other racialized and Indigenous scholars. Challenges to the
mobility of racialized scholars within the academy are clearly demonstrated.
Effective mentoring for racialized scholars is shared as a strategy for the success
of racialized scholars. Effective mentoring includes building trust through mutual
respect, building trust by eliminating hierarchies, and facilitating resilience and
autonomy.
Shotton, Tachine, Nelson, Minthorn, and Waterman (2017) have explored
Indigenous sisterhood practices and what it means to live research, reclaiming
academic spaces. Personal accounts were shared, affirming, and upholding the
importance of connection for Indigenous scholars. The authors share how
embodying sisterhood practices are personal, as they weave in intimate stories that
emphasize relationality (Wilson, 2008). Embracing vulnerability, the authors share
sisterhood practices of love and prayer and present these practices as a way to
resist colonizing structures in the Academy.
Shotton, Tachine, Nelson, Minthorn, and Waterman (2017) explain how the
pressure to publish exclusively in academic journals takes time away from serving
the needs of Indigenous communities. The authors write that settler colonial
policies and ideologies in the Academy serve to ensure erasure. They present
balance as another solution, balancing publishing with serving Indigenous
communities. Their hope for the future is to create space for Indigenous scholars
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who are following in their footsteps. Their hope for the future is the continued
growth of the Circle of Sister Scholars.

Methods and Research Design
Why I Chose This Study
The topic that my research question addresses is the shameful lack of
Indigenous representation in our institutions of knowledge production on a global
level, narrowing to Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States.
Within our academic institutions internationally this absence leaves a gaping hole,
a glaring abyss of emptiness in the scope of knowledge existing in our world.
Indigenous scholars who wish to study our own people or others marginalized
often find ourselves marginalized in our own institutions (Smith, 2012). The
literature shows that Indigenous scholars are experiencing lateral violence,
oppression, racism, and discrimination. So, I ask, how do we facilitate success for
Indigenous scholars maneuvering colonial systemic structures of oppression and
racism in our sites of knowledge production?
What I Did
To seek out answers, I coordinated an international panel of some of the
most formidable minds in the field to explore ideas, solutions, and guidance for
Indigenous scholars navigating systemic colonial structures in our sites of
knowledge production.
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How I Did It
I used a Mixed Methods approach. I chose a Talking Circle consisting of an
international gathering of some of the most imposing minds in the field to explore
ideas, solutions, and guidance for Indigenous scholars maneuvering systemic
colonial structures in our sites of knowledge production. The Talking Circle was a
chosen Indigenous Research Method. I used a Western method of thematic
analysis.
As I write this methods section, I model the concepts based in my own
created Indigenous paradigm. I write, metacognitively, thinking about what I am
thinking. Informed by Indigenous scholarly elders in the literature, I write as I
share this metacognitive processing of Indigenous Research and concepts.
I then share my own metacognitive process toward the comprehension of
an Indigenous Paradigm. Afterward, I present my own Indigenous paradigm
created and represented in Figure 8 Hina Hanta, The Bright Path, The Circle of
Metacognition on page 124. The components making up my paradigm are listed
and described: Experiences and Observations, Place, Memories, Reflection, and Stories.
Still following the literature, I then describe the underlying processing of
The Circle of Metacognition. This description is accomplished under the headings of
Holistic and Contextual, Researcher Preparation, Research Preparation, Decolonizing
Ethics, Gathering Knowledge, Meaning Making, and Giving Back. I close with a
summary to include further clarification.
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What is known in other spheres as Data Collection can be located under
Gathering Knowledge. What is known as Procedures and Analysis can be located in
the Meaning Making section. I present in kindness as I invite those reading my work
who may have never engaged with Indigenous research to walk along with me in
my journey.
Kovach writes that “Knowledge comes from multiple sources, such as
humans, animals, birds, fish, insects, the earth, land, sky, and spirit” (Kovach, p.
68, 2021). Reiterated further in, those of a Western mindset desiring we stick to
“just the facts” will be frustrated as opposed to Indigenous ways of being in
research which honours holism and multiple sources of knowledge.

Processing Gain of Insight: Indigenous Research
When I read Shawn Wilson’s seminal work Research is Ceremony (2008) it
changed me as a human being and a scholar. I work to hold that learning in place
as I now also consult Margaret Kovach (2021). Kovach writes that she uses “the
term methodology broadly to describe both the thinking and doing aspect of
conducting research” (Kovach, p. 42, 2021). Additionally, “The thinking
(philosophy) and doing (method) in research methodology are guided by the
research purpose, question, and aim” (Kovach, p. 42, 2021).
Citing (Kirby et al., 2006), Kovach writes that “within research,
epistemology addresses questions of what is considered knowledge, such as
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whether subjective knowing can count as legitimate knowledge and what counts
as legitimate knowledge” (Kovach, p. 51, 2021). She explains that epistemology
includes beliefs held about knowledge, whom it involves, and where it comes
from. Choctaw stories come from our elders who have handed down our history
and ways of being. Stories also emanate from families or clans through time,
sometimes staying in the family, sometimes becoming tribal.
From my own unique relationship with my tribe and my grandmother,
subjective knowledge is legitimate knowledge. A Choctaw epistemology for me
personally, not only counts stories as knowledge, but also decenters settler
colonialism and firmly places oral traditions at the center.
I share my own sense of awakening, sometimes falling off into story or
poetry, maintaining a Scholarly Personal Narrative, a work of life writing. This
goal, to transparently share my own gain of insight also emanates from my
Indigenous research paradigm holistically. Kovach (2021) writes that Indigenous
research is inclusive of a strong narrative component.
However, within this rich context, for Ghost Dances in Ivory Towers, the
purpose must remain in focus, to establish written guidance for Indigenous
scholars navigating systemic colonial structures of domination in our sites of
knowledge production in university spaces, in research, in academia. To address
the purpose of this study, participant selection included four scholars, three
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Indigenous scholarly elders combined with one non-Indigenous scholarly elder
ally as well.
In keeping with the non-linear Indigenous conceptual framework, a Talking
Circle was my chosen Indigenous Research Method. Our meeting was virtual, over
Zoom during COVID-19, 2020. This meeting held via technology is a fully
acknowledged limitation as opposed to holding a Talking Circle in person.
Recruitment consisted of an email invite and participants are scholarly elders who
are relational, having been mentors, authors of seminal work, one an
anthropologist, one having dedicated her life to Maori language revitalization,
these are the knowledge keepers of Indigenous research and Indigenous
knowledge.
Through this Talking Circle I asked Indigenous scholars (alongside one nonIndigenous scholarly ally) for insight toward my question. How do we facilitate
success for Indigenous scholars maneuvering through colonial structures of
domination, oppression, and racism in our sites of knowledge production?
Following Kovach (2021), I needed a methodology with an epistemology
and axiology alongside a methods strategy which would provide a way to explore
my research question. Albeit I am asking how on earth can we as Indigenous
scholars find our way through? I’ve never had one single course on Indigenous
Research Methods, no such course has ever been offered at my institutions of
higher education.
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I ask my research question because I know that for every Indigenous
scholar who makes it through, others will be brought into the fold. Each of those
scholars will do the same. As this perpetuation unfolds countless Indigenous
people and communities will be impacted across generations. This also came
through in our Talking Circle as Tania Ka’ii pointed it out, that for each Indigenous
scholar who makes it, it’s by the power of thousands.
I reflect on this concept of impacting generations of Indigenous people
through Indigenous research as if in a pool of water, rippling out as far as the eye
can see, so that countless Indigenous peoples are positively impacted through
generations, one building upon another extending the work via the spaces created
by those who came before the other. I hold great reverence for our Indigenous
scholars, the trailbreakers, knowledge keepers, and changemakers. Through their
hard work, dedication, and through their sacrifices, the level of oppression they
experienced has been softened considerably to make way for myself and others.
There have been numerous Indigenous scholars who have produced
landmark studies and groundbreaking ideas, creating spaces for Indigenous
Research to include resistance, decolonization, Indigenous Knowledge, and oral
histories. Eve Tuck and Wayne Yang (2012) teach that decolonization is not a
metaphor, not some sort of self-aggrandizing act on the part of settlers as a move
toward relieving guilt. Datta writes that “decolonization is an on-going process of
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becoming, unlearning, and relearning regarding who we are as a researcher and
educator, and taking responsibilities for participants” (Datta, p. 2, 2018).
I find myself always unraveling the tangled threads of enmeshed colonized
minds via an internal process. Decolonization may take on many shapes. Datta
also points out that, “Indigenous scholars Battiste (2000), Kovach (2009), Lavallée
(2009), Smith (1999), Wilson (2008), and others have argued that Western research
without decolonization can be viewed as “oppression” of the Indigenous
communities” (Datta, p. 2, p. 9, 2018). As a form of resistance and a form of
decolonization, oral traditions and stories are exceptionally powerful.
Reading Linda T. Smith (2008) was a gamechanger for me. As I read her
work, I saw her dismantle racism and oppression. I lived in witness to her
deconstruction of the colonial mindset in real time as I read her work. I was
fascinated, following her words across the pages, gifts of terminology and
concepts the likes of which I once was fully aware of but was at a loss to name.
Through Postcolonial Theory, Vanessa Andreotti (2011) also took my breath away.
I understand Kovach (2021) points out that there is nothing post about
Postcolonialism, I agree. Even still, Andreotti (2011) stands firmly in place as
having guided me to make sense of matters where colonialism is concerned.
I am constantly met with those of a Western mindset who want to insist
that there is nothing in Indigenous Research Methods that cannot also be found in
Western. Ranjan Datta cites Geia et al., (2013) and Kovach, (2010), writing,
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“Western ways of doing research with Indigenous communities can place the
communities at greater risk of losing their relationships with their land, losing
their employment, disconnecting from their culture, and experiencing family and
relationship problems” (Datta, p. 1 2018). When Western researchers attempt to
claim that which is Indigenous to be their own or to have always been encased in
the Western paradigm, this indicates one who is not willing to do the work, the
hard thinking to acknowledge systemic colonial structures and imperialism.
Processing Gain of Insight: Indigenous Paradigm
Historical relationships and stories align with an Indigenous paradigm.
According to Wilson (2008), ontology, epistemology, axiology, and methodology
are the entities making up a research paradigm and rather than thinking of these
individually, we are encouraged to try to think of them in a circle. According to
Wilson, the entire paradigm as a whole is greater than the sum of its parts. “The
ontology and epistemology are based upon a process of relationships that form a
mutual reality” (Wilson, 2008, pp. 70-71). “Axiology and methodology are based
upon maintaining accountability to these relationships” (Wilson, 2008, p. 71).
In keeping with an Indigenous paradigm as noted earlier and in other
chapters, from my perspective, Choctaw people have been exceptionally
subjugated through the process of relocation and then further subjected to
domination through Native American boarding schools, the great experiment to
destroy a people in one generation (or two). In Oklahoma my grandmother was
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not on a reservation, she lived on an allotment of land as did most Choctaw. This
too was a colonial tactic to separate tribal members, further contributing to the
genocidal practice of erasing Choctaw ways of being. As shared in other places in
this dissertation, grandmother attended Wheelock Academy in Millerton,
Oklahoma, the aim of Genocide continued.
As previously mentioned, my grandmother was born around 1898. She told
me the story of when she ran away from Wheelock. I read so much from her
expression; a hint of indignation laced with guilt. The guilt was there for some
undefinable reason no doubt rooted in the systemic aims of colonialism.
Grandmother’s sister, Frances, died there at Wheelock. In her adult life, widowed,
grandmother’s children including my mother were also subjected to an education
with a curriculum aimed to erase Choctaw ways of being at Goodland Academy.
As also noted previously, my mother’s baby brother died there at Goodland
Academy in Hugo, Oklahoma. As too often happened in Native American
residential schools, both deaths occurred under suspicious and questionable
circumstances. It is acceptable to write of these atrocities more than once. It is
acceptable for my readership to follow these atrocities across the pages more than
once.
Because an Indigenous paradigm is foundational to my own Choctaw tribe,
these are some of the challenges that must be reckoned with. The point is, that
during the great removal, the Trail of Tears, our most vulnerable died in numbers
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I believe will never truly be known. Our most vulnerable were babies, little
children, and the elderly. Our elderly were our knowledge keepers. Countless
died. Of those who survived, eventually their children were placed in Native
American residential schools with a genocidal curriculum of erasure.
The colonial aim to erase the Choctaw people was with a certain fervor. Our
people were decimated for the rich, fertile land in the Deep South to make way for
the eventual free slave labor there, also detailed in other places in this dissertation.
Via the Trail of Tears there is a disruption in our spiritual historical connection to
our homelands in the Deep South. To remove Indigenous people from their
homelands is a critical element in the scheme of genocide.
But what has held strong are oral traditions and stories as knowledge.
Through our oral traditions, that which has been erased in history books or
in our nation’s narrative shall remain, handed down, generation after generation.
I am deeply thankful for Margaret Kovach (2009) who points out that those of a
Western mindset desiring we stick to “just the facts” will be frustrated as opposed
to those of us who value stories; stories create space for ways of knowing to enter
research in creative, innovative approaches that a researcher may not have
considered otherwise.
I continue to follow Kovach. She writes, “As I am defining it, epistemology
includes beliefs held about knowledge, where it comes from and whom it involves
(Kovach, 2018, 2021). What counts as legitimate knowledge in Choctaw
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epistemology is stories and this is what guides my research methodology, the
Talking Circle. When I speak of Choctaw knowledge here, I am speaking of
storytelling, stories as knowledge, oral traditions.

Hina Hanta: The Circle of Metacognition
Stories as knowledge was what I had been fighting for from the beginning,
as documented in my own story which frames this dissertation through a set of
articles. The epistemology I follow is centered on Oral Traditions based on
Experiences and Observations, Place, Memories, Reflection, and Stories. In Choctaw,
Hina Hanta is the bright path provided by the Creator for the Chahta people.
Kovach (2021) writes that in considering epistemology and research there is a
centering of Indigenous knowledges (in this case Oral Traditions), and these
components are interrelated.
The four foundations of an Indigenous conceptual framework are
Indigenous Epistemology (beliefs about knowledge creation), Indigenous Ethics
(axiological premise), Indigenous Community (land & place), and Experiencing Self
in Relationship (Kovach, p. 46, 2021). These four foundations informed the process
in creating Hina Hanta: The Circle of Metacognition.
Following Hina Hanta, the Bright Path of stories is where I have located
healing. This healing can be experienced by others. I do give this philosophy a
Choctaw name because that is who I am. I am Choctaw. However, I believe that
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anyone may experience healing through the stories of their people. I hope to see
future work such as that written by Ren Freeman (2017). Ren has located space for
non-Indigenous researchers to possibly utilize Indigenous Research Methods, but
only if there is an Indigenous leader carrying out the study from the tribe that is
being researched with.
There are numerous references throughout my dissertation, but by far there
are two that I have relied on exceptionally. One is Shawn Wilson, Research is
Ceremony (2008). I often return to its pages, or I find some comfort in having the
cover in view amidst any writing area I may take up for the day. I continue
following Kovach (2021) particularly her latest updated and groundbreaking work
Indigenous methodologies: Characteristics, conversations, and contexts. I adore the
beautiful cover leaning toward it as if in a relationship with the art. I mention these
texts and my relationship with the words as an introduction to my next ideas
shared.
Having dedicated a number of years of doctoral study toward language,
literacy, and culture, I am fascinated with Louise Rosenblatt (2005) and her
transactional theory. Geared for the teaching of reading and writing, her theory
acknowledges a relationship between reader and text that is driven by not only
the writer, but also by the reader, who brings a world of experiences, memories,
and feelings to the very moment reading unfolds. No doubt, I am influenced by
Louise Rosenblatt in the metacognitive processes I am attempting to encapsulate
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in my Indigenous paradigm which will continue to develop as my Indigenous
knowledge in research continues to grow.
Having acknowledged the influence of Rosenblatt (2005) while noting that
my Indigenous paradigm is a work in progress, I move forward. Following the
pictorial representation of my Indigenous paradigm, I then write to describe each
component in my illustration below:

Experiences
and
Observations

Stories

Place

Oral
Traditions

Reflection

Memories

Figure 8 Hina Hanta, the Bright Path: The Circle of Metacognition

Experiences and Observations
The direction of these components may be in any order. So colonized is the
world of technology, there was not an option in Smart Art to reflect the fluidity of
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components in any array of directions or order to represent an Indigenous mindset
of relationality with each component being interrelated.
In consideration of a relational perspective of Indigenous knowledge,
Gregory Cajete writes about “honoring the primacy of direct experience,
interconnectedness, relationship, holism, quality, and value” (Cajete, p. 66, 2004).
The Circle of Metacognition respects this way of affirming the relational experience
of Indigenous knowledges and holism. Kovach notes that Deloria, (1999) explains
that we gather knowledge through the observation of relationships within the
natural world. She writes that relationship and observing are equally significant.
Recognized in Choctaw ways, the relational quality of an Indigenous worldview
also supports a highly interpretive approach.
Place
Via Kovach (2021), I also cite Danial Wildcat to clarify how place informs
knowing: “You see and hear things by being in a forest, on a river, or at an ocean
coastline; you gain real experiential knowledge that you cannot see by looking at
the beings that live in those environments under a microscope or in a laboratory
experiment” (Deloria & Wildcat, 2001, p. 36). Kovach includes that we as
Indigenous peoples know how to proceed based on a long history of
interrelationship with a particular territory or place.
As previously mentioned, for Choctaw people, this relationship with land
was interrupted by our forced relocation from the Deep South. Choctaw do still
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hold a spiritual relationship and connection with land, nature, and the cosmos, no
questioning that, however, there is an element of disruption via the Trail of Tears
in our identity which must be acknowledged. Uprooting Indigenous people from
their homelands cannot be understated in the aims of genocide.
Memories
I continue to credit Kovach (2021), for it is through her work that I have
reached others in the field for so much of my own learning. She references Eber
Hampton in Memory Comes before Knowledge: Research may Improve if Researchers
Remember Their Motives (1995), writing that Hampton “describes the relationship
between memory, self, and research” and “he advises researchers to unfold the
sacred medicine bundle that holds memory and consider how memory has shaped
personal truth” (Kovach, p. 144, 2021). Kovach (2021) writes that Absolon and
Willett “tell us memory binds us to place and people” and “Location ensures that
individual realities are not misrepresented as generalizable collectives” (Absolon
and Willett, p. 123, 2005).
In my reflective journey documented in Pictures in the Paint (2020) I was
consumed with memories. I realized that my experiences yielded many memories,
which upon reflection resulted in many stories and that this process was intrinsic, a
way of life handed down through Choctaw ways of being. I identified this process
and named it the Circle of Metacognition made of experiences, memories, reflection,
and stories. As I wrote then, these stories tell us who we are. Today I have named
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this philosophical process Hina Hanta, The Bright Path of peace and healing through
stories.
Kovach (2021) also references the book by Anne Lamott, Bird by Bird, as she
points out how flashes of memory surface and “Bird by Bird through each
recollection, the past is prologue, memory the prelude…” (Kovach, p. 3, 2021).
Kovach acknowledges the power of memories and stories. Colonizers have always
wanted us to forget who we are.
Kovach (2021) quotes Dyck, “The first step in liquidating a people … is to
erase its memory … Before long a nation will begin to forget what it is and what it
was. The world around it will forget even faster” (as quoted in Dyck, 1986, p. 132).
The very process of thinking I am attempting to describe occurred as I read this
quote. Upon reading this quote, I was taken back to long before I ever read Dyck’s
words, to Pictures in the Paint (2021) where I stood in awe of Rome realizing then
and there, that for the Indigenous researcher we must hold fast to our memories,
lest we forget who we are.
Reflection
Choctaw epistemology, our oral traditions live within Hina Hanta, the Bright
Path: The Circle of Metacognition. The component of Reflection can occur at any time
however, it often unfolds through experiences or observations. Reflection is
something treasured and although it can be a deliberate act, reflection is inherent
to Choctaw ways of being. Kovach (2021) shares a conversation with Michael Hart,
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and he uses dream as an example, how there is a process to bring the dream to life
as if the dreaming would almost be a part of the method, but he states that
methodology is bigger than that. “So how do I approach it? Through a lot of
reflection back on my time with Elders, with traditional teachers, in ceremony –
those are my biggest influences” (Kovach, p. 83, 2021). Upon reading Hart’s quote,
immediately, memories flash through my own mind.
As I think about what I’m thinking while I read Michael Hart’s words, I
share just one example of these flashes which are representative of the cognitive
process unfolding as identified in Hina Hanta, the Bright Path: The Circle of
Metacognition. The experience of reading Michael Hart’s words brings forth a
memory of me sitting beside my grandmother as she taught me piano. This
memory is like a piece of art and my point of view is looking on from behind the
piano bench where there sits a little girl with long dark hair that almost reaches
the bench. That is me perched beside my grandmother. Grandmother was wearing
a dress I now realize is reminiscent of way back in time.
Stories
As I reflect on this experience, this memory, I then remember a story my
grandmother told me of how she used to walk to church to play piano there. She
walked through a heavily wooded area and at present, I believe the lesson of the
story was to teach me to be very cautious when walking through the woods, and
to teach me what snakes smell like. “They smell like ripe watermelons”
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grandmother had implored as she peeked at me sideways. It was grandmother’s
sense of smell guiding her through the forest to the church safely. And of course,
this story is also open to further interpretation, which I save for another time. But
there may be countless such stories never to be remembered until the experiences,
memories, and reflection unfold to make these metacognitive connections with such
stories located in our subconscious.
To be clear, the beginning for this line of thinking was rejected at the
University of Oklahoma, then represented in the planning stages of Pictures in the
Paint: The Significance of Memories for Indigenous Researchers (2020); which is
included in the collection of articles making up my dissertation. My dissertation
moves through time and marks where I am at present with this work in progress,
Hina Hanta, the Bright Path: The Circle of Metacognition.
As I continue following Kovach (2021) to learn and honour Indigenous
ways in my research, I now describe the underlying processing in the making of
Hina Hanta, the Bright Path: The Circle of Metacognition. In the work that follows, I
share my own cognitive processing of recognizing and knowing Indigenous
knowledge in my research to include Holistic and Contextual, Researcher Preparation,
Research Preparation, Decolonizing Ethics, Gathering Knowledge, Meaning Making,
Researcher Identity, and a Summary.
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Methods and Research Design: Underlying Processing
Holistic and Contextual
Indigenous knowledges are holistic and contextual (Kovach, 2021). I
personally find it an immense challenge to make these ideas known in Western
sites of knowledge production. The very act of breaking each concept down is in
contradiction to Indigenous knowledge and ways of being from a holistic and
contextual perspective. In looking at Figure 8 on page 124, I ask that readers try to
think of an endless array of swirls throughout the Indigenous paradigm presented,
with no specific direction:
An Indigenous theoretical perspective is interwoven into all aspects of all
research actions (questions, literature, analysis, and so forth). However, it
is critical to be aware that this conceptual framework is a bundle holding
all its parts, including the four core foundations of Indigenous
epistemology (knowledges), ethics (axiology), community, and self (selfreferent, experiential knowledge). It is a conceptual framing approach that
requires an interdependent balance. For example, if self-referent,
experiential knowledge were divorced from Indigenous knowledges (i.e.,
epistemology and theory) and cultural embeddedness, this would no
longer be considered an Indigenous conceptual framework as defined in
this chapter. An Indigenous conceptual framework is not one but all of its
parts. The whole of it. (Kovach, p. 46, 2021).
I recall following the rubric for my Qualitative Statistics course when I first
began this work. I was aware of many Indigenous concepts because of my
previous study, Pictures in the Paint (2020) from which the Circle of Metacognition
emanated initially. However, most of what was happening in that study was
inherent to my ways of being inculcated into everyday life from having been
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influenced by my grandmother and her daughters, which would have actually
been my mother and her sisters, along with their mother. So for the completion of my
dissertation, I went about the undertaking of Researcher Preparation.
Researcher Preparation
“The term researcher preparation describes the experiential aspect of the
research, including space for the inward knowing arising from personal
experience” (Kovach, p. 53, 2021). For my researcher preparation, I drove home, to
Oklahoma. I visited Goodland Academy and Wheelock Academy. I visited the
house my grandmother lived in where I spent many childhood summers. I walked
in the back yard of grandmother’s house. There, I saw a vision, a memory. I could
see my mother and her sisters, doing laundry by hand, washing linens in the
rainwater my grandmother always caught in rain barrels.
There were a few large, galvanized tubs, for washing, for rinsing and for
soaking. Grandmother guided her daughters through the process as they all
shared many laughs and stories. Once pinned to the clothesline, I distinctly
remember running through the linens as they swayed in the wind allowing them
to gently touch my summer bronze skin. Those moments running through the
fresh linens seemed to have lasted far longer in my child’s mind. The happiness
experienced felt timeless, as my grandmother, mother and aunties chatted and
giggled in the background.
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Upon my return to Oklahoma, I had gazed upon the front porch my father
built. I stood in awe of the green porch swing where I had spent many hours, often
visiting with grandmother or shelling peas with family. I spent many days there
in the geographic area thinking and writing reflexively. “Reflexivity is the
researcher’s own self-reflection in the meaning-making process” (Kovach, p. 32,
2021). I sometimes painted or sketched alongside my writing as this creative
process informed my writing and vice versa.
Researcher preparation is unique to each individual, “It is a process that can
never lend itself to a checkbox, universal approach; rather, it is personal work,
deeply contextual, that must be done by the researcher in conjunction with her or
his world” (Kovach, p. 54, 2021). Through this reflexivity, often via a creative
process, my story unfolded and began to take shape. What I had experienced and
learned as a human being was coming together through my research.
The result is the story shared which frames my dissertation, the
documentation of my growth and how Hina Hanta, the bright path has guided me
to where I am, how it had guided me to my question, how do we facilitate success
for Indigenous scholars maneuvering colonial systemic structures of oppression
and racism in our sites of knowledge production?
For years I had been praying more and more and up to this point in time I
had begun to pray multiple times a day. I asked the Great Spirit to help me to have
the wisdom, strength, knowledge, and the courage, so that my thinking
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(philosophy) may honour the reverence of my endeavor. I asked the Great Spirit
to use me and my work as a tool to make the world a better place. I prayed with a
passion, burned sage, and spoke mantra over my work. I was not consciously
aware in these moments, but as I document these experiences now, it had become a
way of life to pray without ceasing. I now realize that I had discovered firsthand
what it means when we say Research is Ceremony (Wilson, 2008).
Research Preparation
For my study, Ghost Dances in Ivory Towers, I also prepared by making many
decisions and worked to gain Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval through
my institution. I made decisions in the selection and invitation of participants.
Kovach explains that “In choosing participants, researchers undertaking
qualitative studies are advised to recruit based on what people can bring to the
study, as opposed to doing random sampling” (Kovach, p. 56, 2021). This study
was a search for knowledge, for guidance toward Indigenous scholars navigating
colonial systemic structures in our sites of knowledge production.
Participants in my research consisted of three Indigenous scholarly elders
and one non-Indigenous scholarly ally. One is Māori, one is Shoshonean, one is
Opaskwayak Cree from northern Manitoba, Canada, all were noted Indigenous
scholars with a very strong sense of culture. A fourth participant was of European
descent, a non-Indigenous scholarly ally whose perspective spoke volumes in this
study as well. I had met these elders through presenting and attending their
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presentations at the International Congress of Qualitative Inquiry (ICQI), all
except one, which I met in Oklahoma. It is no secret this was a formidable
gathering of some of the greatest minds in the field.
Throughout my growth, as a new Indigenous researcher, I followed Wilson
(2008) and then in the final year I followed Kovach (2021) closely, however I did
not use the conversation method. I felt more comfortable with the Talking Circle as
I had studied through Shawn Wilson (2008). I had witnessed and had also been
subjected to experiences of lateral violence and isolation in academic spaces. At
times, I had been interrupted until silenced. More than once I had been denied the
opportunity to make a land acknowledgement, and stories were not viewed as
legitimate knowledge.
Because of these hurtful experiences, I was drawn to the reverence for
allowing each participant to share without interruption, a hallmark of the Talking
Circle. Participants had given so much of themselves, I was and shall remain
deeply thankful. I shared transcripts with them. Ren Freeman (2017) had taught
me that this is a way of giving back. In my Western studies this was seen as a part
of trustworthiness. Participants were invited to make changes throughout the
research process so that they would be comfortable with seeing that their words
have been honoured. This is also a part of doing our work in a good way.
As I’ve shared, I’ve been documenting my growth as a human being and
an Indigenous researcher. In this way, I had been making research preparations
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all the way back to my days at the University of Oklahoma, where I later realized
my ways of knowing, doing, and being, did not fit there under the confines of a
Western paradigm. Finally landing at the University of Vermont I studied
Quantitative Statistics and was fascinated. Ultimately, I decided to commit to
qualitative research for my dissertation.
Finally, in my research methods course for qualitative inquiry I felt like my
spine was being twisted. In order to pass the course with excellent marks, I learned
the Western approach. I cannot forget how I was consistently told there was
nothing in Indigenous methodologies that could not be found in Western. I
immediately realized this wasn’t so, but I somehow conformed and made it
through the course having learned very much.
Alongside my work in that UVM qualitative research course, I was working
as hard as I could not to lose the concept of Indigenous knowledge as known in
research. I was carrying three times the workload and this experience was more
than a challenge. I felt contrived and held silent on so many fronts. My professor
was precious, I hold a deep respect for her, and she had agreed with my choice of
an Indigenous Research Method, the Talking Circle.
Due to some of my prior experiences there, I feared presenting the
Indigenous perspective in class discussion and processing in that semester, so I
did not. No doubt this silence without the ability to process hindered my
experience. But I could not risk being turned away again as I had been at my
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previous institution, (an experience previously detailed as a part of the story
framing this dissertation).
So, all these experiences, weighing, thinking, theorizing, resisting
dominant, mainstream theories and ways of being are counted toward Research
Preparation. Coming to understand Indigenous knowledge in my research has not
come with ease. I have dedicated several years toward conceptualizing the
Indigenous way, all in the face of having the Western way shoved at me going
deep into my lungs until I can hardly breath. I have resisted. I am changed because
of these experiences, changed in ways that I continue to identify and recognize.
Decolonizing Ethics
The community in my research is from within the realm of research, higher
education, Indigenous scholars navigating systemic colonial structures in the
academy, in our sites of knowledge production. However, my research is also
aimed at ultimately impacting generations of Indigenous communities in instilling
spaces for Indigenous scholars on a far more, broad spectrum.
In my research I wanted to gather information toward the composition of a
document in guidance for Indigenous scholars who are suffocating in colonial
structures of domination. Alongside this endeavor, I have been searching for a
lever with which to budge our institutions and sites of knowledge production
toward more equitable spaces for Indigenous researchers. Throughout my
research process, I always kept this aim in the forefront of my thinking while never
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forgetting the context of settler colonialism. This is included as a part of my own
decolonizing ethics.
Decolonizing is a way of life for me personally. I am constantly
deconstructing my experiences, trying to make sense of them through a
decolonizing lens from within my own theoretical position. According to Kovach,
“decolonizing methodologies demand a critical reflexive lens that acknowledges
the politics of representation within Indigenous research” (Kovach, p. 33, 2021).
Consequently, I chose to journal write reflexively throughout the research process.
Decolonizing is in every breath of my thinking, and I must work very hard at it for
I feel exceptionally subjugated and dominated through my life experiences.
Gathering Knowledge (Data Collection)
Ren Freeman (2017) notes a distinction between gathering knowledge and the
western term “information” while she also points out the significance of who
benefits from what is found. For this study, as previously explained, I organized
an international panel of formidable minds in academia who were scholarly elders
and knowledge keepers. We met for a circle of sharing seeking out solutions,
strategies, ideas, anything we could to answer my research question: How do we
facilitate the success of Indigenous scholars maneuvering through colonial
structures of racism and oppression in the academy?
I wrote memos immediately after I collected data on issues that I noticed
relevant and pertinent to the study (Miles, Huberman, and Saldana, 2014). I
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transcribed the data so that others in my research group could read a clear
transcription. I read through the cleaned data to get a general sense of it, then went
through and read it again and this time, wrote comments on the side margins, to
learn, to see how to honour participant words (Creswell & Poth, 2018). I
transcribed the exchange of dialogue that unfolded during the Talking Circle and
shared it with everyone for feedback and confirmation of what had transpired.
I read the transcription countless times. I highlighted words of guidance for
Indigenous scholars navigating colonial systemic structures in academia, in our
institutions of knowledge production and in our research universities. Themes
identified in this transcription were Indigenous Knowledge, Resistance, Policy,
Allyship and Collaboration, Professor and Institution Responsibilities, Giving Back, and
Hope. I assigned a color for each theme. For every point of guidance located, I
highlighted each in the color representing the corresponding theme.
Meaning Making (Procedures and Analysis)
Rather than fishing for a pre-determined hypothesis, predicting the
outcome of a study before research, I believe that Indigenous scholars must seek
to empower participants. In my findings and discussion, blocks of text longer than
one may be accustomed are shared. This is my way of pushing back on the
academy which strives to stratify and disintegrate knowledge and stories. These
blocks of text honour participant words. It feels like a balancing act to adhere to
Western expectations while doing Indigenous work honouring and respecting
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both schools of thought. But the aim here is to put everything together for meaning
making.
The Talking Circle is a solution to what Ranjan Datta so accurately points
out, “Indigenous people and their ways of understanding do not receive attention
and in most cases, Indigenous voices get lost within Western forms of data analysis
and academic writing” (Datta, p. 1, 2018). Case in point: a beloved colleague from
South Africa, now living in America, recently shared in an exchange of dialogue
that he has opened his home to multiple researchers for extended periods of time,
on more than one occasion, sharing his time, his family, literally sharing his life
with such researchers.
After said researchers gather what they wish, they leave, and he never hears
from them again. It was further explained that when he goes back to read these
studies, the researchers have not even come close to capturing the essence of his
family story. My friend’s story presents an exceptionally strong case for why
Indigenous knowledge keepers are weary of Western researchers who constantly
attempt to claim that a Western paradigm covers everything within an Indigenous
one.
I was deeply saddened to hear this story shared by my friend. Indigenous
people are part of a long history of having been subjected to the very same
disrespectful treatment in the name of research (Smith, 2012). Still following Ren
Freeman (2017), Indigenous research is inclusive of what is humane. It is humane
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to allow participants the opportunity to read the transcript, to revise and to edit
that which is either their own words, ideas, or depictions of who they are. As a
part of giving back, the transcription is shared, giving participants the opportunity
to edit and revise as previously described, also supported by (Kovach, 2021).
In no way am I claiming that one is better than the other in Western vs. an
Indigenous paradigm. This work is merely a documentation in sharing my own
gain of insight.
In this data analysis, I include a description of not only the themes that
emerge, but also a description of the stories that unfold (Kovach, 2021). To further
maintain the Indigenous component of relationality in data analysis, the
participants and I share in the meaning making process of their stories and/or
guidance. This is also supported by Creswell & Miller (2000), one more validation
check in my data analysis.
I also incorporated validation during the entire process of our Talking Circle.
Again, following Ren Freeman (2017), I utilized a system to record what was being
shared verbatim. During our Talking Circle, my documentation in real time,
however, also included making note of what I interpreted that I had a question
about or what I could clarify right then, on location, not a year later for example.
Data analysis included looking for “epiphanies, turning points, or disruptions in
which the story line or if conversation changes direction dramatically” (Creswell
& Poth, 2018, p. 72).
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From my perspective, working from within a predominantly White
institution, utilizing an Indigenous paradigm becomes a sagacious responsibility.
Remaining ever vigilant, steeped in Indigenous epistemology I felt forced to ward
off hegemony at every turn. I have learned to think deeply about how an
Indigenous research paradigm “can lead to a better understanding of, and
provision for, the needs of Indigenous people” (Wilson, 2008, p. 20).
Shawn Wilson (2008) has influenced me to transfer my life goals into my
academic work, in particular the piece of my life aims that include becoming a
better person in all that I do. Becoming a better person is sewn into the fabric of
every aspect of my academic work and research as well. Therefore, within the
participant shared stories and guidance, I tell an interwoven story of my own gain
of insight (Huber & Whelan, 1999). This gain of insight is interwoven with my
grandmother’s oral traditions and ways of being. This is Hina Hanta, the Bright Path
of stories as knowledge and healing.
Giving Back
I am active in presenting my work. I’ve worked to maintain a relationship
with my home community Choctaw Nation tribal council member, Thomas
Williston. I have made it known that I have this and future projects in the pipeline
to help my Indigenous home community including but not limited to some
exceptionally creative endeavors to place our stories in the world narrative. I work
very hard so that my path of study and discernment unfolds progressively. I
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especially wish to take my learning home to impact my own Indigenous
communities.
However, as stated consistently in this work, I also strive to have an impact
on Indigenous communities globally. In my study, I follow those who came before
me, making connections with my own tribe, maintaining my own unique tribal
connections, however, I wish to work toward accomplishing the goal of
addressing the lack of Indigenous representation in our sites of knowledge
production globally.
Besides a written documentation of guidance for Indigenous scholars, I
wish to locate a concept, idea, some lever with which to budge the colonial
systemic structures of domination in institutions of knowledge production toward
a more equitable establishment. This lever was realized toward the end of this
work, and it is also placed toward the end of this writing so that readers may
experience taking in the process of how this lever came into sight.
Indigenous researchers often stand up to hegemony, calling out the massive
machine of domination put in place from day one of colonial contact (Andreotti,
2011). This is a complex mechanism which possesses tentacles reaching
throughout society slithering in and out of every nook and cranny. Linda T. Smith
(2012) points out that intervening in such hierarchies of power and domination is
dangerous business. Indigenous research unfolds with a reckoning of our social,
political, and historical realities as Indigenous people. Yet we strive with all our
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might to endure, responding in gentle kindness. This dichotomy of responding in
gentle kindness when so often this respect is not reciprocated is a part of giving
back. Because at every step of Indigenous research design, methods, data
collection, and analysis our aim is to always carry ourselves in accordance with
what is humane, we are all human beings (Freeman, 2017). I receive this and have
incorporated it into who I am as I relearn through a process of becoming.
Last under giving back, I find a somber vulnerability in sharing who I am.
Still, “Introducing ourselves shows respect to the ancestors and allows community
to locate us through cues such as name, kinship, culture, and territory” (Kovach,
p. 145, 2021).
Who I Am
From my grandmother’s blood I am Cherokee and Chahta,
Mother of Celeste and Michael.
Those of my people who survived were forcefully relocated to the far
Southeastern corner of Oklahoma, not far from the Red River.
The Red River is the boundary between Oklahoma and Texas.
The eastern side of Oklahoma is at an intersection of sorts between
the foothills of the Ozark Mountains and the Ouachita Mountains,
the area is known as the U.S. Interior Highlands.
Mountain Fork River flows through the striking Ouachita Mountains.
I spent early years quietly riding my pony along the banks of the
river, fishing, swimming, running through the trees,
hair flying in the wind, like eagles in the sky.
My home is not a dwelling. My home is Mountain Fork River.
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Figure 10 Mountain Fork River, Photo Courtesy of Randy Sandar

Summary of Methods and Research Design
I had desired a ceremony to honour the sacred space we shared for our
gathering, but I was at a loss in deciding how this could transpire via Zoom. I
moved forward acknowledging this limitation. I was at my daughter’s home when
we gathered for this study. After the Talking Circle I had gone out to sit on the front
porch and someone approached me, hands in his pockets, very animated and
consumed with curiosity. Quick as a flash he looked away and then back again as
he leaned closer asking in a loud whisper, “What did you guys do, what happened
in there?” When my committee read an early draft, I was prompted to help with
the understanding of this process, the Talking Circle. I clarify even more in this
summary.
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With the invitation to participants, long prior to the day of the Talking Circle,
the question was made known: How do we facilitate success for Indigenous
scholars navigating colonial structures of institutional racism and oppression in
our sites of knowledge production? This was a prompt of sorts so that when we
came together everyone was clear in what this exploration was about in advance.
Although I would not presume to speak for anyone, I’m pretty sure everyone also
entirely related. This would become evident in the transcription.
I’ve used a Mixed-Method approach. Knowledge was gathered through the
Talking Circle, consisting of an international panel, a gathering of Indigenous
knowledge keepers in academia and scholarly elders. We had gathered to seek out
solutions, strategies, ideas, anything we could to answer my research question:
How do we facilitate the success of Indigenous scholars maneuvering through
colonial structures of racism and oppression in our sites of knowledge production?
I transcribed the dialogue and shared it with participants as noted earlier, to
ensure trustworthiness and that their words were honoured. I used a Western
method of thematic analysis.
To make it clear, there is a deep respect for each participant to speak
without interruption and to be heard. (Wilson, 2008). Wilson and Wilson (2000)
describe the talking circle as follows:
Typically group members sit in a circle that represents the holism of Mother
Earth and the equality of all members. In some circles an eagle feather or
other sacred object is passed around, following the direction of the sun. In
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other groups a stone is passed from speaker to speaker, symbolizing the
connection among group members and to the guiding spirit. The holder of
the object speaks “from the heart” and the group listens silently and nonjudgmentally until the speaker has finished. Each member is given a chance
to speak. A common rule of circle work is that members must not speak out
of turn. In most instances, a complete talking circle comprises four rounds,
although time restraints, rules and norms vary with each group. Most
important is that group members feel ownership of these rules. (p. 11)
Via Wilson (2008) and, as shared in Global Hegemony (Bly, 2020), research must be
a part of a community based on relationships to be counted as Indigenous
(Cardinal, 2001, Steinhauer, 2001a, 2001b, Weber-Philwax, 2001, J. Wilson, 2000,
Wilson, S. 2008). As shared earlier, we had gathered through Zoom. However,
since this Indigenous Research Methodology was familiar to all participants and
even though no one held any object, the process unfolded in ways that extend far
beyond a mechanical act of checking off boxes. The process of a sharing circle, a
Talking Circle was honoured and respected.
I utilized the Western method of thematic analysis. Having read through
the transcription countless time, themes were identified and each highlighted with
an assigned color. Themes identified were Indigenous Knowledge, Policy, Allyship
and Collaboration, Resistance, Professor Institution Responsibilities, Giving Back, and
Hope.
We will never know how learning the Western approach in so many ways
first, has impacted my learning of an Indigenous methodology, something we
must commit further study to no doubt. This dissertation and this chapter
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documents where I am at present in my knowledge. Indigenous researchers grow
and learn, and this path is clearly documented in our writing. Indigenous
researchers do not remain stagnant. With each study we learn more about who we
are as researchers and in the next study this learning may be applied. Therefore, it
is paramount that my methods include documenting my own growth and
discernment so that on my path as a researcher, each piece of my learning is sewn
into the fabric of who I am, like piecing a quilt.

Participant Introductions

Figure 11 Dr. Stephen James Minton, University of Plymouth

•
•

Associate Professor in Applied and Clinical Psychology / Director of
Research for the Doctorate in Clinical Psychology, School of Psychology,
University of Plymouth, UK
Associate Professor in Education (part-time), Institute for Pedagogy,
University of South-Eastern Norway
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Figure 12 Professor Tania Ka’ii

•
•
•

Professor of Language Revitalisation
Director of Te Ipukarea Research Institute
Te Pou Māori – Associate Dean Māori, Faculty of Design and Creative
Technologies Aukland University of Technology, Aukland, Aoteoroa, New
Zealand

Figure 13 Professor Ren Freeman

•
•

President/Chair, Intercontinental American Indigenous Research Association
Director, Indigenous Research Center - Salish Kootenai College
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Figure 14 Dr. Shawn Wilson BSc (UM), MA(UAF), PhD (MONASH)

•
•
•
•

Current Appointment: Senior Lecturer
Organizational Unit: Gnibi College of Indigenous Australian Peoples
Shawn is Opaskwayak Cree from northern Manitoba, Canada and now
lives on Bundajalung land in eastern Australia
He is director of Research at Gnibi College of Indigenous Australian
Peoples at Southern Cross University

Findings
To begin our circle of sharing, I spoke a prompt, “perhaps each share your
experiences navigating these structures of oppression either in your own journey
or in support of emerging scholars that you’ve worked with.” Shawn shared his
thoughts first, including how challenging it can be to start as a first-generation
scholar:
I guess for me, the journey through a university is probably very similar to
everyone else here, difficult. I always considered myself pretty fortunate that
I had parents that were both, well they were high school teachers when I was
going to high school. And after I went away to university and my younger
brother went away to university, they went back to university themselves.
So, they became professors of education, so it was a bit easier for me in that
I was not first in my family to go to university. So it was kind of an expected
thing. And I think that will be something that makes a really big change over
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time in different Indigenous communities as more and more people go to
university. I think it’s always hard to be the first in the family to go to
university. So those people are through, and it will be easier for their kids
and grandkids, etc. It’s always hard to start a first generation. But when I did
my undergraduate degree, there were a couple of other Indigenous students
around, but not very many, but there was also on campus an Indigenous
space and that made a big difference.
As more become educated, things will get better. Shawn recommended Indigenous
scholars do their research to see if there are Indigenous students on campus, to find
out if there are Indigenous professors there. Shawn’s wisdom came through for me
as my mind moved through a series of synapsing processes in real time:
And when I did my master’s degree, there was actually Indigenous faculty
on campus where I did my degree plus an elder in residence and that made
a massive difference and so I suppose that that’s what I would recommend
for any Indigenous scholar is, don’t go to universities that don’t have
Indigenous faculty. To me that’s a good indication of how much the
university values this knowledge or not, whether they make efforts to recruit
and retain Indigenous scholars. If you’re going to do a research degree, do
your research on the university first and don’t go to universities that don’t
support Indigenous people. And I think that would make things a lot easier
for a lot of students if they would do a little bit of research on the universities
first. I would just say don’t go to a White racist institution if you’re brown.
Or don’t go to an all-male institution if you’re a woman.
This hit hard for me personally. No one had ever shared such guidance with me. I
had lived without questioning the powers that be, as if I could attend any American
university and study my own people, who our colonizers had named Native
American. Of course, my hopes will be that others will read, and take in this
knowledge as guidance. Yet too, even in these early moments, however remote the
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possibility, I had begun to try to think of ways to move this astonishing reality
toward something more equitable systemically.
Shawn had experienced both perspectives. He provided insight as to what a
difference an institutional experience where Indigenous knowledge is valued can
be. And he introduced a theme that would arise throughout our Talking Circle,
reciprocity, paying forward:
That’s part of what I do, hopefully do, in that paying it forward piece. To me
that’s what reciprocity is all about. So, it’s not just giving back to whoever
gave you something, it’s more about paying things forward. There were
people who blazed a trail for me to make it easier for me to make it through
university and that’s why I pay it forward, trying to remove different
obstacles at different universities where I work. And to me that should be
the job of senior Indigenous academics so people like you Tina, don’t have
to worry about ethics committees and such because that should be the job of
people that are already established. That’s also why one should pick a
university that has some established scholars at it because then you can say
hey, I’m having a problem with the ethics committee, can you help me? And
they’re the ones that take those fights.
Then for me going through a university is also, it was seeing the difference
between an institution where there wasn’t really very much support for
Indigenous students and then going to one where there was and seeing the
massive difference in those and how much easier it was to be myself as an
Indigenous person like say at the University of Alaska where I did my
master’s degree. That personal experience, the difference between them
always pushes me towards, well to be more like the good place. And I think
that’s one of the things I probably would sort of encourage people to do.
Shawn also made another interesting point regarding power structures and
resistance:
I was thinking about this the other day. Even funding institutions like Sloan
or American Indian College Fund or whatever, just say no, we won’t fund
students to go to universities that don’t have Indigenous scholars at them.
Because they have some power in that sense, so start using it.
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If through some winding storied process and unfolding of any series of
unfortunate events, one finds themselves in a predominantly White institution
wishing to study their own or others Indigenous, Shawn spoke the following:
Someone also always has to be a trail breaker and start to create that space.
It may not be a great space to be in when you’re a student, but if you’re there,
you’re there, you gotta do it. Then the other thing is to get support
somewhere else. So, if you’re not getting support from your own faculty at
your own university, get support from somewhere else, using other
students. It could be mentors or taking part in different groups like the
American Indigenous Research Association (AIRA), things like that can be
really helpful; or the International Congress of Qualitative Inquiry (ICQI),
Indigenous Inquiry Circle. So different things like that can be helpful as well.
This theme of seeking out allyship and collaboration in particular through ICQI
runs hard throughout this study. The positive impact on one’s growth in
knowledge and sense of awakening through becoming a part of and experiencing
ICQI and the Indigenous Inquiry Circle cannot be overstated. The fruits of the labor
from our Talking Circle were in many ways a living, breathing, phenomenon of
what can happen as a result of experiencing ICQI.
Speaking on how any of this might be addressed through university
policy in some way, Shawn had explained:
I don’t know about in the states, but I know in Australia, most of the
universities, I think all of the universities have to have an Indigenous
employment strategy. If they are gonna get Federal funding for certain
things, they have to have an Indigenous employment strategy. So, it would
be great if that was made policy in the states. I’m not sure if that’s the policy
in New Zealand as well, but that’s one example for addressing this in
policy.
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These thoughts and ideas on policy, on academic institutions which may or may
not honour Indigenous knowledge had resulted in everyone thinking deeply. Ren
responded:
One thing I’d also like to comment on, regarding universities,
interviewing them. It was very interesting, I have an experience, very
briefly with that. Thankfully it’s changing now, at the center of Indian
country in the United States, they have a number of Indigenous
faculty, Native American and Indigenous from this hemisphere. It
was very interesting, in my own research, I looked at non-Indigenous
graduate students and in the course of that, I looked at advice, etc.,
and in the course of that, began talking with the Indigenous, Native
American faculty; and asking, do you realize Indigenous perspectives
in your work? And none of them did. And that astounded me.
A few who became my friends, admitted, “I’m just learning about
this.” And what that created inside themselves as professors and
advisors, mentors, and guidance for other native students; and what
we have are people and students who do know these practices, these
philosophies, and are faced with a native professor who does not.
I find that interesting. That’s a personal story of mine and you don’t
see the challenge that posed. I had to push back against those people,
Indigenous faculty who saw my interest, my experience in seeking out
more of that, as somehow shining a light on what they lack. And the
people that became my friends, they were the ones who said, you
know, this is something we have to face. So as time goes on, we have
more Indigenous college educated people. We see that in our
universities, but I think it requires a lot of tolerance, a lot of patience,
on everyone’s part.
And we learn together, how do we navigate that world. A thank you
for these very intriguing points you’ve made Shawn. You know, we
still have a really long road, and at the same time we celebrate. We’re
seeing more Indigenous faculty. We’re seeing more students
understanding what that all means within the Academy. Thank you.
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Where Shawn had explained the maneuvering required, the
undertaking of thinking and consideration which must go into choosing a
university as an Indigenous scholar, Ren had shared her story to extend that.
Ren’s story tells us that even in spaces where Indigenous professors are
employed, there can at times remain an absence of the true essence of
Indigenous knowledge in research. Representing the theme of hope in this
Talking Circle, Ren points out that thankfully this is changing. She added
further reflection:
You know we have this term called imposter syndrome. And that is a
topic of a lot of our Native students’ conversation. There are various
challenges, they come in various forms, which try to create in us the
belief that we’re not supposed to be in the academy, at university. You
know, no you’re not smart enough, no this, no that, all these negatives.
And you know we as students and faculty here, we agreed. That is
something that we struggle with, micro-aggressions that create
imposter syndrome, that still exist. I recently wrote in my proposal
about the idea of, that there’s a dynamic happening that we have to
be aware of. So, I used the example of stories. You know within the
university and research; those were big no-noes. And then we have
qualitative research that engages you know what Archibald and
Maggie Kovach and Shawn, and you know we all say, the stories.
You know and we start making these connections and suddenly, and
I use that word suddenly, but it’s been occurring over time. Now, I see
all through universities in this country, various departments, various
disciplines saying story this and story that. We were talking about this
at the Native Center recently and we said wow, how do we feel about
that. Yes. Story. It’s in, it’s a way of knowing and seeing, etc. But you
know it almost feels like it’s been appropriated. Should we do
something, I mean how do we react?
And so, it engages appropriation in several levels and some of my
students who are in journalism, they’re like, you know what, we’re
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gonna watch this. Are they twisting it? What story means to
Indigenous peoples, is it not only being appropriated, but twisted,
because that’s aligned with appropriation. So, it’s something to watch
and that’s sort of the topic of conversation is, wow, two pieces. You
know the imposter syndrome, but man, you hold within your culture,
the knowledge that the Western thinking world needs to be aware of
and use. So, what’s that? It’s like schizophrenic. It’s a dichotomy. So,
I just offer that. That’s caught my attention.
This learning circle of elders constituted a gathering of Indigenous
knowledge that was formidable. Tania Ka’ai’s passion was also evident in her
every breath. She did not take full credit, she fully acknowledged others, reporting
a team effort at her university. However, she explained that the power structures
within the institution must constantly be met with scrutiny:
I do a lot of moving around, watching to see the kinds of privileging that
happens often with other students to try to use that as a benchmark to get
leverage to say what is wrong with these students? These students need the
same kind of privileging.
The journey to an advanced degree incorporating Indigenous knowledge with
Indigenous topics of research presents challenges unknown to our white
counterparts. In the absence of structures of oversight to monitor privileging as
Tania has described a need for such mechanism in our sites of knowledge
production presents itself.
Tania continued, sharing first one strategy and then another and another to
support her Indigenous students in New Zealand. Each strategy continually
addressed the obstacles identified in our Talking Circle, financial, family, cultural.
The compassionate support for Indigenous students was particularly evident as
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Tania also reported tirelessly supporting their applications for scholarships and
committing time to write many references.
Writing references for those marginalized to access funding can change a
future for one Indigenous researcher. Tania also pointed out that each Indigenous
scholar has a home community that is also benefitting so it’s by the power of
thousands. I shall take this thought further. One Indigenous researcher will then
bring other Indigenous researchers into the fold, while each and every one will
have a home community that will be positively impacted, and it is as Tania has
explained, thousands of Indigenous people reap the benefits to every, one, single
Indigenous scholar. This is the power of Indigenous Studies.
Tania again addressed financial and family obstacles combined, stating that
she consistently maintains close communication with her students. When there is
a family emergency, the university will work with that student and will locate
solutions such as a non-fee-paying period. The absence of such cooperation
financially in the U.S., calls for institutions to work with students in like manner,
with compassion. Tania had stated:
Stop the clock so that the person has a time out. Student: mother’s got
dementia, no longer can care for her, has to put her in a dementia facility,
has to choose the right one, and also needs counseling for herself that she’s
done the right thing you know? So, we stop the clock.
Tania’s relationship with her students in and of itself is culturally
supportive. She is steeped in Indigenous knowledge and so is her faculty. Tania
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and her staff provide unyielding support for Indigenous students with one
strategy after another in place, consistently in response to the key obstacles
identified, family, financial, and cultural support. One compelling example of
cultural support was described in the following way:
We have a writing project, a residential kind of, let’s meet and eat and sleep
together and write together for a three or four, five-day period. And our
students are really missing that because that’s the preferred pedagogical
learning style yeah, as an Indigenous style of learning.
A preferred pedagogical learning style geared for Indigenous graduate
students is something I’ve never even heard mentioned in my graduate studies
nor from my colleagues from numerous institutions. Such culturally responsive
teaching sounded so fun!
A Story from Europe
Stephen Minton shared his most interesting journey into the world of
Indigenous studies. Stephen described from the past, his hesitance with Western
research, testing out psychological theories of mind on “sort of semi-willing
participants.” As he shared his story from a European perspective, he advanced
this study in many ways. For example, Shawn had shared that if an Indigenous
researcher is not getting support at their local university, not getting support from
faculty there, get support elsewhere. Within Stephen’s sharing he exemplifies one
such example of reaching out for support elsewhere:
And through getting to know Shawn, he invited, suggested that I come to
this conference in Illinois, the Congress of Qualitative Inquiry and there I
met this Indigenous Inquiry Circle, and it was so refreshing. Usually when
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you went up into a conference, I was like expected to say something
significant. And it was just great to be in that space and think man I know
nothing. Nothing do I know. So, I just wondered around for about four days
meeting all of these incredible people from all over North America, all sorts
of people. It was great. It was fantastic, so I really gained a lot through them.
ICQI has been a blessing for countless others no doubt, as we gather at the
University of Illinois campus annually to engage with one another in the work of
qualitative research. It was at ICQI that I met Shawn Wilson for example. I met
Stephen there and I met Tania through Steve. It is at this point that I may also
connect this study to my Indigenous framework. Everything is relational.
As Stephen continued to share his journey, his story became more and more
intriguing:
I then moved universities to Plymouth. And as soon as I got to Plymouth there
were all of these sort-of signs saying four hundredth anniversary of the
Mayflower. Hurray let’s celebrate. And I was just thinking man, I just met some
people who really don’t see this as such a good thing. So that sort of confused
me a little bit.
And then Black Lives Matter, George Floyd, and suddenly everybody at my
university is talking about decolonization from the very spot where all the
decolonization happened from, so this is sort of really odd.
I recalled the feelings I had experienced when living in Europe for a time
myself. Being there had reversed the gaze and created space for deeper thinking.
Stephen continued:
It seems that colleagues are happy to sort of say yes, yes Black lives matter, yes,
we should decolonize. And I say well actually, you’re gonna’ have to look at the
way you teach. And you’re gonna’ have to look at sort of, are you actually going
to include Afro-centric, Asian-centric, Indigenous ways of knowing. Are you
gonna’ give those ways of knowing and being parity? Are you actually gonna’
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have to make space for the same shit you’ve been teaching for twenty years and
actually take some other stuff onboard?
Stephen’s story exemplifies how our White and European counterparts
may engage with Indigenous perspectives more appropriately. At a check-in with
Ren, she had pointed out that Stephen is not taking in this knowledge passively.
He is acting on it and sharing this knowledge.

Summary of Strategies
When analyzing the data from our Talking Circle, coding revealed themes
to include Indigenous Knowledge, Policy, Allyship and Collaboration, Resistance,
Professor Institution Responsibilities, Giving Back, and Hope.
Indigenous Knowledge
Shawn had recommended when choosing a university, be aware of factors
indicating respect for Indigenous knowledge. Be mindful in your choices of where
to study as an Indigenous researcher or student. Are others Indigenous on
campus? Is there an Indigenous space on the campus? Are there Indigenous
faculty or an Elder in Residence? Don’t attend a racist institution. Do some
research in advance.
On the other hand, Ren made note of Indigenous professors who are
unaware of knowing Indigenous knowledge in their work, as she recommends
addressing this absence.
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Resistance
Since Ren shared that even in Indigenous academic spaces there are some
Indigenous professors who are oblivious to knowing Indigenous knowledge in
their work; she then spoke from a student perspective. She recommends pushing
back, standing your ground, but also shares that we can all come together and
learn together in how to navigate these spaces.
Tania Ka’ii agreed that we must challenge those who are Native in the
academy who don’t fight the fight. She added that Indigenous scholars should be
given the space to disrupt the Academy.
Ren encourages us to remain aware of Indigenous knowledge
appropriated. She cautioned Indigenous scholars to monitor our circumstances
and to be aware of those who want to make us feel we don’t deserve to be here.
We must recognize and fend off imposter syndrome. One of the most poignant of
all statements of resistance was that of Stephen Minton who explained that all of
this is about far more than equity and diversity. It’s about power structures and
repositioning of power.
Shawn acknowledges that if we find ourselves in the circumstance of not
being supported, to seek support elsewhere. “Someone also always has to be a trail
breaker and start to create that space. It may not be a great space to be in when
you’re a student, but if you’re there, you’re there, you gotta do it.”
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Policy
Where policy was concerned, Shawn suggested an Indigenous employment
strategy tied to funding. He beckoned for grant and research foundations who
hold great power to use it and to refrain from funding racist spaces. Tania Ka’ii
shared something that could be implemented through policy which she named
equity funding which she openly shared was controversial. The equity funding
comes in, but it is not always clear where that money goes. “So yes, to equity
funding, but track where it goes.”
Shawn and Tania both called for more scholarships for Indigenous students
and researchers. Both agreed that it’s not about intellect, that the three overarching
obstacles for Indigenous scholars are family, financial, cultural. Shawn had
explained that we must somehow find a way to take these obstacles out of the
equation.
Allyship & Collaboration
Stephen Minton and Shawn Wilson point out the rewards of working
together in collaboration with one another as they encourage reaching out to locate
support through organizations such as ICQI. Stephen also advises locating people
who will go to bat for your team in organizing support structures and committees.
Just as this very study supports so strongly, both Ren and Tania also represent
allyship and collaboration.
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Professor and Institution Responsibilities
In the absence of structures of oversight to monitor privileging for funding
or other such topics in our sites of knowledge production (as Tania had described),
a need for such mechanism in our academic institutions presents itself. There
needs to be a mechanism in place to monitor privileging so that we may come
closer to equitable spaces.
Tania Ka’ii calls on professors to invest the time to increase our presence
and to arouse conscientiousness. Tania sees professors who work with Indigenous
scholars as advocates who must work for scholarships, serving on committees and
writing references. She calls for culturally responsive teaching, engaging families,
and Indigenous Research Methodologies.
Stephen did not mince words regarding professor/institution responsibilities:
And you’re gonna’ have to look at sort of, are you actually going to include Afrocentric, Asian-centric, Indigenous ways of knowing. Are you gonna’ give those
ways of knowing and being parity? Are you actually gonna’ have to make space
for the same shit you’ve been teaching for twenty years and actually take some
other stuff on board?
Giving Back
Without exception each participant stands for giving back, paying forward
in any way possible, but most of all by bringing other Indigenous scholars into the
fold. Shawn had clarified, “So, it’s not just giving back to whoever gave you
something, it’s more about paying things forward. There were people who blazed
a trail for me to make it easier for me to make it through university and that’s why
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I pay it forward, trying to remove different obstacles at different universities
where I work.”
Tania shared the very words of her father. “And he always said to us, you
should always follow the good path, and pay it forward. Be kind, and follow good
cultural values, paying it forward, and leave the ugly things behind; don’t follow
these.”
Hope
Stephen shares his sense of awakening and points out that we are all in
transition. Shawn brings hope explaining that as more Indigenous peoples become
educated, it will be better. Both Tania and Shawn revere their experiences through
intergenerational growth, sharing stories of parents, grandparents, and children.
As a non-Indigenous scholarly ally, Stephen also gives hope in explaining that
things will change as a researcher moves along, explaining that this is a sign of
genuine engagement, that is research, genuinely creating knowledge. Tania points
out that people like us are increasing. She adds that for each Indigenous scholar
who makes it, thousands are positively impacted in communities.
Stephen pointed out something Shawn Wilson (2008) has been saying for a
very long time, “If research doesn’t change , you aren’t doing it right.” I find great
peace in this statement as I feel that it is not a mere challenge. It reveals the
possibilities for transformation as an Indigenous researcher. We are not standing
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on the outside of our research looking in. We are intertwined with the research,
inseparable from it so that we grow in our own research also.

Stories as Knowledge in Closing
I witnessed the metacognitive process outlined in the Circle of Metacognition
as the experience of coming together brought about memories, reflection, and stories.
There were numerous stories shared during this Talking Circle, so many, I have
made the decision to use those in a future article.
However, I share one last story from Tania, a story of hope which speaks to
the profound significance of this study and my dissertation. Tania Ka’ii has
devoted her entire academic life to creating new spaces within the academy to help
recruit and protect and increase the participation of Indigenous peoples within the
academy. Tania shared the following images:
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Figure 15 Homemade Book of New Zealand Birds
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Figure 16 Homemade Bird Feeder
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The Passion of Tania Ka’ii
Tania: I share two images. One of them is a book (Figure 13) that I created
with my mother who’s 84 for her great-granddaughter, my granddaughter.
It’s an old calendar with photographs/images of New Zealand birds. We
laminated it and it doesn’t matter if she’s got sticky little fingers and she
can turn the pages and so forth. The other image (Figure 14) is a photograph
I’ve taken of part of my garden at the back of my house. The tree is a puka
tree. It is a large-leaved evergreen tree endemic to New Zealand that grows
to about 8 m tall. Suspended from a piece of string from one of the branches
is a pinecone. And in the pinecone is lard or dripping/fat and rolled in the
lard are a variety of seeds. So, it’s a natural bird feeder.
These two (the book and the birdfeeder) complement one another and I will
tell you why. It is because they represent the past and the present and the
future for me and I’ll relate it back to being an Indigenous scholar.
The puka trees are part of a forest and the Atua or the deity of the forest in
my culture is Tānemahuta. He’s the guardian of the forest, mountains,
birds, animals and everything inside that domain. The birds and other
living things in the forest are considered to be the children of Tānemahuta.
And they were here in the world long before we humans were here. So to
me, this represents much of the past as well. The children of Tānemahuta
have stories to tell through their own voices that we can hear when the birds
sing/call. They can commune with us as people.
And we have to ensure that there is a balance between the environment and
us as Indigenous peoples. And so like Steve, those Indigenous scholars that
came before me, have also vested their knowledge in me to make a
difference. My great-grandfather was the very first in my family who had a
university education. He would ride for miles on a bike over the mountains
from a little place called Rapaki on the Banks Peninsula in the South Island;
over the mountains to Christchurch to attend Canterbury College now
known as the University of Canterbury. My great-grandfather inspired me
as a young girl and became a mentor. He was a native speaker of the Māori
language and a traditional healer and seer.
We call this kind of person a matakite and tohunga for traditional healer.
And he always said to us, you should always follow the good path, and pay
it forward. Be kind, and follow good cultural values, paying it forward, and
leave the ugly things behind; don’t follow these. And he did that his whole
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life. He was a good man and he helped others in his community. Through
an Act of Parliament called the Tohunga Suppression Act 1907, people like
him were outlawed for undertaking traditional healing with families, and
with community. So, he went to ground and masked his existence through
taking on board Christianity, which allowed him and others like him to do
their traditional work that he was committed to, with his people to survive,
and to also protect his family. It is important that I acknowledge those
people in my past who have shaped my life as a scholar.
I personally feel that we must always be in harmony - work, culture
(including the environment) and the home. My granddaughter, who is
three years old in two weeks’ time, she and I often sit on a garden bench
with her book that we made for her, and we wait for the birds, like the tūī
to come. The tūī is the image of the bird on the front cover. And we talk
while they are beginning to come into the garden. I’m able to talk with her
and share with her cultural values and knowledge, a celebration of
knowledge transfer and intergenerational knowledge transmission and
paying forward with my own family, so that she understands the
significance of the birds, their food and cultural value and so forth. And
when they come, they make a beautiful sound to announce their arrival,
and they start to feed, and we sing to them in our language. There are
particular songs that have been composed for different birds, so we sing to
the birds their particular song. And through these lived experiences they
become familiar with us and us to them; and it is this familiarity that
transcends the human - bird domain, yeah? And we become, family, in the
sense that we can acknowledge that these birds carry with them a sense of
their own knowledge and their own sense of community, and they play a
role in our lives as an Indigenous community.
Why is it special?
Because she, that is my granddaughter, is the future. She, like all of our
grandchildren, is the future. The people that we teach in the academy are
the future.

Discussion
Professors Tania Ka’ii, Ren Freemen, Stephen Minton, and Shawn Wilson
are leading the way like lanterns along a faint path. They share with us wisdom
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and guidance and hope. Significant advance has been accomplished toward
written guidance for Indigenous scholars. What can be gleaned from this work
also informs professors and advisors, education stakeholders, and offices of
diversity, equity, and inclusion.
The lack of Indigenous Professors and Indigenous Research Methods
courses, in fact, the lack of Indigenous Studies departments in universities leaves
a glaring space of empty darkness in the scope of knowledge existing in the world.
The absence of Indigenous Studies programs at institutions of knowledge
production is but one primary lever of the overarching mechanism of domination
set in place upon colonial contact. The absence of Indigenous Studies departments
in universities is nothing more than one more colonial tool to indoctrinate, to
dominate, to dictate what counts as knowledge, and to perpetuate erasure.
This work speaks volumes regarding the field of Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion and it serves as a living document to put universities and sites of
knowledge production on notice that policies written to claim equity must include
tangible evidence of actions exemplifying diversity, equity, and inclusion. We see
universities bridging and buffering, bridging toward the idea here with written
policies for show, but with only just enough conviction to check off a list of boxes
while accomplishing nothing more in reality. Shallow policies and empty
promises are not working. Superficiality is not an option.
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Indeed, this dissertation reveals a work of guidance for Indigenous scholars
navigating these colonial structures in our sites of knowledge production, but it
also calls for something more. As I follow my path of healing, Hina Hanta, the
bright path, I walk through The Circle of Metacognition in my mind and reflection
sometimes unfolds in a moment. For me, on larger projects requiring deep
thinking such as this dissertation, I have spent countless hours toward reflection
on our circle of sharing, this Talking Circle. This is known as a long time.
I have reflected on all of it for a very long time, for months, while sitting
beside the pond at Wheelock Academy in Millerton, Oklahoma, while watching
the sun set at Goodland Academy in Hugo, Oklahoma. I’ve prayed and asked for
guidance among countless sacred spaces, at my grandmother’s home, on
Mountain Fork River, and at Wounded Knee.
I’ve reflected while camping in the Adirondacks breathing in the mountain
air. I’ve reflected sleeping under the brightest stars over Lake Champlain.
Discernment has become a way of life for me, in many ways it is a ceremonial way
of life (Wilson, 2008). This is my way now, Hina Hanta, the Bright Path, a sacred
path of healing and prayer, experiences, place, memories, reflection, and stories.
After all of this reflection, besides sharing these possibilities for survival
coming out of our Talking Circle, I’ve been seeking systemic responses asking
myself so how do we facilitate the success of Indigenous scholars maneuvering
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through colonial structures of oppression, lateral violence, and racism in our sites
of knowledge production?
By increasing Indigenous research capacity.
Enough research has been accomplished to justify the implementation of
such policy internationally, nationally and at institutional levels. One more study
is not needed to justify a policy to increase Indigenous research capacity, one more
case study is not needed, one more survey is not needed; one more meeting is not
needed for us to all know that settler colonialism, structures of oppression and
racism in our sites of knowledge production must be met with systemic solutions,
and one way to reach these issues systemically, is through policy. Within my
dissertation, policy is the leverage located to budge this system toward social
justice and democracy.
This dissertation speaks to some of the possibilities for a policy framework
which takes into account the facts, that every education institution in the United
States rests on Indigenous land; this land is the source for the economic success of
these institutions; the economic success for our country also stems from this stolen
land; this stolen land was the foundation for the economic success of a world
economy; this land was stolen through the violent displacement of Indigenous
peoples, specifically, through genocide.
Indigenous peoples and Indigenous scholars contend with colonial
systemic structures daily. The results of the articles making up this dissertation
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come together making way for policy design considerations the likes of which has
resulted in calling for a restructuring of power, calling for not only an
acknowledgement of land, but also an acknowledgement of the economic success
of these institutions resulting from the stolen land upon which they rest. These
realities fully justify calling for an Indigenous Studies department in every major
institution of knowledge production which rests upon Indigenous land in the
world.
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CHAPTER 10 Discussion
New ideas arising from this dissertation include both conceptual and
empirical contributions. However, what I wish to speak on first and foremost is of
a spiritual nature, an awakening to document my own gain of insight as to who I
am as a Choctaw Indigenous researcher. I am not a researcher defined by
researching with Indigenous peoples. I am a researcher who is Indigenous.
This dissertation is not just about extending and expanding knowledge, it
is inclusive of extending and expanding relationality with those who have worked
to help me understand and have helped me to know Indigenous knowledge in my
research. The relationality arising from our Talking Circle, the relationships built
between and among Stephen Minton, Shawn Wilson, Ren Freeman, Tania Ka’ii,
and myself engages one profound tenet of an Indigenous Research Methodology:
Building relationality and interdependence.
My cultural lens is Hina Hanta, from the Circle of Metacognition from Pictures
in the Paint (Bly, 2020). This is a bright path telling our stories all along the way
just as documented in Pictures in the Paint. These stories tell who we are. Those in
power want us to forget, but we must not ever forget who we are.
As mentioned, in many ways what had transpired in our Talking Circle
could be located in the Circle of Metacognition to some degree. Through the
experience of the culminating Talking Circle came memories based in place, Canada,
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New Zealand, Ireland, the UK, the United States, the Deep South, Wyoming,
Oklahoma. As each participant shared, others listened and engaged in reflections
which often yielded more memories, and the result was more stories.

Experiences
and
Observations

Stories

Place

Oral
Traditions

Reflection

Memories

Figure 8 Hina Hanta, the Bright Path: The Circle of Metacognition

Ren Freeman (2017) has taught me that engaging an Indigenous Research
Methodology includes identifying where my source comes from and how I am
engaging my cultural lens. My source comes full circle back to the introduction in
my dissertation to my painting of Indigenous women on page 1. My source is the
spirituality located in the wonder of a matrilineal line of Choctaw women
upholding Indigenous ways of knowing, being, and doing. My cultural lens comes
from my adorable grandmother and the oral traditions she handed down via
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stories as knowledge, stories she told at night as shadows danced across the walls.
This way of being was handed down from times when our people sat encircled
around a fire at night sharing stories. Gathering knowledge through a Talking
Circle hearkens back to this ancient practice of time immemorial.

Implications of this Work
Holding a Talking Circle then is about providing experiences for participants
whereby this ancient practice of oral traditions and stories as knowledge may be
realized and remembered on some level, not to exclude intrinsic manifestations. It
is about providing experiences to engage connections to place, memories, reflection,
and stories. The experience provided is based on relationality. The participants in
the Ghost Dances Talking Circle were from different tribes alongside one nonIndigenous researcher. This indicates that the Talking Circle presents itself as a
method emanating from shared Indigenous knowledge. Yet Hina Hanta, the Bright
Path: The Circle of Metacognition remains my Choctaw cultural lens.
In the culminating study of my dissertation unfolding through a Talking
Circle, the question was addressed, how do we facilitate success for Indigenous
scholars navigating colonial structures of oppression in our sites of knowledge
production? Empirical evidence is presented through the Western thematic
analysis of the transcription of our Talking Circle resulting in written guidance for
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Indigenous scholars navigating colonial structures of oppression and racism in our
sites of knowledge production.
As seen in Table 1 on page 108, this written guidance builds on the work of
Pidgeon (2016); Shotton, Tachine, Nelson, Minthorn, and Waterman (2017);
Mataira (2019); Mitchell, Thomas, and Smith (2018); Green, Russ-Smith, and Tynan
(2018); Mullings & Mukherjee (2018).
Conceptually speaking my work is about reflection. However, it is also
about empowering those who we research with. It’s also about empowering more
and more Indigenous researchers who may then carry this empowerment into yet
even more Indigenous communities.
I hope and I pray that in my life’s work I have honoured our ancestors and
our grandmothers and our mothers.
The articles within this dissertation create space for an artistic approach to
academic study. They combine to make an autobiographical written study, a
Scholarly Personal Narrative, a work of life writing; a document of the wonder of
Indigenous knowledge; Choctaw epistemology; to present a living model of what
healing and hope looks like for Indigenous peoples and Indigenous scholars; to
document the creation of a philosophy of meaning making through Hina Hanta:
The Circle of Metacognition made up of our experiences, place, memories, reflection and
stories; to mark the essence of relational enlightenment through mentorship,
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allyship, and kindred spirits; and as a living breathing model of what research
looks like when incorporating Indigenous knowledge.

Conclusion
This dissertation is a story of the resilience of Indigenous peoples. It makes
way for creating more equitable spaces in our sites of knowledge production. As
noted in the beginning, it is also the story of a little Choctaw girl who grew up in
Eagletown, Oklahoma, who navigated harmful societal and cultural barriers
including unsurmountable colonial structures, to complete an advanced degree,
to move forward seeking opportunities to work toward improving the lives of
Indigenous communities and others marginalized.
The Circle of Metacognition from Pictures in the Paint (Bly, 2020) has grown
to a far deeper understanding of my own Choctaw ways of being. This
metacognitive process yields to the times of telling stories around an encircled fire.
Hina Hanta is a sacred path made up of our stories all along the way, across
generations as first written via Pictures in the Paint.
My mother’s murder did not appear to matter much to a certain judge in
Southeastern Oklahoma. But her loss meant the world to me. I have truly never
reconciled the experience of having witnessed my mother’s murder. It has helped
some as I have come to know of the movement named Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women (MMIW) and girls. We now understand that Indigenous
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women are subjected to violence disproportionately and although this has not
brought my mother back, MMIW has given me a space to focus efforts to bring
about awareness.
What I always remember is that my mother and my grandmothers are here
through blood memory in my children, Celeste, and Michael, in their DNA. I have
learned that we can cultivate healing within our culture, through our relationship
with the cosmos, with nature and with every living being, with place and land,
through reflection, through our memories, and our stories.
Influenced by all those referenced in this dissertation not to exclude Victor
Frankl (1985), my life’s work is about a search for meaning. After having witnessed
my mother’s murder I embarked on a lifetime of discernment and reflection
searching for meaning. What this dissertation speaks to ultimately is anyone
preparing to complete their circle in this life. I spend my life preparing for this
completion. I have spent my life in search of meaning.
Your meaning is your own. What I have learned is that for me, meaning is
located in having been the daughter of my father, the daughter of my mother, the
granddaughter of my grandmother, and above all else, in having been the mother
of Celeste and Michael. Also, for me, meaning is located in healing through Hina
Hanta, the Bright Path which is made up of ways of being my grandmother taught
me, to include stories all along the way, stories that tell who we are (Bly, 2020).
This is how I make meaning in my world.
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Stories shared around a circle are an ancient way of being once unfolding
amid the soft glow of a fire, perhaps overlooking a body of water. The sounds and
the aroma of the crackling fire in the darkness were healing. I think that there
under the stars, on many nights the moon made way for its own sparkling
reflections off the water, like art. There were mystical shadows emanating from
the gentle hand gestures of the storyteller, and everyone was consumed. In a word,
it was a Ceremony. And yet again Shawn Wilson’s (2008) work is honoured in my
own reflections.
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